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Abstract.

A major accomplishmentof the recently completed Tropical Ocean-

GlobalAtmosphere(TOGA) Programwasthe development
of an oceanobserving
system to support seasonal-to-interannualclimate studies. This paper reviews the
scientificmotivationsfor the developmentof that observingsystem,the technological

advancesthat made it possible,and the scientificadvancesthat resultedfrom
the availability of a significantly expanded observationaldatabase. A primary
phenomenologicalfocusof TOGA was interannual variability of the coupledocean-

atmospheresystemassociated
with E1 Nifio and the SouthernOscillation(ENSO).
Prior to the start of TOGA, our understanding
of the physicalprocesses
responsible
for the ENSO cycle was limited, our ability to monitor variability in the troi•ical
oceanswas primitive, and the capability to predict ENSO was nonexistent. TOGA

thereforeinitiated and/or supportedeffortsto providereal-timemeasurements
of
the following key oceanographicvariables: surfacewinds, sea surfacetemperature,
subsurfacetemperature, sea level and ocean velocity. Specificin situ observational
programs developedto provide these data sets included the Tropical Atmosphere-

Ocean(TAO) arrayof mooredbuoysin the Pacific,a surfacedriftingbuoyprogram,
an island and coastal tide gaugenetwork, and a volunteer observingship network of
expendablebathythermographmeasurements.Complementingthese in situ efforts
were satellite missionswhich provided near-global coverageof surface winds, sea
surface temperature, and sea level. These new TOGA data sets led to fundamental
progressin our understandingof the physical processesresponsiblefor ENSO and
to the development of coupled ocean-atmospheremodels for ENSO prediction.
And thorough this distemperature we see the

E1 Nifio eventsoccur irregularly at intervals of roughly
2-7 years, although the averageis about once every 3-

seasons alter...

4 years[Quinnet al., 1987]. They typicallylast 12-18

Shakespeare's"A Midsummer Night's Dream"
Act 2, Scene 1

1.

months, and are accompaniedby swingsin the Southern

Oscillation(SO), an interannualseesawin tropicalsea

Introduction

level pressure between the eastern and western hemi-

E1 Nifio (EN) is characterizedby a large-scale
weak- spheres[Walker,1924].DuringE1Nifio, unusuallyhigh
eningof the trade windsand warmingof the surfacel•v- atmospheric sea level pressuresdevelop in the western
ers in the easternand central equatorial Pacific Ocean.
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tropical Pacific and Indian Ocean regions,and unusually low sea level pressuresdevelopin the southeast-

ern tropicalPacific.Bjerknes[1966,1969]wasthe first

SYSTEM

pose of predicting its variability on timescales
of months to years; and

[3.] to providethe scientificbackground
for
designing an observing and data transmission
system for operational prediction if this capability is demonstrated by the coupled oceanatmosphere system.

to link swingsin the Southern Oscillation to E1 Nifio
events, proposing that the two phenomena were generated by coupledocean-atmosphereinteractions. SO
tendenciesfor unusually low pressureswest of the date
The scientificbackgroundand rationale for TOGA
line and high pressureseast of the date line have also
was spelledout in severalplanningdocuments[e.g.,
been linked to periods of anomalously cold equatorial
World Climate ResearchProgram,1985; National Re-

Pacificseasurfacetemperatures(SSTs) sometimesresearchCouncil, 1983, 1986]. Prior to TOGA, a baferredto as La Nifia [Philander,1990].The full range
sic descriptionof oceanicand atmosphericvariability
of SO variability, includingboth anomalouslywarm and
associated
with E1 Nifio existed[e.g.,Rasmusson
and
cold equatorial SSTs, is often referred to as ENSO.
Carpenter,1982], as did a basicdescriptionof tropENSO is associated with shifts in the location and
ical/extratropicalatmosphericteleconnections
in the

intensity of deep convectionand rainfall in the tropical Pacific. During E1 Nifio events, drought conditions
prevail in northern Australia, Indonesia, and the Philippines, and excessiverains occur in the island states of
the central tropical Pacific and along the west coast of
South America. Shifts in the pattern of deep convection
in the tropical Pacific also affect the generalcirculation
of the atmosphereand extend the impacts of ENSO to

other tropicaloceanbasinsand to midlatitudes[Rasmusson and Wallace, 1983; Ropelewski and Halpert,
1986, 1987; Halpert and Ropelewski,1992; Trenberth et

al., this issue]. During E1 Nifio most of Canadaand
the northwestern United States tend to experiencemild
winters, and the states bordering the Gulf of Mexico
tend to be cooler and wetter

than

normal.

California

northernhemisphere
[e.g.,Hotel and Wallace,1981].
Atmosphericgeneral circulationmodels had showna
sensitivityboth in the tropics and at higher latitudes
to underlying equatorial Pacific SST anomalies,and
theories were emergingon how tropical forcing gave
rise to observedteleconnection
patterns[e.g.,Hoskins
andKaroly,1981].Relativelysimplewind-forced
ocean
modelsprior to TOGA werecapableof simulatingsome
aspectsof seasonal-to-interannual
variability associated
with sea level variationsin the Pacific [e.g., Busalacchi and O'Brien, 1980; Busalacchiand O'Brien, 1981;
Busalacchiet al., 1983]. Initial attemptsto quantitativelyassess
the roleof oceandynamicsin controlling
interannualvariationsin SST wereunderway[Gill, 1983].
Also, ocean generalcirculationmodelswith explicit
mixedlayer thermodynamics
werebeingdevelopedfor

has experienceda disproportionateshareof episodesof
heavy rainfall during E1 Nifio winters such as 1982improvedsimulationsof SST variability [e.g., $chopf
1983, 1991-1992, and 1994-1995. Atlantic hurricanes
and Cane, 1983]. Coupledtropicalocean-atmosphere
tend to be less frequent during warm events and more
models were in their infancy prior to TOGA. They

frequentduringcoldevents[Gray et al., 1993].E1Nifio

showedpromise though in their ability to elucidate

events also disrupt the marine ecologyof the tropical
possiblemechanisms
responsible
for ocean-atmosphere
Pacific and the Pacific coast regions of the Americas,
feedbacksand in their ability to crudely simulate asaffectingthe mortality and distributionof commercially

valuablefishstocksandothermarineorganisms
[Barber
and Chavez, 1983; Dessier and Donguy, 1987; Pearcy

pectsof the ENSO cycle[McCreary,1983;Philanderet
al., 1984].

Theoriesregardingthe mechanismsresponsiblefor E1
Nifio variations in the ocean were likewisedeveloping
originating in the tropical Pacific, ENSO has socioeco[e.g., Wyrtki, 1975; McCreary, 1976; Hurlbutt et al.,
nomic consequences
that are felt worldwide.
1976].
The rolesof oceandynamicsand, in particular,
The widespreadand systematicinfluenceof ENSO on
wind-forcedequatorialKelvin and Rossbywavesin afthe ocean-atmospheresystem, and the potential that
fectinglarge-scaleredistributionof massand heat in the
it might be predictable seasonsto years in advance,
equatorialband werewidely regardedas crucialaspects
led to initiation of the international Tropical Oceanof the ocean's role in the ENSO cycle. The rapid reGlobal Atmosphere(TOGA) Program,a 10-yearstudy
sponseof the equatorial oceanto wind forcing and the
(1985-1994)of seasonal-to-interannual
(alsoreferredto
ability of equatorialwavesto affect remote parts of the
as short-term) climate variability. The goals of the
basin on relatively short timescalesdistinguishthe tropTOGA programwere [World Climate ResearchProics from higher latitudes where planetary scale waves
gram,1985,p. vii]
propagate
much more slowly. Substantial responsesin
[1.] to gain a descriptionof the tropical
equatorial currentsand seasurfaceheightsto relatively
oceansand the global atmosphere as a time de-

and$choener,1987;Lehodeyet al., 1997].Thus,though

pendent system, in order to determine the extent to which this system is predictable on time
scales of months to years, and to understand

the mechanisms
and processes
underlyingthat
predictability;

[2.] to study the feasibilityof modelingthe
coupled ocean-atmospheresystem for the pur-

short-duration

wind events were evident in observations

beforethe start of TOGA [Knox and Halpern,1982;
Eriksenet al., 1983].Theseobservations
suggested
the
potential for remotely forced changesin SST due to
wave-inducedchangesin horizontal and vertical advection and upper ocean mixing. Thus understandingthe
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oceanic processesgiving rise to SST variability in the details). This E1 Nifio was neither predictednor even
tropical Pacific was a more challengingproblem than detected until several months after it had started. The
at midlatitudes, where SST variations on seasonaland lessonfrom this experiencewas obvious: an in situ obinterannualtimescalesare generatedprimarily by local serving system capable of deliveringdata in real time
air-seaheat exchange[Gill andNiiler, 1973].
was urgently needed for improved monitoring, underMuch of the progressin oceanographicstudies re- standing, and prediction of E1 Nifio and related phelated to E1 Nifio in the 1970s and early 1980s was nomena. To meet these requirements, the TOGA Imstimulatedby fieldworkand modelingeffortsas part of plementation Plan called for the developmentof a "thin
the EquatorialPacificOceanClimateStudies(EPOCS) monitoring" array of in situ measurementsbased on

program[Hayeset al., 1986],the North PacificExperiment (NORPAX) [Wyrtki et al., 1981],and the Pacific EquatorialOceanDynamics(PEQUOD) experiment [Eriksen,1987]. Theseprogramsprovidednew

the enhancement
of existingcapabilities[International
TOGA ProjectOJfice,1992].This observing
systemwas

to provide data on a basin scale for at least 10 years
without significant temporal gaps, so that a continudata for basicdescriptionof phenomenology,
for devel- ous record of climate variability could be assembled.
oping and testing dynamical hypotheses,and for model Ten years was consideredthe minimum length of time
development
andvalidation[Halpern,1996].Impressive needed for a comprehensivestudy of interannual varithough the scientificadvanceswere during this period, ability, the dominant mode of which was ENSO cycle.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the develthey were still inadequate in many respects. To quote
from the document U.S. Participation in the TOGA opment of the TOGA observingsystem, to highlight
scientific advances that have resulted from implemenProgram[NationalResearch
Council,1986,p. 6-7]:
tation of this system,and to summarizehow data from
[1.] The subsurfacesignature of E1 Nifio
this system have contributed to progressin developing
events and the time-dependent fluxes of momentum and energy at the air-sea interface are
models for improved climate analysis and prediction.
known only qualitatively, and existing observaWe will emphasize oceanic, rather than atmospheric,
tions are inadequate to define them with the
componentsof the observingsystem, reflecting relative
accuracy needed for initializing and verifying
levelsof effort expendedon implementationduring the
models.
TOGA decade. However, we will discussTOGA efforts
[2.] Major uncertaintiesstill exist concerning the tropical and southern hemisphereatmoto augment the World Weather Watch for atmospheric
spheric circulations and their interannual varimeasurements and to establish a specialized network of
ability.
island-basedwind profilers.
[3.] The processes
that determinethe seasurWe will also emphasize in situ rather than satellite
face temperature distribution and the surface
data. Satellite missionswere generallyinitiated for purwind field over the tropics are not yet well understood.
posesother than, or only partially motivated by, short[4.] The fundamentalbehaviorand predictterm climate research(e.g., operationalweather preability of the coupled climate system are just
beginning to be understood.

TOGA, initiated by the World Climate ResearchPro-

diction,nationaldefense,generaloceanographic
and/or
meteorologicalapplications). Also, delaysin satellite
missionsand/or temporal discontinuitiesin satellite

gram[1985],provideda flameworkfor coordinated,
sus- data coverageheightenedreliance on in situ measuretained international efforts aimed at addressingthese
shortcomings. Implementation of TOGA was to be
carried out with major new initiatives in modeling,
process-orientedfield studies, and long-term observations. Efforts in these areas were to be highly interactive and mutually reinforcing. Models and the results
of processstudies would be used to help guide the development of long-term observationalsystems. Longterm observationsin turn would provide a large-scale,
long-term flamework in which to interpret the resultsof
shorter-duration, geographicallyfocused,intensiveprocessstudies. Long-term observationswould alsobe used
to validate models, to aid in the developmentof parameterization schemesfor subgridscalemodel physics,and
to initialize dynamical model-basedclimate forecasting
schemes.

ments during the TOGA decade. For example, launch
of the National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration's

scatterometer(NSCAT) for surfacewind velocityestimates, originally scheduledfor 1989, was repeatedlydelayed until August 1996, almost 2 yearsafter the end of
TOGA. The satellite carrying NSCAT then failed prematurely, in June 1997, after being operational for only
8 months. Similarly, there was a 2-year hiatus in satellite sea level altimetry measurementsbetween the end

of the U.S. Navy's GeodeticSatellite(Geosat)mission
in 1989 and the launch of European Space Agency's

EuropeanRemote SensingSatellite (ERS-1) in 1991.
Nonetheless,we will discussthose satellite missionsthat
contributed directly to TOGA objectives, particularly
with regard to oceanic variability. Satellite measurements targeted more toward documenting and understandingatmosphericvariability during TOGA, namely
those for precipitation, water vapor, clouds, radiation,

The need for an improved observingsystemwas underscoredduring the planning stagesof TOGA in the
early 1980s, when the scientificcommunity was caught and evaporation[Lau and Busalacchi,1993], are discompletely off guard by the 1982-1983 E1 Nifio, the cussedin workby Wallaceet al. [thisissue].
Originally, it was anticipated that TOGA would destrongestin over a hundredyears(seeAppendixA for
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Figure 1. Schematicof normal and E1 Nifio conditionsin the equatorialPacific. See section2
for discussion.

circulation)is closedby ascentof warm moist air over
the warm pool (associatedwith deep convectionand
precipitation),westerlywinds aloft, and subsidence
in
the high-pressurezone of the eastern Pacific. In the
ocean,westwardflow in the surfaceSEC is in part com-

i.e., the Equatorial Undercurrent(EUC). This current
flows down the zonal pressuregradient associatedwith
the east-west tilt of the thermocline and provides a

sourceof water for upwellingin the east [Brydenand
Brady, 1985].
During E1 Nifio (Figure 1, bottom), the trade winds
pensatedby a return flow to the east in the thermocline,
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Figure 1. Schematicof normal and E1 Nifio conditionsin the equatorialPacific. Seesection2
for discussion.

circulation)is closedby ascentof warm moist air over
the warm pool (associatedwith deep convectionand
precipitation),westerlywinds aloft, and subsidence
in
the high-pressurezone of the eastern Pacific. In the
ocean, westward flow in the surfaceSEC is in part compensatedby a return flow to the east in the thermocline,

i.e., the EquatorialUndercurrent(EUC). This current
flows down the zonal pressuregradient associatedwith
the east-west tilt of the thermocline and provides a

sourceof water for upwellingin the east [Brydenand
Brady,1985].
During E1 Nifio (Figure 1, bottom), the trade winds
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weakenin the central and westernPacific, leadingto a

Measurement

SYSTEM
of ocean currents was deemed to be es-

sential for meeting the goals of TOGA becauseof the
strong control oceandynamicsplays in creating ENSO
SST anomalies. In most parts of the world ocean,
seasonal-to-interannualchangesin SST are controlled
simply by variations in heat flux acrossthe air-sea inwhich propagateinto the westernPacific, where they terface. In the equatorial Pacific, on the other hand,
elevatethe thermocline[Wyrtki,1975;McCreary,1976; changesin three-dimensionalocean circulation play a
Hurlburt et al., 1976]. Anomalouslywarm seasurface crucialrole in generatingENSO SST anomaliesthrough
temperatures appear from the coast of South America horizontal advection and through changesin intensity
to westof the international date line, and the pattern of of upwelling in the cold tongue region. To a certain
deep convectionand precipitation shifts eastward with extent, the need for information on the horizontal flow
local eastward

acceleration

of the surface currents.

In

addition, weakening of the trade winds excites downwelling equatorial Kelvin waves,which propagateinto
the eastern equatorial Pacific, where they depressthe
thermocline, and upwelling equatorial Rossbywaves,

the warmestSSTs[Gill and Rasmusson,
1983]. Deep

field could be met via estimates

from the thermal

field

convectionis the principal driving forcefor atmospheric via geostrophy. However, it was also consideredessencirculation through the releaseof latent heat at midtro- tial to directly measure horizontal currents along the
posphericlevels,and theseshiftsin the centersof deep equator, where pure geostrophy breaks down, and in
convectionduring E1 Nifio affect the atmosphericcircu- the surface mixed layer, where frictional Ekman flows
were expected to Be large and likewise inaccessiblevia
lationon a globalbasis[Horeland Wallace,1981].
the geostrophicapproximation.
2.2. Key Variables and Sampling Requirements
Surface winds, SST, upper ocean thermal structure,
The physicalbasisfor ENSO and related phenomena sea level, and ocean currents, though of central imporprovided a rationale for the developmentof an observ- tance in motivating the development of an observing
ing systemto measurekey oceanographicand meteoro- system for TOGA, were of course not the only varilogical variables. Prioritization of these variables was ables considered to be of value for studies of ENSO and
based on the need not only to better document and related phenomena. It was appreciated that a quanunderstand but also to predict short-term climate vari- titative understandingof SST variability required imability. Foremost were fields of surface wind stressand proved estimates of surface heat fluxes, that salinity
sea surface temperature since, as evident from discus- variability neededto be better documentedin the tropsion in the preceding section, it is these two variables ical oceansfor a varietyof reasons(e.g.,its contribution
by which the oceanand atmospheremost immediately to static stability and dynamic height, and its potential role in the surfaceheat balance in regionsof heavy
interact in the tropics.
Of next highest priority was the upper ocean ther- rainfall), and that studiesof atmosphericcirculation
mal field. The basic periodicity of ENSO is controlled would benefit from an improved definition of precipiin part by the vast thermal inertia of the upper ocean tation (an integralmeasureof latent heat release)over
through the propagation of planetary-scaleequatorial the ocean. TOGA-sponsored research activities thus
waves. Thesewavesmediate couplingto the atmosphere addressed measurement issues aimed at variables other
on interannualtimescalesby redistributingupper ocean than winds, SST, upper ocean thermal structure, sea
heat not only zonally along the equator, as evident in level, and currents. However, these five key variables
Figure 1, but alsomeridionally[Wyrtki, 1985a]. Thus were viewed as a sine qua non both for improved unthe "memory" for the ENSO cycle is to be found in

derstandingof short-termclimatevariability(section3)

the oceanrather than in the atmosphere,where (ex- and for the developmentof climate forecastmodelswith
cluding the mean seasonalcycle, which is externally significantpredictiveskill (section4).
forcedby variationsin insolation)intrinsictimescales It was also recognized at the start of TOGA that,
are much shorter and are primarily associatedwith
3-5-day weather variability. Also, the slow evolution
of upper ocean heat content on seasonal-to-interannual
timescalessuggesteda logic for initializing oceanmodels
usedin climate predictionwith subsurfacetemperature
data.

Sea level variability was likewisedeemedto be a crucial variable becauseit is a proxy for upper oceanheat
content. The tropical oceansbehavein many waysas a
two-layer fluid, with thermocline variations reflected in

although ENSO is predominantly a large-scale,interannual perturbation of the climate system, it could
not be effectivelyobservedwithout taking into account
smaller-scale,higher-frequencyfluctuations. There is
a broad spectrum of variability in both the ocean and
the atmosphere that represents a potential source of
geophysicalnoisein estimatesof climate signals.Noise
contaminationcan arisebecauseof inadequatesampling

in spaceand/or time, whichwill aliasenergyfromhigh-

frequency, small-scale fluctuations into the lower fresealevelheightsIRebertet al., 1985].Forexample,dur- quenciesand larger scalesof climatic interest. The exing ENSO, sea level is elevated when the thermocline istence of this broad spectrum of variability imposes
deepensin the easternPacific,and it is depressed
when stringent sampling requirements for climate observathe thermocline shoals in the western Pacific. Sea level

thusprovidesa convenientmeasureof the verticallyintegratedoceanicresponse
to atmospheric
forcing.

tions. As an example,Halpern [1988a]and Mangum
et al. [1992]determinedthat aboutonesampleper day
would be required at a given location in the equatorial
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Table 1. TOGA Data Requirements
Horizontal(Vertical)
Parameter

Upper air winds
Tropical wind profiles
Surface pressure
Total-column precipitable water
Area-averaged total precipitation
Global sea surface temperature
Tropical sea surface temperature
Tropical surface winda
Tropical surfacewind stressa
Surface net radiation

Surface humidity
Surface air temperature
Tropical sea level
Tropical ocean subsurfacetemperature
and salinity
Tropical ocean surface salinity
Tropical ocean-surfacecirculation
Subsurfaceequatorial currents

Resolution

500 km (two levels:900 and 200 mbar)
2500 km (100 mbar)

Time Resolution,
days
1
1

Accuracy
3ms -•
3ms -•

1200 km

1

1 mb

500 km

i

0.5 g/cm2

2ø latitude x 10ø longitude
2ø latitude x 2ø longitude
1ø latitude x 1ø longitude
2ø latitude x 10ø longitude
2ø latitude x 10ø longitude
2ø latitude x 10ø longitude
2ø latitude x 10ø longitude
2ø latitude x 10ø longitude

as permittedb
as permitted c

2ø latitude x 10ø longitude
2ø latitude x 10ø longitude

30ø longitude(five levels)

5

i cm

30
15

0.5øK
0.3ø-0.5øK

30

0.5 m s-•

30

0.01

Pa

30

10 W m -2

30

0.5 g kg- x

30
i

as permittedc

0.5 K
2 cm

as permitted•

30

0.03 PSU

30
as recorded

0.1 m s-•
0.1 m s-•

awhile the accuracyrequirementsgivenare for 30-dayaverages,daily valuesare requiredfor resolutionof 30- to 60-day
oscillations.

bas permitted by the existenceof suitablesitesand satellitealtimetry.
cAs permitted by appropriate in situ measurementstechniques.

Pacific to estimate monthly mean winds with an accu- expectations, especially in terms of resolution, except
racy of 0.5-1.0 m s-1. Much of the equatorialPacific in certain well-sampledregions. Note that as a pracwas significantlyundersampledrelative to this criterion tical matter, surface wind velocity rather than wind
by volunteerobservingships (VOS), the main source stressis measuredover the oceans,with stressestimated
of information on surfacewinds prior to and during from wind velocity using bulk turbulent transfer formuthe early stagesof TOGA. Furthermore, some high- lae. As specified in Table 1, an accuracy of 0.01 Pa

frequencyvariationswere likely to be dynamicallyrele- (1 Pa - 1 N m-•') for surface
stresstranslates
roughly
scale interacinto an accuracyrequirementof 0.5 m s-1 for surface
tionsresultfrom nonlinearitiesin the ocean-atmospherewinds in regionsof trade wind forcing.
systemthrough processessuchas atmosphericconvecThe requirements in Table 1 were generally cast in
tion, oceanmixing, heat and momentumadvection,etc. termsof mappingand/or documenting
variability,rather
Considerabledebate, for example, revolvedaround the than in terms of requirements for initialization of clirole of episodic1-10-day westerly wind bursts and the mate forecast models. These latter requirements are
30-60-day intraseasonalMadden and Julian Oscillation
still a matter of ongoingresearch. Nonetheless,by the
[Maddenand Julian,1971,1972]in eithertriggeringor standardsof Table 1, it could be claimedthat by the end
sustainingE1 Nifio events or in accountingfor the irof TOGA the observingsystem met many of the data
regularperiodicityof E1 Nifio [e.g.,Keen,1982;Luther
requirements in the equatorial Pacific Ocean between
et al., 1983; Harrison and $chopf, 1984; Lau and Chan,
8øN and 8øS. This is partly because that was where
1986].
most
in situ resourceswere concentratedand partly beResolutionand accuracyrequirementsestablishedby
vant in the evolution of E1 Nifio. Potential

in someinstances
(e.g.,
TOGA for the measurementsdiscussed
in this study are causeTOGA data requirements
subsurface
temperature
and
sea
level)
were
based
on
presentedin Table 1, as excerpted from the fourth ediwhat
was
considered
technically
feasible.
Outside
the
tion of the "TOGA International ImplementationPlan"
[InternationalTOGA ProjectOrifice,1992]. Thesere- latitude band 8•N-8•S in the tropical Pacific, and in
quirementsevolvedduring the program as understand- the tropical Atlantic and Indian oceans,the observing
ing of the climate systemand technicalcapabilitiesim- system fell short of specificrequirementsin Table 1.
In the following subsectionwe provide a brief sumproved. Table I represents the final assessmentof the
TOGA community,taking into accountdevelopments mary of the observingsystem,elementby element. Adup to 1992. No specific requirementswere set for sub- ditional technical details such as instrumental design
surface temperature. For this variable it was felt that and instrumental accuraciesare elaborated on in Apavailable observational techniqueswould fall short of pendicesB, C, and D.
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2.3. TOGA Observing System Components

Tropical Atmosphere-Ocean
(TAO) array of moored
buoysto providesurfacewind, SST, upper oceantem2.3.1. In situ oceanographic measurements. perature, and current measurements;and a volunteer
In situ elementsof the oceanographic
observing
system observingship (VOS) expendablebathythermograph
developedand implementedin support of TOGA ob- (XBT) programfor upperoceantemperatureprofiles.
jectives are illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 and sum- The XBT programwas embeddedin the ongoingpromarized in Tables 2 and 3. These elements include gram of VOS surfacemarine meteorological
measurean island and coastal tide gauge network to provide ments, which provided wind, SST, and other surface
sealevelmeasurements;
drifting buoyarraysto provide data. TOGA alsoinheriteda decade-long
VOS seasurmixedlayervelocityand SST measurements;
the TOGA facesalinitynetworkin 1985. In addition,repeathy-

TOGA in Situ Ocean Observing System
Pacific

Basin
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drographic sections from regularly scheduledresearch non-ENSO periods)are comparableto thosefor zonal

cruises,most notably along 110øW [McPhadenand winds[e.g.,Meyerset al., 1991;Hayesand McPhaden,
Hayes,1990b;Hayeset al., 1991c],165øE[Delcroixet 1992;Kessleret al., 1996].Scalesof variabilityandsamal., 1992],and 137øE[Shuto,1996],providedvaluable pling requirements for velocity were describedin work
information on upper ocean water mass structures in by HansenandHerman[1989],WorldClimateResearch
the Pacific during TOGA.
Program[1990b],and McPhadenet al. [1991].
A key feature of the array elements shown in FigDesign of the observing system was constrained by
ures 2 and 3 was that by the end of TOGA most of logistical considerations,such as the availability of isthe data were transmitted to shore via satellite relay in lands suitable for tide gauge installation and the availreal time. In addition, each array element had unique ability of commercial shipping routes. It was also conmeasurement capabilities that were advantageousfor strained by the practicalities of cost, since financial reTOGA (Table 2). However,noneof theseelementsby sources were limited. Implementation was based on
themselveswould have been adequate for TOGA pur- existing technologies, although measurement capabiliposes,becauseeach has certain disadvantagesin terms ties and cost efficiencieswere greatly enhancedby two
of costand/or samplingcharacteristics
that limit its ap- significant technologicalbreakthroughs. One was the
plicability for short-term climate studies. These array development of a low-cost Autonomous Temperature
componentswere therefore viewed as complementary Line AcquisitionSystem(ATLAS) wind andthermistor
to one another, providing a synergisticframework in chain mooring capable of telemetering its data in real
wasthe developwhich to document and analyze climate fluctuationsin time [Hayeset al., 1991a].The second
ment of a low-cost, long-lived drifting buoy with accuthe tropical oceans.
characteristics
[Niiler et al., 1995].
Designof the observingsystemwas guidedby general rate water-following
circulation
model simulations
of wind-forced
oceanic
The in situ observing system was much better devariability and by empirical studiesof space-timecorre- veloped in the Pacific than in the Atlantic and Indian
lation scales. Model design studies indicated, for ex- Oceans, as evident in Figure 3 and Table 3. In the
ample, that basin-scale wind measurementswere re- Atlantic and Indian Oceans, fewer VOS XBT tracks
quired within at least -07ø of the equator to simulate and tide gauge stations were instrumented, and no
accurately the seasonal-to-interannualevolution of SST long-term mooringswere deployedfor TOGA purposes.
variability in the cold tongue region of the equatorial Drifter deploymentswere occasionallymade in the tropPacific, and that the ocean respondsmost sensitivelyto ical Atlantic and Indian OceansduringTOGA [e.g.,Inzonal wind rather than meridional wind forcingon these tegratedGlobalOceanServices
System(IGOSS), 1992],
timescales
[Harrison,1989].Empiricalstudiesindicated but there was no program of sustained drifter deploythat zonal wind field variations are minimally coher- ments undertaken in either basin specificallyby TOGA
ent over20-3ø latitude and 10ø-15ø longitude[Harrison investigatorsuntil near the end of the program.
2.3.1.1. The TAO array: The full TAO array of
and Luther, 1990],and that approximatelyone sample
per day would be required to meet TOGA accuracy -070 moorings is situated between 8øN and 8øS, 95øW
requirements[Halpern,1988a;Mangumet al., 1992]. and 137øE and spans over one third the circumference
The space scalesand timescalesof upper ocean ther- of the globeat the equator(Figure 2). The backbone
mal structure are depth dependent and nonstationary of the array is the low-cost ATLAS wind and thermisin time. However, the most stringent thermal field sam- tor chainmooring[Hayeset al., 1991a].Five long-term
plingrequirements(for thermoclinetemperatureduring current meter mooring sites are also maintained along

Figure 2. The in situ Tropical Pacific Ocean ObservingSystemdevelopedunder the auspices

of the TOGA program. (top) The observingsystemin January1985 at the start of TOGA;
(middle) the observingsystemin July 1990 at the time of the TOGA midlife conference
in
Honolulu[WorldClimateResearch
Program,1990b];(bottom)the observing
systemin December
1994at the end of TOGA. The four major elementsof this observingsystemare (1) a volunteer
observingshipexpendable
bathythermograph
program(shownby schematic
shiptracks);(2) an
islandand coastaltide gaugenetwork(circles);(3) a driftingbuoyprogram(shownschematically
by curvedarrows);and (4) a mooredbuoy programconsistingof wind and thermistorchain
moorings(shownby diamonds)and currentmeter moorings(shownby squares).Thick ship
tracks indicate expendablebathythermograph samplingwith 11 or more transects per year; thin
ship tracks indicate samplingwith 6-10 transectsper year. Although emphasisis on 30øN-30øS,
termini of VOS XBT lines originating outside these limits are nonethelessshown. One drifting
buoy schematicrepresents10 actual drifters. Only those tide gauge stations are shown that
reported their data to the TOGA Sea Level Center in Honolulu within 2 years of collection.
Some tide gauge stations are so closeas to be overplotted on one another. By December 1994
most measurementsmade as part of this four-element observingsystem were being reported in
real time, with data relay via either geostationary or polar orbiting satellites.
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Figure 3. The in situ TOGA OceanObserving
Systemin its finalconfiguration
in December

1994.(top)PacificOcean,(bottom)IndianandAtlanticOceans.
Symbols
areasin Figure2.

the equator[WorldClimateResearch
Program,
1990a]. water-following
characteristics.Severalyearsof engiThe array was built up primarily during the second neeringand designwork led to the GlobalLagrangian
half of TOGA (Figure2 and Table 3) and wascom- Drifterwith a meanlifetime{defined
in termsof drogue
pleted only at the very end of TOGA in December1994 retention)of roughly300-400 days. Positioninforma[McPhaden,1995].A major advantageof the TAO ar- tion, SST, and other drifter data were telemetered to
ray wasits finelyresolved(dailyor highertemporalres- shorein real time via ServiceArgosthen retransmitolution)time seriesdata of key variables,particularly ted on the GTS. In TOGA, driftersweredeployed
from
winds, which significantlyreducedthe amountof aliased researchvessels,VOS, and airplanes. The objective
high-frequency
energyin the climatesignalsof interest. wasto maintaindrifter arrayswith enoughsamplesin
Data were transmitted in real time to shore via Service
2ø latitude x 8ø longitude areas to define the mean
Argos then retransmitted on the Global Telecommuni- 15-m circulation,the seasonalcycle [Reverdinet al.,
cationsSystem(GTS). Financialsupportwas derived 1994],andENSO-related
anomalies
[Frankignoul
et al.,
mainly from the United States,France,Japan, Taiwan, 1996].SST data fromthe driftershavealsoprovento
and Korea.

2.3.1.2.

The Surface Velocity Program:

A

be criticalfor operational
SST analyses
(seeAppendix
C). By theendof TOGA, over700drifterswereopera-

TOGA/WorldOceanCirculation
Experiment(WOCE) tional in the globaloceans,over one third of whichwere
SurfaceVelocityProgram(SVP) wasorganizedat the deployed
in thetropicalPacific.The SVPemerged
from
..ginningof TOGA to seek broad international sup- TOGA asthe GlobalDrifter Program,maintained
with
port for drifter acquisitionsand deployments. At the resources from 16 countries.
time, there were severalcompetingdesignsof unknown
2.3.1.3. The Tide Gauge Network:

TOGA in-
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Table 3. Growth of Various In Situ ObservingArrays
January 1985

July 1990 December1994

Pacific Ocean
8

164

Tide gauges

Drifters

42

80

VOS XBT

10

18

18

7

21

69

Lines

Moorings

Atlantic

263

103

Ocean

Drifters

i

40

Tide gauges

7

12

21

VOS XBT

3

9

9

Lines

Moorings

-Indian

Ocean

Drifters

6

Tide gauges

9

32

40

VOX

2

7

7

XBT

Lines

Moorings

Only thoseVOS XBT linesshownin Figure3 are listed.

herited a substantial Pacific tide gauge network that

was largely installed during NORPAX. Though design
of the tide gaugenetwork was constrainedby the availability of islandswhere gaugescouldbe placed(Figures2 and 3), effortsin the PacificduringTOGA were
focusedon expanding and refining this network, under
the directionof the University of Hawaii SeaLevel Center. By the end of TOGA the number of stations in
the Pacifichad morethan doubled(Table3). Relative
growth was equally impressivein the Atlantic and Indian Oceans,although the number of sitesinstrumented
in those oceans was fewer than in the Pacific. Many
sites were linked to the Hawaii Center via data channels

on geostationarysatellites. In addition, many of the
TOGA tide gaugescontributedto the IntegratedGlobal
OceanServicesSystem(IGOSS) Sea LevelProject in
the Pacific,for whichdata weremadeavailablevia GTS
with a delay of 1 month.
2.3.1.4.
The VOS Program:
There are currently around 7000 VOS worldwide,operatedby about
50 countries. They collect observationson sea surface

pressure,wind velocity,seastate, humidity,and SST as
part of the World WeatherWatch (WWW). On a few
routes, surfacesalinity is also sampled. Each month,
typically 100,000or more surfaceobservations
are collected and transmitted

in real time to national meteo-

rologicalcentersvia satellite communicationsystemsor
via coastal radio stations, then entered onto the GTS

for generaluse. Prior to the establishment
of TAO and
other dedicated TOGA observingsystems,data from
VOS marine reports and from island weather stations
constituted

the bulk

of the available

information

on

seasonaland interannual variability in tropical surface
marine meteorologicalfields. Important data sets and
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Table 4. Key Satellite Contributionsto the TOGA Ocean ObservingSystem
Variable

Satellites

Sea surface temperature
Sea surface height

AVHRR on NOAA 5 through NOAA 12

Nov. 1981 to present

Geosat

Nov. 1985 to Aug. 1989
July 1991 to present
Aug. 1992 to present
July 1987 to present
July 1991 to present

Surface wind speed
Surface wind velocity

ERS-I/2
TOPEX/POSEIDON
SSM/I on DMSP-F8 throughDMSP-Fll
ERS-1/2

Dates Available

productssuch as the Florida State University(FSU) ERS-1 satellite. Note that Table 4 does not list all
wind analysis[Stricherzet al., 1992]and Comprehen- the wind speed and SST data available during TOGA
siveOcean-Atmosphere
Data Set (COADS) [Woodruff from satellite platforms. For example, SST information
et al., 1987]derivelargelyfrom VOS surfacemarine was availablefrom the along-trackscanningradiometer
observations.

A subset of VOS ships also collect XBT data, and
•150,000 temperature profilesto a depth of 400 m or
more were added to the climatologicaldatabase during
TOGA in the tropical Pacific. Designof the VOS XBT

on ERS-1, and wind speedwas available from altimeter
missions. The emphasis in Table 4 is on those satellite

data setswhich for technicalreasonswere most widely
applied in TOGA studies.
Satellite measurementshave the advantageof being
global,
or nearly so, in coverageand quasi-synopticin
array for TOGA wasbasedon a strategyof low-density
time,
and
they often havebetter spatialand/or temsamplingto providebroad-scale,widelydispersedcoveragein areasof routine merchantshippingon a monthly- poral resolution than in situ data. The increaseduse
to-quarterly cyclefor descriptionof large-scalethermal of satellite data did not diminish the need for in situ
field signals.Recommendedlow-densityXBT sampling oceanographic measurements, however. In situ techwas prescribedas one XBT drop per 1.5ø latitude by niquesare required for measurementsof variability be7.5ø longitude per month. TOGA also recognizeda low the surfaceof the ocean. Also, satellitesystemsrely
need to observe seasonal and interannual variations of
on complicated algorithms to convert measurementsof
major geostrophiccurrentsin the tropical oceans. A electromagneticradiation into geophysicallymeaningful
strategy of frequently repeated samplingwith higher variables. To be useful, satellite data must be calibrated
along-trackresolutionwasdevisedfor a few transequa- and validated against in situ observationsin order to
torialVOS linesto meetthisneed[Meyerset al., 1991]. detect and remove potential biasesinduced by orbital
effects
On someroutes, expendableconductivity-temperature- errors,instrumentalerrors,and/or atmospheric

depth (XCTD) data werealsocollected[Roemmich
et (e.g.,water vapor,clouds,and aerosols).
Considerable effort was devoted to calibration
al., 1994]. By the end of TOGA mostVOS XBT data
were telemetered

to shore in real time via Service Ar-

and

validation during TOGA for satellite-derivedestimates

gos or via geostationarysatellites, then retransmitted of SST [e.g., Liu, 1988; Allen et al., 1995],SSM/I
on the GTS.

surfacewind speed[e.g., Bates, 1991; Halpernet al.,

2.3.2.
Satellite measurements.
Complement- 1993;Boutin and Etcheto,1996],surfacewind velocity
ing in situ oceanographicobservationswere satellite from the ERS-1 scatterometer[Bentamyet al., 1996;

missions
to measureSST, sealevel,andwinds(Table4).

Rufenach,1995],sealevelfrom Geosatand TOPEX/

Sea level measurements were provided from altime- POSEIDON [Cheneyet al., 1989, 1994; Busalacchiet
ters flown on the Geosat mission, the ERS-1 mission, al., 1994; Delcroix et al., 1991, 1994; Katz et al., 1995a;
curand the joint National Aeronauticsand SpaceAdmin- Picaut et al., 1995],and surfacezonalgeostrophic

istration
(NASA)/Centre
National
d'l•tudes
Spatialesrents derived from satellite altimetry [Picaut et al.,
(CNES) TOPEX/POSEIDON mission.SST measure- 1990; Menkeset al., 1995]. The accuraciesachieved
ments were derived principally from multichannel ad-

depended on the particular satellite sensor and the

(AppendixC). Also, blended
vancedvery high resolutionradiometers(AVHRR) car- level of data processing
duringTOGA
ried aboard the National Oceanic and AtmosphericAd- satellite/insitu productsweredeveloped
ministration(NOAA) seriesof polar orbitingweather to take advantage of the strengths of both types of
satellites. Wind speedswere measured by the special data. Theseproductsincludethe SSM/I-basedwind
sensormicrowaveimager(SSM/I) deployedon the De- analysismerged with in situ data and European CenfenseMeteorologicalSatelliteProgram(DMSP) spon- ter for Medium-RangeWeather Forecasts(ECMWF)
sored by the U.S. Department of Defense. Remotely modeloutput[Atlaset al., 1991,1996]andthe National
sensedwind velocitieswere first availableduring TOGA Centersfor EnvironmentalPrediction(NCEP) blended
beginning in 1991 from a scatterometeraboard the satellite/in situ SST analysis,an exampleof whichis
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Figure 4. (top)SSTweeklymeanand(bottom)anomaly
forDecember
25-31,1994.Thecontour
intervalis iøC, excepttherearetwoextracontours
at +0.5øCin Figure4 (bottom).Negative
contours
aredashed.Heavycontour
linesareusedevery5øCin Figure4 (top)andevery2øCin
Figure4 (bottom).In Figure4 (top)theheavyshading
at values<-1.75øCapproximates
the
seaicecoverage.
The anomalies
arecomputed
as departures
fromthe monthlyclimatology
of
Reynolds
andSmith[1995],whichwasinterpolated
to theweeklytimeperiod.

shownin Figure4 for the last weekof TOGA [ReynoldsWWW. At the start of TOGA, there were about 400
and Smith, 1994, 1995] (seealsoAppendixC, section upper air reporting stations between 30øN and 30øS
Cl).
as part of the WWW, of which TOGA identified 150
2.3.3. In situ meteorological measurements.
as a minimal networkfor documentingplanetary-scale
Most long atmospherictime seriesavailable for climate variations in atmospheric circulation. Thus the basic
research derive from the operational activities of the elementsof an upper air observingsystemexistedat
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Figure 5. Map of the tropicalPacificOceanbasinshowingthe locationsof wind profilers
and conventionalupper air soundingsystemsusedfor enhancedatmosphericobservations
dur-

ing TOGA. Shownare VHF and UHF profilersitesat Biak (Indonesia)
and ChristmasIsland

(Kiribati);stand-alone
VHF sitesat Pohnpei
(Federated
States
ofMicronesia)
andPiura(Peru);

stand-alone
UHF profilersitesat Tarawa(Kiribati)andSanCristobal(Galapagos
Islands);and
integrated
sounding
systems
(ISS)at ManusIsland(PapuaNewGuinea),Kapingamarangi
(Kiri-

bati),andthe islandRepublic
of Nauru.TheISSsystem
consists
of a UHF profilerintegrated

with a balloonsoundingsystemand surfacemeteorological
instruments;
the ISS sitesat Manus
Island,Nauru,andKapingamarangi
wereestablished
aspart of TOGA COARE.WorldWeather

Watchsitesusingconventional
sounding
systems
weremaintained
at Tarawa,Kanton(Kiribati),

SanCristobal,andPenrhyn.Not shownistheWorldWeatherWatch(WWW) upperair sounding
stationsite established
by TOGA at Gan (0.5ø16.1'S,73ø16.1'E)in the MaldiveIslands.

This Transpacific Profiler Network provides measurements of troposphericwinds between altitudes of 1.8
and 18 km height. Four times per day, hourly averaged VHF profiler data are telemeteredvia geostationary satellite and incorporatedinto the GTS for worldwide distribution. In addition, 915-MHz ultrahigh frequency(UHF) wind profilerswereinstalledat Biak, Indonesia; Tarawa, Kiribati; and San Crist6bal, in the
(in the Gal•pagosIslands)in the Pacific(Figure5) Gal•pagosIslandsof Ecuadorto providemore information on boundary layer wind variability.
and the island of Gan in the Indian Ocean. Unfortunately, the WWW networkin the tropicsin general
underwentsignificantdeclinesin data collectionand ex- 3. Scientific Progress: Improved
changethroughthe GTS duringthe TOGA decadefor a Description and Understanding
variety of technological,political, and economicreasons

the outset of TOGA. Even so, this WWW network of
stations was not adequatefor TOGA purposes. As a
consequence,
initial planningfor TOGA by the various
scientificbodiesnoted the strongdesirabilityof expanding the networkof WWW rawinsondesitesin the tropics, especiallyin the Pacificand Indian Oceansectors.
SiteseventuallyinstrumentedunderTOGA auspicesincluded Tarawa, Kanton, Penrhyn, and San Cristdbal

[NationalResearch
Council,1994a].
TOGA alsosupportedthe establishmentof wind profilersat severalsitesthroughoutthe PacificBasin (Fig-

3.1. Long-Term Mean and Mean Seasonal
Cycle

ure 5), beginningwith the 50-MHz very highfrequency The long-termmean and meanseasonalcycleare cru(VHF) wind profiler that commencedoperation at cial for understandinginterannualvariationsin the couChristmasIslandin April 1986[Cageet al., 1990,1991a]. pled system. Backgroundstratification,for example,
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[1994]
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depths
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where
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wereavailable.
An average
at a particular
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wascomputed
onlyif a minimum
of 2 years
of data was available.

affectsthe lengthscales,timescales,
and phasespeeds equatorialthermoclineand zonal SST gradientassociin Figure1), establish
of planetaryequatorialwavesthoughtto be important atedwith it (shownschematically
in the ENSO cycle.Likewise,zonalasymmetries
in the conditionsnecessaryfor the growth of ENSO-related
background
stateof the equatorialoceandueto mean SST anomalies[e.g.,BattistiandHirst, 1989].E1Nifio
trade wind forcing,e.g., the meanzonalslopeof the anomaliesalso tend to be phaselockedto the seasonal
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cycle, with warmest E1 Nifio SST anomalies often oc-

curring in boreal winter in the equatorial cold tongue,

when SST is seasonallyat its coldest[Rasmusson
and
Carpenter,1982].Empiricalandmodelingstudieshave

New Caledonia - Japan line
Om

100

indicated that persistenceand predictability of ENSO
anomaliesis seasonallymodulated, being highestin boreal summer and winter and falling off through the

200

borealspring [Latif and Graham,1992; Websterand
Yang,1992;Latif et al., 1994;Balmaseda
et al., 1995].

300

Some theories also suggestthat the mean seasonalcycle determines the basic periodicity and irregularity of
the ENSO cycle via chaotic nonlinear self-interaction

14,185
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[e.g., Jin et al., 1994; Tzipermanet al., 1994; Chang
et al., 1995]. However,few, if any, coupledoceangeneral circulationmodels(GCMs) are capableof simu-
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10S

EQ

New Zealand-

lating both the mean seasonalcycle and interannual
ENSO-like variability with equal degreesof veracity

Om

[Mechosoet al., 1995]. Finally, seasonal
variationsfor
somevariables(e.g., SST in the easternPacific)are
as largeas, or largerthan, ENSO-relatedinterannual

100

10N

20N

30N

20N

30N

Hawaii line

200

anomalies.Therefore, at minimum, one requiresa clear
definition of the climatologicalmean seasonalcycle for
model validation and in order to accuratelydefineinterannual climate anomalies. Climatologiesexisted prior
to TOGA, but in some cases,especiallyfor subsurface
oceanographicvariables, they were of poor quality becauseof the sparsity of data on which they were based.
3.1.1. Long-term mean. Key features important in characterizing the coupled ocean-atmosphere
systemin the equatorial Pacific include the westernPacific warm pool with SSTs > 28øC and the equatorial
cold tongue of the eastern and central equatorial Pa-

100

cific (Figure 4). Thesestructures,evidentin all longterm mean SST climatologies,are modulated in inten-
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sity and areal coverage on seasonal, interannual, and
decadal timescales. Understanding how these features
relate to surfacewinds and subsurfaceocean hydrodynamics is critical to understanding climate variability
related

to ENSO.

An example of the improved definition from the
TOGA observingsystemof mean upper oceantemperature, surface dynamic height, and wind stress along
the equator is shown in Figure 6. The mean temperature section, on the basis of all available TAO data
between 2øN and 2øS, is similar to that presented by

Kessleret al. [1996].It showsthe increasein SST from
east to west, the warm pool of 28øC water in the upper 100 m of the western Pacific, the downwardsloping
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Figure ?. Mean temperature for the period 1985-1994
on four well-sampledXBT lines. Typically, 120 or more
realizationsof the quasi-synoptictemperaturefield were
obtained during the decadefor each section. The standard deviationof seasonal-to-•interannual
temperature
variability during 1985-1994 from the Australian ocean

thermalanalysissystem[Smith,1995b]is indicatedby
shading. Westernmostsectionis at the top, easternmost
at the bottom.
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Table 5a. Mean Current Transports During the Hawaii-Tahiti Shuttle From March 1979 to June 1980
EUC

XBT, 3øN-3øS, geostrophy
Shuttle, 3øN-3øS, measured
XBT, full width, geostrophy
Shuttle, full width, observedand geostrophy

29.9 (13.5)
37.8 (11.4)

SEC

18.8 (10.6)
16.8 (7.9)
48.0 (11.2)
51.5 (11.9)

NEC

17.3 (1.3)
22.1 (3.1)

NECC

17.3 (6.4)
19.2 (6.6)

All datawerecollected
between150ø-158øW.
Standarddeviations
arein parentheses.
Unitsare106ms s-x.
From Picaut and Tournier[1991].

thermoclinein the upper 300 m, and the existenceof
Methods to estimate the volume transport of the
major
equatorial currents from monthly, synopticVOS
a weakly stratified "thermostad"of 13øCwater in the
XBT
sections,
as in Figure 7, were developedby Kessler
easternPacific[$troup,1969]. Situatedin the middle
of the highly stratifiedupper thermoclineis the 20øC and Taft [1987], Taft and Kessler[1991],Pieant and
isotherm;for this reasonthis isothermis often usedas Tournier[1991],and Donguyand Meyers[1996a].A
an index for the depth of the thermoclinein the tropical comparison of transports from VOS XBT data to rePacific. The mean surface dynamic height associated searchvesseldata (Table 5) showsthat all of the geowith the temperature field risesby 40 dynamic centime- strophiccurrent transports can be reasonablywell monters (dyn. cm) between95øW and 170øE,after which itored by the VOS program. Differencesbetweenmeans
it decreasesslightly to the west. Zonal variations in based on research vessel and VOS data are of the ordynamic height and thermoclinedepth along the equa- der of only 7-20% (Tables5a and 5b). The temporal
tor are a responseto steady easterly trade wind forc- variation inferred from research cruise data is highly
ing in the easternand centralPacific[McPhadenand correlatedto the VOS estimates[Picautand Tournier,
Taft, 1988];reversalof thesegradientsin the western 1991].Althoughsomewhatdifferentmethodswereused
Pacificis associated
with localwesterlywinds[seealso to calculateXBT transportsby Kesslerand Taft [1987]
Wyrtki, 1984; Mangum et al., 1990; McPhaden et al., and Picaut and Tournier [1991],the mean and stan1990a].The zonalsectionin Figure6 hasmanyfeatures dard deviation of transports over a 7-year period are
in common with sectionscompositedfrom different in- only slightlydifferent(Table 5c).
Drifter data allow for a definition of the surface circudividualcruisesprior to TOGA [e.g.,Philander,1973;
components)
Halper"n,
1980]but is morerepresentative
of long-term lation (combinedEkman and geostrophic
mean conditions.
acrossthe entire basin, rather than just along prevailThe mean thermal structure of the Pacificalongquasi- ing shippingroutes. The averagevelocityat 15-m depth
meridionallyorientedVOS XBT lines (Figure 7) also fromthe drifter data for 1988-1994(Figure8) showsthe
shows the downward slope of the thermocline toward
the west in responseto mean trade wind forcing. In addition, the meridional structure of ridgesand troughs in
the thermocline, which are related to major zonal cur-

persistentand well-documentedsurfacecurrent systems
of the tropical Pacific: the North Equatorial Current

(NEC), SouthEquatorialCurrent(SEC),NorthEquatorial Countercurrent(NECC), and a vestigialSouth
rents [e.g. Donguyand Meyers,1996a],is alsoclearly EquatorialCountercurrent(SECC) (in the region6ødelineated. Evidence of trade-wind-driven equatorial 10øS,160ø-176øE).The standarderror of the velocity
upwelling(localminima in temperaturesnear the equa- showsthat the generalcirculationof the tropicalPacific
tor in the surfacelayer) is apparentin the centraland is well defined everywhere, even to the extent that divergenceand relative vorticity fields can be computed
from this data with a high degreeof confidence.
Significant departures from the patterns that have
Table 5b. Mean Current Transports During the Line been reported by ship drift charts, or from interpretaIslandsProfilingProject (LIPP) From March 1982 to tion of the gradients of dynamic height as an index of
June 1983
the surfacecurrent, emerge from the drifter data. For
example, dynamic height maps showthat there should
EUC
SEC
be a geostrophicflow toward the equator nearly everywhere,
while drifter data indicate that there is a flow
XBT, 3øN-3øS, geostrophy
21.5 (12.6)
14.9 (9.6)
toward the pole nearly everywhere. Thus the meridLIPP, 3øN-3øS, measured
27.0 (18.1)
11.7 (9.0)
LIPP, 3øN-3øS, geostrophy
15.6 (12.4)
11.8 (14.3)
ional Ekman flows are strong enoughnot only to cancel
the near-surfacegeostrophiccurrents but also to transAll data were collectedalong 159øW. Standard deviations port surfacelayer water in the oppositedirection. Surarein parentheses.
Unitsare 106m3 s-•. FromPicautand face layer Ekman divergencenear the equator in particular is important in determining the equatorial upTournier [1991].
eastern

Pacific

sections.
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Table 5c. Mean Current Transports From January 1979 to June 1985
SEC

XBT, a geostrophy

SECC

NEC

NECC

33.2 (7.0)

2.2 (1.9)

15.7 (2.7)

17.8 (8.0)

XBT,b geostrophy 32.5(5.6)

2.4 (2.3)

19.4(2.7)

19.0(8.3)

Current transports are in areas poleward of 2øN and 2øS. XBTs were collected between 140øW-180ø. Standard deviations are in parentheses. Units
are 10c m3 s- 1.

aDeducedfrom Picaut and Tournier [1991].
bDeducedfrom Kesslerand Taft [1987].

wellingcirculation[Wyrtki, 1981]. Also, comparedto gressionin the zonal winds [Chang,1994; Xie, 1994].
ship drift charts, the drifter data showa splitting and
divergence of the South Equatorial Current between
110ø and 136øW, with maxima in westward flow to the
north and south of the equator.
3.1.2. Mean seasonal cycle. The seasonalcycle
of SST in the equatorial Pacific has been well docu-

Annual variations in SST in turn set up atmospheric
boundary layer pressure gradients which drive annual

periodzonalwind variations[Nigamand Chao,1996].

Although solar forcing near the equator is predominantly at semiannual periods, SST in the equatorial
cold tongue of the eastern and central Pacific is dommented from COADS and other VOS-basedanalyses inated by annual period variations becauseof the im[e.g.,Reynolds
andSmith,1995].WarmestSSTsin the portance of ocean dynamics and the influence of land
cold tongue occur in boreal spring, and coolest SSTs massesborderingthe PacificILl and Philander,1996].
occur in boreal autumn. The amplitude of these an- Recent diagnostic studies and model results illustrate
nual period variations diminishes from east to west as the complex mix of ocean processesin accounting for
the thermoclinedeepens(Figure9); similarly,the tim- the amplitude and phaseof seasonalSST variationsin
ing of maximum temperaturesoccurslater in the boreal this region [Hayeset al., 1991b; KSberleand Philan-

springprogressing
from westto east [e.g.,Horel, 1981; der, 1994; Chang,1993, 1994; Chenet al., 1994a].The
Enfield,1986; Chao and Philander,1991]. The west- shallow mean thermocline depth in the eastern Pacific,
ward progressionof the annual cycle of SST along the which is due to large-scalewind forcing(Figure 6), is
equator in the Pacific is related to the westwardpro-

important in facilitating upwelling and vertical mixing

20øN

16øN

12øN

80øW

Figure $. Mean surfacelayer(15 m) circulationin the tropicalPacificbasedon SurfaceVelocity
Programdrifter data for the period 1988-1994. The ellipseat the end of eachvectoris the 95%
confidence

interval.
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Figure 9. Mean seasonal
cyclesof temperatureandzonalvelocityat foursitesalongthe equator
basedon multiyearanalyses(1980-1994at 110øW,1983-1994at 140øW,1988-1994at 170øW,
and 1986-1993at 165øE).The 110øW,140øW,and 165øEanalysesare updatedversionsof those

foundin workby McPhaden
andMcCarty[1992]andMcCartyandMcPhaden
[1993].The 170øW
analysisis basedon data presented
by Weisberg
andHayes[1995],extendedthrough1994.

to cool the surface.

Zonal

advection

associated

with

seasonallyvarying currents is also important, particu-

the eastern Pacific where, for example, eastward flow

of over30 cms-• occurs
in April-Mayat 110øW(Fig-

larly in the centralPacific[Chenet al., 1994a;Minobe ure 9). This reversalin flowpropagateswestwardalong
and Takeuchi,1995]. Variationsin surfaceheat fluxes the equator [McPhadenand Taft, 1988], as do zonal
(mainlysolarirradianceandlatentheatflux) aresignif- windsand SST [Horel,1981;Lukasand Firing, 1985],
icant at all locations.

These fluxes assume a dominant

role as ocean dynamical processesdiminish poleward
away from the equator and in the western equatorial
Pacific where the thermocline is deep. In this latter region the semiannualperiod in solar irradiance forcing

with variationsat 140ø and 170øW laggingthosefarther
to the east. The springtime reversal in the SEC had

beenknownfor nearly a century[Puls,1895],though
its magnitude was underestimated becauseof contami-

nation of ship drift estimatesby windageon ship'shulls

leadsto the dominantsemiannualperiodin SST (Fig- [McPhadenet al., 1991]. Model simulationssuggest
that the springtime reversal results from the seasonal
ure 9).
Studies using XBT and conductivity-tempera- relaxationof the zonalcomponentof trade winds,causture-depth (CTD) data have describedthe seasonal ing flow to accelerateeastwarddownthe zonalpressure
cycle of upper ocean thermal structure based on the

gradient[ChaoandPhilander,1991;Yuet al., 1997].

dynamicsof Ekman pumpingand Rossbywaves[Del-

The mean seasonalcycleof the Equatorial Undercurrent along the equator has been describedin severalre-

croix and Henin, 1989; Kessler, 1990; Kessler and Mc-

Creary,1993]. Seasonalvariationsin transportsof ma- ports [Halpern,1987b;McPhadenand McCarty,1992;
McCarty and McPhaden, 1993; Weisbergand Hayes,
and tide gaugedata by Taft and Kessler[1991],Picaut 1995]. Juxtaposingseasonalanalysesbasedon these
and Tournier[1991],and Donguyand Meyers[1996a]. studies(Figure 9) helpsto highlightsomeof the imMitchurnand Lukas[1990]useda set of sealeveldata portant characteristicsof variability on this timescale.
lying alongthe North Equatorial Countercurrenttrough The EUC, on average,is locatedin the upperthermoto showthat annual variations propagateto the west as cline and is thereforefound at greater depthsin the

jor currents have also been documented using XBT

a Rossbywave resonantlyforcedby westwardpropagat- west than in the east. Zonal current variations are coning componentsin the wind field. Recent model simu- finedprincipallyto abovethe Undercurrentcore,with
lations of the seasonalcycle, validated against TOGA a maximumeastwardflowin the thermocline
occurring
observations
[e.g.,Minobeand Takeuchi,1995],confirm in boreal springat all longitudes.
the results of these empirical studieson the importance
Recent analysessuggestthat the seasonalcycleis
of wind stressforcing and equatorial wave processes. nonstationary
in the easternequatorialPacific[Gu et

Reverdinet al. [1994]developeda climatologyof the al., 1997]. Specifically,
at 110øWthe annualperiod
in thermoclinedepth variationswas muchmore pronouncedin the 1990sthan in the 1980s,presumably
becauseof changesin the annual cycleof zonal wind
forcingfarther to the west. Interestingly,amplificatorial Current [Halpern,1987b]. It is mostevidentin tion of thermoclinedepth variationswasnot reflectedin
surface currents in the tropical Pacific from TOGA
drifter and mooring data. A notable aspectof the mean
seasonalcycle along the equator is the "springtime reversal" of the normally westward flowing South Equa-
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Plate 1. Time-longitude
plotsof zonalpseudostress
(in m2 s-2) andSST (in øC) between2øN
and 2øS along the equator from 1982-1995. Pseudostress
time seriesare from the Florida State

University(FSU) analyses
[Stricherzet al., 1992],andthe SSTis fromReynolds
andSmith[1994].
Also shownis the SouthernOscillationIndex (SO1)for the sametime period. The SO1,defined
as the normalized differencein surface pressurebetween Tahiti, French Polynesia and Darwin,
Australia is a measureof the strength of the trade winds, which have a componentof flow from

regionsof high to low pressurein the tropicalmarineboundarylayer. High SO1 (largepressure
difference)is associated
with strongerthan normaltrade windsand La Nifia conditions,and low
SO1(smallerpressuredifference)is associated
with weakerthan normaltrade windsand E1Nifio
conditions.All time serieshavebeensmoothedwith a 5-monthtrianglefilter (roughlyequivalent
to a seasonalaverage).The FSU pseudostress
andReynoldsSST havealsobeensmoothedzonally
over 10ø longitude.

amplified annual SST variations at 110øW. The mean of the SouthernOscillationIndex (SOI) and of surface
depth of the thermoclineremainedsufficientlyshallow zonal wind stressanomaliesand seasurfacetemperature
in the eastern Pacific that, consistent with the theo- anomaliesalongthe equator.The periodshown(1982riesof KSberleandPhilander[1994]andXie [1994],the 1995) encompasses
the 1982-1983E1Nifio and interanefficiency of ocean-atmosphereinteractions and ocean nual variabilityduringthe TOGA decade(1985-1994).
dynamical processesto cool the surfacewould not have Eachwarm episode(1982-1983,1986-1987,1991-1992,
been significantly impacted.
1993, and 1994-1995) is associatedwith negativeSOI
values and weaker than normal

3.2.

ENSO

Variability

Some of the hallmark

trade winds over about

60ø of longitude in the central and western Pacific. In
manifestations

of the ENSO

the case of the intense

1982-1983

E1 Nifio

the trade

cycle are illustrated in Plate 1, which showstime series winds weakenedprogressivelyfrom west to east all the
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Figure 10. Wind vectorsand SSTsfrom the TAO array for December1994. (top) Monthly
means;(bottom) monthlyanomaliesfrom the COADS wind climatologyand NCEP SST climatology (1950-1979). SSTswarmerthan 29øCand colderthan 27øCare shaded;SST anomalies
>1øC

and <-1øC

are shaded.

way acrossthe basin. Conversely,
the 1988-1989cold masses[White et al., 1985;Donguy,1987;Donguyet al.,
La Nifia event was associatedwith high SOl valuesand 1989; McPhaden et al., 1990a; McPhaden and Hayes,

a strengthening
of the trade windsoverroughly60ø of 1990b; Kessler and McPhaden,1995a]. In the westlongitude.Alsonoteworthyin Plate I is the persistence ern Pacificthe thermocline(as indicatedby the depth
of warm SST anomalies near the date line and the oc- of the 20øC isotherm)shoals20-50 m in the latitude
currenceof three distinct warm episodesin the eastern
Pacific in concertwith consistentlylow SouthernOscillation Index values between 1991 and 1995. Although
it is known that the frequencyand intensity of ENSO
events are modulated on decadal and longer timescales

band 15øSto 20øN during E1Nifio, whereasin the eastern Pacific the thermocline deepens by a comparable
amount but in a narrower band of latitudes

than in the

west. These thermocline depth variations, illustrated

tant aspect of ENSO variability. Deep atmospheric
convectiontypically occursover the warmestSSTs in

along the equator in Figure 11 for the 1991-1993 E1
Nifio, are correlated with changesin the strength of
major currents. The westward SEC weakenssignificantly during E1 Nifio episodes,while in some events
the NECC intensifies[Taft and Kessler,1991; Kessler
and McPhaden,1995a]. Thus there is an anomalous
eastward mass transport of warm water by the equatorial surfacecurrents during the onset of warm events.

the tropicalPacific[e.g.,CrahamandBarnett,1987].

Changesin the zonal distribution of upper oceanheat

[Cu andPhilander,1995],the durationof warmphase
ENSO conditionsover 5 calendar years is unparalleled

in this century[Trenberth
and/-/oar,1996].
The relationshipbetweensurfacewinds and SST for

December1994 (Figure 10) illustratesanotherimpor-

WarmestSSTs (>30øC) in December1994 were situ- content are reflectedin sea level variations[e.g., Reated just south of the equator near the date line in a bert et al., 1985; Delcroixand Gautier, 1987]because
region of stronglyconvergentsurfacewinds and active of the vertically coherent structure of the upper ocean
timescales. In
deepatmosphericconvection[ClimateAnalysisCenter, thermal field on seasonal-to-interannual
other
words,
anomalously
deep
thermocline
tends to
1994]. Converging
windsact to su_stain
both deepconbe
associated
with
anomalously
high
sea
level
and vice
vection(via moistureconvergence)
andwarmSSTs(via
versa.
Wyrtki
[1984]
described
the
sea
surface
height
oceandynamics)[Philanderet al., 1984]. Theseprocessestend to locally reinforce one another, and rep- gradient along the equator during the 1982-1983 E1
resentingthem properly in coupledocean-atmosphere Nifio assuming that the long-term mean sea level at
modelshas been one of the challengesof ENSO model- tide gaugesalong the equator was equal to the longing [e.g.,Zebiakand Cane,1987;Battisti,1988;Battisti term surface dynamic height relative to a deep reference level. He showedthat the normal upward slope
and Hirst, 1989;$chopfand $uarez,1988].
of
sea level from east to west (Figure 7) was sharply
An important oceanicfeature of the ENSO cycleis
the zonal redistribution of warm surface layer water reduced and at times reversed in the eastern and cen-
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Figure 11. Time-longitude
sections
of anomalies
in surface
zonalwinds(in m s-1), seasurface
temperature
(in øC),and20øCisotherm
depth(in meters)for January1991to December
1993.
Analysisis basedon 5-day averagesbetween2øN and 2øSof mooredtime seriesdata from the

TAO Array.Anomalies
arerelativeto monthlyclimatologies
cubicsplinefittedto 5-dayintervals
(COADSwinds,Reynolds
andSmith[1995]SST,CTD/XBT 20øCdepths).Shading
indicates

anomaly
magnitudes
>2 m s-1, 1øC,and20 m for winds,temperatures,
and20øCdepths,

respectively.
Positivewindsarewesterly.Squares
on the top abscissa
indicatelongitudes
where
data wereavailableat the start of the time series,and squareson the bottom abscissa
indicate
where data were available at the end of the time series.

tral Pacific during 1982-1983. Reduction and reversal rent is normallya sourceof coldwaterto feedequatorial
of the sea surface slope also occurred in the 1986-1987 upwelling
[BrydenandBrady,1985].

and 1991-1992E1 Nifio events(Figure 12). Variations

Near the equator,adjustmentof the upperoceanheat

were weaker at these times than in 1982-1983 though, and massis stronglyinfluenced
by excitationand propas expected from the weaker and lesszonally extensive agationof equatorialKelvin and long Rossbywaves,

westerlywind anomaliesalongthe equator(Plate 1). whichare the primary mechanisms
by whichthe winds
Conversely, during the 1988-1989 cold La Nifia event communicatetheir influenceto other parts of the ocean
the sea level slope along the equator intensified, in as- basin. The Kelvin wavesmost prominentin equatorial

sociationwith strongerthan normaltrade winds (Fig- time seriesdata are associated
with forcingby westerly
wind bursts and the atmosphericMadden and Julian
ure 12).
Sea level slope along the equator is an index for the Oscillation[Miller et al., 1988;McPhadenet al., 1988a;
strength of the zonal pressuregradient, which is the Kessleret al., 1995]. Thesewavesare clearlyevident
driving forcefor the EquatorialUndercurrent[Philan- in 20øCisothermdepthvariations(e.g.,Figure11), as
der and Pacanowski, 1980; McCreary, 1980; McPhaden, well as in time seriesof sealevel, dynamicheight,and
1981]. Reductionand reversalof this sea level slope zonal currentswithin 2ø latitude of the equator. Uswere associatedwith a significant weakening and dis- ing TAO data and Geosat-derivedsea level data, Chappearanceof the EUC in the thermoclineduring the eneyet al. [1987],Miller et al. [1988],McPhadenet al.
1982-1983E1Nifio [Firinget al., 1983;Halpern,1987b] [1988a],McPhadenand Hayes[1990b],Delcroixet al.
and the 1986-1987E1 Nifio [McPhadenet al., 1990a]. [1991,1994],JohnsonandMcPhaden[1993a],and PiThe EUC, though it did not disappearduring the 1991- cautand Delcroix[1995]clearlydocumented
equatorial
1993 E1 Nifio, was greatly reduced in strength in the Kelvin wavespropagatingeastwardwith first baroclinic

central Pacific for several months [Kessler and modephasespeeds
of 2-3 m s-1 priorto andduringthe
McPhaden,1995a]. E1 Nifio relatedreductionsin Un- 1986-1987 E1Nifio. Similarly, analysisof TAO data and
dercurrent strength have significantimplications for the TOPEX/POSEIDON sea level data indicatedpromiheat balance of the surface layer, since the Undercur- nent oceanicvariability due to equatorial Kelvin waves
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Figure 12. Zonal slopeof sea surfaceheight alongthe equator. Sea level anomaliesfrom the

1975-1987meanseasonal
cycleweretakenfromsevenlocationsnearthe equator:Rabaul(4øS,

152øE),Kapingamarangi
(IøN, 155øE),Nauru(0.5øS,167øE),Tarawa(IøN, 173øE),Kanton
(3øS,172øW),Christmas
Island(2øN,157øW),andthe Galapagos
Islands(0.5øS,90øW).These
anomalieswereaddedto the meandynamictopographydifference(0-1000dbar) computedfrom
the LevitusandBoyer[1994]and Levituset al. [1994a]temperatureandsalinityclimatologies
in
orderto calculateabsoluteheights.(top) Mean conditionsduringthree warm eventsare shown
as solidcircles(June1982to May 1983),crosses
(Januaryto December1987),andopencircles
(June 1991to May 1992). The heavysolidline is the long-termmeanconditionstaken from the
Levitusclimatology.(bottom)Warmandcoldconditions
arecontrasted
by showing
the difference
(theverticalbars)of the meansealevelanomalyin 1988(cold)minusthe meansealevelanomaly
in 1987 (warm).

generatedby wind forcingwestof the date line during
1991-1995[Busalacchi
et al., 1994;Kessleret al., 1995;
Boulangerand Menkes,1995].
Weakeningof the trade winds near the equator in

[1992]for the 1986-1987E1 Nifio suggestthat, in addition to wind forcing, easternboundary reflectionsof
equatorialKelvin wavescan generateequatorialRossby

the central and western Pacific at the onset of warm

waves that affect the evolution of ENSO.

and subsequentmodeling study of du Penhoat et al.

ENSO eventsleadsto a pattern of upwellingfavorable Empirical studiesof the surfacelayer heat balance
wind stresscurl whichelevatesthe thermoclinelocally emphasize
the complexmix of processes
controlling
SST
at extraequatorial
latitudes[e.g.,Kessler,1990].Weak- variability on ENSO timescales.For example,the imening of the trade winds also excitesupwellinglong portance of remotely forcedequatorialwavesin mediRossbywaves[White et al., 1985, 1987;Kessler,1990; ating SST variability in the eastern and central PaBoulangerand Menkes,1995; Kesslerand McPhaden, cific can be inferredfrom Plate 1. LargestENSO SST
1995b],the fastestof which propagateswestwardat anomaliesduring 1980-1995werelocatedsignificantly
phasespeedsof one third the Kelvin wavespeed.The to the east of the largestzonalwind anomalies;moreslowerpropagationspeedof thesewavescomparedto over, large SST anomalieswere found in the far eastern
equatorial Kelvin waves implies that elevation of the Pacific where zonal wind anomalies were weak. Waves
thermoclinein the west lags depressionof the thermo- affectSSTin the coldtongueregionby inducingchanges
cline in the east by severalmonths as evident in ther- in thermoclinedepth whichaffectupwellingand vertimal field and sea level analyses(e.g., for 20øC along cal mixingrates [e.g.,Hayeset al., 1991b;Kesslerand

the equatorbetweenlate 1991 to early 1992 in Fig- McPhaden,1995a,b]. Wavescanalsoadvecttempera-

ure 11). The Geosatanalysis
of Delcroixet al. [1991] ture fieldsmeridionallyand, moreimportantly,zonally
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wind-forcedoceanmodel simulation,found a buildup of
heat content near the equator prior to the 1982-1983 E1
Nifio as hypothesizedby Wyrtki, but only between5øN

Pacific[McPhadenand Picaut, 1990; Picaut and Del- and 5øS. The difference in latitude bands over which the
croix,1995;Picaut et al., 1996].
buildup was assumedto occur resulted from Wyrtki's
Local air-sea heat exchanges are also important in
the surfacelayer heat balance of the tropical Pacific on

use of tide gauge station data which had to be interpolated over great distanceszonally beyond 5øN-5øS

interannualtime scales[Liu and Gautier, 1990;Hayes [Springeret al., 1990].Miller and Cheney[1990],howet al., 1991b; Kesslerand McPhaden,1995a]. The ever, did not find a buildup at all prior to the 1986most strongly varying componentsof the surface energy balance are solar irradiance, which is modulated
by changesin cloudiness,and latent heat flux which is
modulated by changesin wind speed, SST, and relative

1987 E1 Nifio event using Geosat data. Thus Wyrtki's

[1985a]mechanism,
modifiedto a narrowerbandof longitudes, may be operative during some but not all E1
Nifio

events.

humidity [Liu, 1988; Waliseret al., 1994]. East of the

McCreary [1983] proposeda theory for ENSO in

date line, where ocean dynamics are crucial for generating SST anomalieson interannual time scales,latent
heat flux tends to increase with increasing SST, and
therefore acts as a negative feedbackon developingSST

which the timescalebetween warm eventswas set by
the slow westward propagation of long extraequatorial Rossby waves and their reflection off the western
boundary as equatorial Kelvin waves. The reflected

anomalies[KesslerandMcPhaden,1995a;Weisberg
and Kelvin waveswould alter thermoclinedepths (and by
Wang, 1997]. In the westernPacificwarm pool, the proxySST) in the easternPacific,therebyaffectingthe
thermocline is deep, mean horizontal SST gradients are strength of the trade winds. In order to get a realweak, and ocean dynamical processesare less capable
of generating large scale SST anomalies than further
east. in this region air-sea turbulent heat exchangeis
an important generating mechanismfor SST anomalies,
through enhancedevaporationduring periodsof strong

istic 3-4-year periodicity for the ENSO cycle, Rossby
waveswith significantamplitudes at roughly 20ø latitude from the equatorwererequired. UsingXBT data,

warmestsurfacewaters[Waliseret al., 1994].

Rossbywavereflection,and Kessler[1991]showedthat

Grahamand White [1988]arguedfor the existenceof

extraequatorial Rossbywavesalong 12'N and 12øSand
westerlywinds[Meyerset al., 1986].Variationsin short their reflectioninto equatorial Kelvin wavesat the westwave radiation tend to damp developing SST anoma- ern boundary. However,Kessler[1990]offeredalterlies throughout the tropical Pacific since high cloudi- native explanationsfor the observedvariability along
ness, which reducesinsolation, tends to occur over the the equator in terms of direct wind forcingrather than
Data from the TOGA observing system have been

only Rossby waves equatorward of about 8ø latitude

used to test various theories of E1 Nifio and the ENSO

could reflect into equatorialKelvin waveswith significycle. An early theoryespoused
by Wyrtki [1975]sug- cant amplitudes.
gestedthat prior to E1 Nifio, the trade winds strengthThe delayedoscillatortheoryof ENSO [Battisti,1988;
ened,and there wasa increasein sealevel (a proxyfor Battisti and Hirst, 1989;$chopfand $uarez,1988]also
heat content)in the westernPacificwarm pool. When involvesthe reflectionof Rossbywavesinto equatorial
the trade winds weakened, the overchargedwarm water

Kelvin wavesat the western Pacific boundary. In con-

pool would collapseand surgeeastwardin the form of

trast to McCreary's[1983]theory though,equatorial

a Kelvin wave to initiate a warm event. The impor- Rossby waves closely trapped to the equator, rather
tance of Kelvin waves in the development of E1 Nifio than extraequatorial Rossbywaves at higher latitudes,
has been confirmed by many studies. However, other are most relevant. Thermocline changesassociatedwith
aspectsof Wyrtki's theory were undermined when prior reflected Kelvin waves lead to SST anomalies in the
to the 1982-1983 E1 Nifio, the strongestof the century, easternPacific cold tongueby altering upwellingrates.
there was no anomalous rise in sea level in the western
The SST anomalies affect the atmospheric convection
Pacificor intensificationof the easterlytrades [Cane, and circulation, giving rise to local positive feedbacks

1984]. Similarly, prior to the equatorialwarmingin

that reinforcethe SST and wind anomalies(e.g., Fig-

1993, there was no buildup of heat content in the west- ure 10). The anomaloussurfacewinds in turn excite
ern Pacific warm pool or intensificationof the easterlies equatorial oceanicwavesof opposite sign to those that
generatedthe original SST anomalies. The timescalefor
[Kesslerand McPhaden,1995b].
Wyrtki [1985a]proposedanotherhypothesis,
namely the ENSO cyclein this theory is set by the competition
that warm water accumulated in the tropical Pacific betweenthe local positive feedbacksand delayednegaprior to an E1 Nifio on a zonally averagedbasisbetween tive feedbacksassociatedwith remotely forced equato15øN and 15øS. In this scenario,E1 Nifio representsa rial wavesand their western boundary wave reflections.
mechanismwherebyexcessheat is purgedto higherlatTestsof the delayedoscillatorhave focusedprimarily
itudes. Cane et al. [1986]interpretedthe interannual on the questionof whether equatorial Rossbywavescan
oscillationsin their coupledocean-atmospheremodel in reflect from the irregular and gappy coastal geometry

termsof this mechanism.Springeret al. [1990],in a

of the westernPacific. Theoriessuggestcoastalirregu-
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larities should not be a fundamental
limitation
to this
cificwereprimarily the resultof zonaladvection(Figreflectionprocess[Clarke,1991;du Penhoatand Cane, ure 13). Picaut and Delcroix[1995]and Picaut et al.
1991]. However,althoughin principlewesternbound- [1997]argued that Rossbywavesexcitedby eastern

boundary reflections, in addition to the direct effects
of wind forcing, were instrumental in generatingthese
are mosteffectivein terminatingevents[Li and Clarke, currents. Since the impacts of SST variations on the at1994; Mantua and Battisti, 1994]. In this situation, mosphere are most pronounced in the central and westreflection of an upwelling Rossby wave at the western ernequatorialPacific[Geisleret al., 1985],Picautet al.
boundary excites an upwelling equatorial Kelvin wave [1997]arguefor a revisionof the delayedoscillatorthetrain which erodesthe warm SST anomaly in the cold ory to provide more weight to oceanicprocessesaffecttongue, eventually leading to cool La Nifia SST anoma- ing this region, including eastern boundary wave refleclies. Even so, not all warm events appear to be termi- tions. It is evident from this wide variety of theoretical,
nated by western boundary reflections.Boulangerand modeling, and empirical studies that, despite progress
Menkes[1995],for example,foundthat wind-forced
up- made during TOGA on understandingthe ENSO cywelling Kelvin waves, rather than boundary-reflected cle, there are many as-of-yet unresolvedissuesrelated
Kelvin waves, led to cooling along the equator in the to the coupled ocean-atmosphere interactions that reeastern Pacific in late 1993. Also, Picaut and Delcroix quire further investigation.

ary reflectionsshould work equally well to both initiate and terminate E1 Nifio events,it appearsthat they

[1995]arguedthat the 1986-1987E1 Nifio was terminated by Rossby waves emanating from the eastern 3.3. Intraseasonal
Kelvin
Waves
boundary, rather than Kelvin waves emanating from
The Kelvin waves most prominent in equatorial Pathe western boundary.
cific
time seriesdata have energy acrossa broad band of
Few, if any, E1 Nifio eventsof the TOGA decadeapperiods
spanning roughly 40-120 days, with maximum
pear to havebeeninitiated by delayedoscillatorphysics.
energy
concentrated
near periods of 60-90 days. Sea
Throughextendedempiricalorthogonalfunction(EOF)
level,
thermocline
depth,
and zonal currents associated
analysisof Geosat data during the 1986-1989 E1 Nifio-

with thesewavespropagateeastwardwith 2-3 m s-•
an equatorial Rossbywave reflected into an equatorial phasespeeds[Enfield,1987;McPhadenand Taft, 1988;
Kelvin wave at the western boundary, consistentwith Johnsonand McPhaden,1993a,b]. Verticalstructures
La Nifia cycle, White and Tai [1992]suggestedthat

delayed oscillator theory. However, a detailed projection of Geosat sea level and derived surface currents on

individual equatorial wave modes indicated very little
evidenceof first meridional Rossbywave reflectioninto

suggestsignificant energy in both the first and second

verticalmodes[Kesslerand McPhaden,1995b],consistent with modelsimulations[e.g.,Busalacchi
and Cane,
1985; Giese and Harrison, 1990; Kindle and Phoebus,

Kelvin wavesduringthis time [Delcroixet al., 1994]. 1995]. There is alsoevidencethat the wavestructures
Similarly, Kesslerand McPhaden[1995b],usingTAO are modifiedby wave-meanflow interactions[Johnson
and XBT data during 1988-1993, and Boulanger and and McPhaden,1993a,b]. Upon reachingthe eastern
Menkes[1995],usingTAO and TOPEX/POSEIDON boundary, the waves can be traced along the coasts

data during 1992-1993, found little evidence for the of North and South America as coastal Kelvin waves
initiation of warm events via Rossby wave reflections [Spillaneet al., 1987].
These Kelvin waves are forced primarily by surface
at the westernboundary. Boulangerand Fu [1996],
usingTOPEX/POSEIDON altimeter data and ERS-1 zonal wind variations associated with westerly wind
wind data, detectedwind-forceddownwellingequatorial bursts and the Madden and Julian Oscillation in the
Rossby waves that reflected into downwelling Kelvin westernPacific(Figure11). The amplitudeof the ocean
waves prior to warming along the equator in middle wave responsedependson the structure of the wind
to late 1994. They interpreted these reflectionsas evi- forcing,namelyits temporalevolution,zonalfetch, and
dence for delayed oscillator physicsas a trigger for the meridionalstructure[Knox,1987;Harrisonand Giese,
1994-1995 E1 Nifio. In contrast, however, Goddard and 1991;Gieseand Harrison,1991].In termsof frequency
Graham[1997]arguedthat this same1994-1995warm content, wave energy is concentratedat periodsdecid-

eventin the NCEP reanalysis[Ji and Smith, 1995;see edly longerthan the dominant30-60-day periodof the
and Taft,1988].Kessler
alsosection4.4] was not initiated Rossbywavereflec- windforcingitself[McPhaden
tion at the western boundary, but rather direct wind et al. [1995]explainthis "red shift" as the result of
a scale selectionprocessrelated to wind fetch, which
forcing near the equator.
Another perspectiveof the ENSO cyclewas proposed favors excitation of the lower-frequencyKelvin waves

by Picaut and Delcroix[1995]and Picaut et al. [1996]. in responseto wind forcing in the intraseasonalband.
to Knox's [1987]analysis
Using hypothetical drifters moved by current fields de- Their resultsare analogous
rivedfromGeosatandTOPEX/POSEIDON data, TAO in the time domain, which indicatedthat an equatorial
mooring data and SVP drifter data, and three different classesof ocean models, these authors found that

wind event of duration T and zonal fetch L, would lead

ENSO-related

is the zonal phase speed of the Kelvin wave.

SST anomalies in the central western Pa-

to a Kelvin pulseof longerduration T q- L/c, wherec
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Figure 13. (left) Longitude-timedistributionof 4øN-4øSaveragedSST. Contourintervalis
1øC, except for the 28.5øC isotherm. Superimposedas thick lines are the trajectories of two
hypothetical drifters moved by 4øN-4øS averagedsurfacecurrent anomaliesderived from Geosat

data (thicksolidlinescorrespond
to the total currents;thickdashedlinescorrespond
to the Kelvin
andRossbywavecontributions).(right) Longitude-time
distributionof 4øN-4øSaveragedsurface

currentanomalyderivedfromGeosat.Contourintervalis 10cms-1. Solid(dashed)
linesdenote
eastward(westward)currentanomalies.Thick solidand thick dashedlinesare as in Figure 13
(left). From Picaut and Delcroix[1995].

Intraseasonal Kelvin waves affect SST in the equa-

the Madden and Julian Oscillation tends to be stronger

torial Pacific in a variety of ways. They can warm and extend farther eastward along the equator in the
SST by zonal advectionin the equatorialcold tongue Pacific, and intraseasonalequatorial Kelvin wavestend
asdocumented
for the 1986-1987E1Nifio [Johnson
and to be of larger amplitude. These findingshave led to

McPhaden,1993a]andthe 1991-1993E1Nifio [Kessler
and McPhaden,1995a].DownwellingKelvinwavesalso
depressthe thermocline[McPhadenand Hayes,1990b;
Kessleret al., 1995],whichcanleadto surfacewarming
by reducingthe efficiency
of localwind-drivenupwelling
to coolthe surface.Lien et al. [1995]foundthat the pas-

suggestionsthat intraseasonal variability, rather than

chaoticinteractionsof the seasonalcyclewith itself (see
section3.1), may be responsiblefor the irregularityof
the ENSO cycle[e.g.,Zebiak,1989].
Nonlinear

interactions

between the ocean and the at-

mosphere are necessaryto couple intraseasonalvaria-

sageof a downwellingKelvin waveduringthe 1991-1992 tionsto the ENSO cycle. Harrison and Schopf[1984]
E1 Nifio led to a reduction in upper ocean turbulent proposeda mechanismwherebyzonal advectionby shortmixing in the central equatorialPacific,which would period Kelvin wavescould initiate low-frequencywarmlikewisefavor the developmentof warm SST anomalies. ing in the equatorial cold tongue of the eastern and
There is a notable relationship betweenenhancedin- central Pacific, and some coupled models bear out the
traseasonalvariability and E1 Nifio in both the ocean potentialfor thismechanism
to triggeran E1Nifio [Latif
and atmosphere[e.g., Keen, 1982; Luther et al., 1983; et al., 1988]. Likewise,Kessleret al. [1995]described
Lau and Chan, 1986; Enfield, 1987; McPhaden 'and how intraseasonal Kelvin waves can contribute to the
Hayes, 1990b;Kessleret al., 1995; Kindle and Phoe- slow eastward displacementof the western Pacific warm
bus,1995]. DuringE1 Nifio westerlywind burststend pool, which would favor the development of warm E1
to be more prominent,deepconvectionassociatedwith Nifio SST anomalies.
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repeated
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Shark
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shows
theENSOsignal
entering
theIndianOceanalongthecoast
of Australia.(right)Thetemporal
coefficients
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withthe
SouthernOscillationIndex(SOI). FromMeyers[1996].

3.4. Local Response to Westerly Wind Burst
Forcing

The importance of the local responseto strong westerly wind burst forcingin the westernPacificwarm pool

3.5.

Instability

Waves

Tropicalinstabilitywaves,first observedin the Pacific

in satelliteSSTimagery[Legeckis,
1977],typicallypropagatewestwardwith zonalwavelengthsof 800-2000km

was first highlightedby Lukasand Lindstrom[1991]. and periodsof 20-30 days. They havebeenobservedin
That study and related work ultimately contributed to oceancurrents,temperatures,and salinity [Philander
the design and implementation of the TOGA Coupled

Ocean AtmosphereResponseExperiment (COARE)
[Godfreyet al., this issue].Westerlywind burststyp-

et al., 1985; Pullen et al., 1987; Halpern et al., 1988;
McPhaden et al., 1990c; Kessler and McPhaden, 1995a;
Qiao and Weisberg,1995; McPhaden, 1996; Flament

et al., 1996]. They are also detectablein Geosatand
andJulianOscillation[SuiandLau,1992],duringwhich TOPEX/POSEIDON altimetry data [Perigaud,1990;
surfacewesterliesmay attain speedsof 5-10 m s-•. Gieseet al., 1994;Busalacchiet al., 1994]despitethe
These wind events lead to dramatic zonal current reverrelativelycoarsetemporalresolutionof altimeterscomsals in time ,•nd depth in the upper 100-150 m Of the Paredto the basicfrequency
of the waves.Instability
watercolumn[McPhadenet al., 1988a,1992;Delcroixet wavesare seasonallyand interannually modulated, beically occur during the westerly phase of the Madden

al., 1993; Kuroda and McPhaden, 1993; Kutsuwada and

ing weakestduring boreal spring and during the warm

Inaba,1995;Ralphet al., 1997].The surfaceflowaccel- phase of ENSO, The wavesderive their energyfrom
erateseastwardandcanreachspeeds
of over100cms-1 the large-scale,seasonallyvarying zonal equatorialcurin the courseof a week. The resultant jet may extend rents throughshearinstability [Philander,1978; Cox,
1990]
over 40ø of longitude, with anomalouseastward trans- 1980;Philanderet al., 1986;Luther andJohnson,
portsof 50 Sverdrups
(1 Sv- 106m3 s-1) between andpossiblythroughSSTfrontalinstabilities[Yu et al.,
5øN and 5øS. Westerly wind bursts and the westerly 1995].As such,they are a significantsourceof dragon
phase of the Madden and Julian Oscillation are usu- the South Equatorial Current and Equatorial Underally associatedwith a drop in SST due to increased current, and they heat the cold tongue through large

latent heat flux and reducedinsolation[McPhadenand downgradient(i.e., equatorward)eddy heat transports
Hayes, 1991; Weller and Anderson, 1996; Cronin and [Hansenand Paul, 1984; Bryden and Brady, 1989].
McPhaden,1997]. Strongwind forcedcurrentsadvect- The waves also affect the stability of the atmospheric
ing fresher water from the west, in combination with boundarylayer[Hayeset al., 1989b],the distributionof
enhanced precipitation, generally lead to a freshening cloudiness
[Deseret al., 1993],latentheatfluxes[Zhang
of the surface layer near the equator in the warm pool andMcPhaden,1995],and the distributionof nutrients,
region. These processescan lead to barrier layer forma- pC02, and other chemicalspeciesin the easternequatotion [Sprintalland McPhaden,1994;Roeromichet al., rial Pacific[Feelyet al., 1994].Instabilitywavesof sim1994; Andersonet al., 1996],which Lukasand Lind- ilar character have been documentedin the equatorial
strom[1991]hypothesized
asimportantfor understand- Atlantic, where they are evident during the boreal suming the evolution of ENSO warm events. Wind burst merseason
[e.g.,Weisberg
and Weingartner,
1988;Musforcingalsoexcitesdownwellingequatorial Kelvin waves man, 1992]. They are a potentiallysignificantsourceof
which propagateinto the easternPacificas discussedin aliasedenergywhich, if unresolved(as in infrequently
sampledshipboarddata), add noisecontaminationto
the previous section.
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lower-frequency
signalsof climaticinterest[Hayesand 3.7. ENSO and Global Oceanic Variability
McPhaden,1992;Kessleret al., 1996].
Although the TOGA observingsystemfocusedprimarily
on the ENSO phenomenonin the tropical Pa3.6. ENSO and the Indo-Pacific Throughflow

cific, satellite and some in situ measurementprograms

Wyrtki [1987]first attemptedto monitorthe varia- (e.g.,VOS, tide gauges,
anddrifters)provideda global
tions of the throughflow by computing the large-scale perspectiveon climate variations during the TOGA
pressuregradientbetweenthe westernPacificand east- decade. In this sectionwe briefly review studiesof cliern Indian Oceans. Davao in the Philippines was used mate phenomenafacilitated by measurements
outside
for the western Pacific, and Darwin in Australia was the tropicalPacific,with emphasison variabilityrelated
used for the eastern

Indian

Ocean.

He found that

to ENSO.

this difference was dominated by seasonalvariations

Atmospheric teleconnectionsassociated with the
ENSO cycle affect oceanicvariability in wide-ranging
timescales, resulting in a small difference on ENSO parts of the globe. Over the North Pacific Ocean, for
timescales.Later, Clarke[1991]modeledthe reflection example,the Aleutian Low becomesanomalouslystrong
and transmission of large-scale, low-frequency waves duringthe late fall and winter of an E1 Nifio year. Asat a gappy western Pacific boundary and found that sociated with these changesin atmospheric pressure,
the interannual sea level variations along northern Aus- the axis of the subtropicaljet stream splits, one branch
tralia were in fact of Pacific origin. These results im- displacedsouthward, steering storms into the southplied that the Davao-Darwin sea level differencewas western United States, and another branch displaced
not an appropriate index for the throughflow at inter- northward into the Pacific Northwest. Air-sea heat exannualtimescales.Clarkeand Liu [1993,1994]argued changeis enhancedat midlatitudes by these changes
that a better index of the throughflow would be based in atmospheric
circulation[Alexander,
1992],leadingto
on differences between northern and southeastern Incold open ocean SST anomaliesduring E1 Nifio years
dian Ocean sea levels. Their index suggestedthat the [Wallaceet al., this issue].Alongthe westcoastof the
throughflowincreasedduring coldENSO eventsand de- United States, on the other hand, anomalous alongcreasedduring warm events.
shore southerly winds during E1 Nifio can lead to reThermal
structure
associated with the Indonesian
duced coastal upwelling, which contributes to warmer
throughflow in the eastern Indian Ocean has marked coastalSSTsand highercoastalsealevel [Enfieldand
interannual variations, which have been documented Allen, 1980;Ramp et al., 1997,and references
therein].
on a frequently repeated XBT line betweenShark Bay
In addition to this atmospheric teleconnectionpath(northwestern
Australia)andSundaStrait (Java)[Mey- waybetweenthe tropicaland midlatitudePacificOcean,
ers, 1996]. The largestvariationsof dynamicheight equatorialoceanicKelvin wavesimpingeon the eastern
and depth of the thermocline are near the coastof Aus- boundary,forcingpolewardpropagatingcoastalKelvin
tralia (Figure14, left), andthey arehighlycorrelatedto wavesin both hemispheres[Enfieldand Allen, 1980;
the ENSO signalin the westernequatorialPacific(Fig- Chelton and Davis, 1982; Clarke, 1992; Clarke and Van
ure 14, right). The XBT observations
are consistent Gorder,1994; Ramp et al., 1997; Shafferet al., 1997].
with the studyby ClarkeandLiu [1994]andwith their Roachet al. [1989]concludedthat thesesignalsdomibut that

the two records were coherent

at interannual

model of the generation of the variations by wind forc- nate sea level variability as far north as San Francisco.
ing with long timescales.The XBT measurementsalso These waves are particularly energetic at intraseasonal
documenthow the signalextendsinto the oceaninterior periods[Spillaneet al., 1987]. Recently,Jacobset al.
and how it is related to variations on the coast of In-

[1994]foundthat Rossbywavesignalsforcedat the east-

donesia. The observationsand model consistentlyindi-

ern boundary by the passageof E1 Nifio-related coastal

cate that variations

Kelvin waves associated with the 1982-1983 E1 Nifio
could be detected in the central and western North Pa-

near the coast of western Australia

are generatedby windsoverthe equatorialPacific,while

variations near the coast of Indonesia are generatedby cific a decadelater. Jacobset al. [1994]speculated
winds over the equatorial Indian Ocean. The differ- that these Rossby waves contributed to the developencesin vertically integrated dynamic height between ment of SST anomalies in the midlatitude North Pathe coasts of Australia and Indonesia are a measure of cific by rerouting the warm, normally eastwardflowing
the transport of Indonesianthroughflow.The estimated Kuroshio Extension off Japan to a more northeasterly
meantransport,basedon XBT data, is 7 Sv [Meyers course in the early 1990s.

et al., 1995]. Consistentwith the tide gaugemeasurements,the throughflowis weakerduring E1Nifio, with a
peak-to-trough amplitude on interannual timescalesof

transportin the upper400m of about5 x 106m3 s-'• .
What impact ENSO timescalevariations in throughflow have on the climate of the Indian Ocean region is,
however, unclear.

White and Peterson[1996]haverecentlydetecteda
4-5-year eastwardpropagating,zonal wave number two
oscillationencircling the globe in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. The wave is characterizedby coherent
oscillationsin SST, sealevelpressure,meridionalwinds,

andseaiceextent. WhiteandPeterson[1996]hypothesizedthat this wavemay be relatedto forcingassociated
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with E1 Nifio through atmospheric teleconnectionsbetween the tropical Pacific and the Southern Ocean.
The tropical Atlantic is characterizedby a prominent mean seasonalcycle in surface winds, sea level

Nifio periods the SSS field west of about 150øW is characterized by freshet than average SSS within 8øN-8øS;
conversely,saltier than average SSS is found poleward

and Katz, 1990; Reverdin et al., 1991a, b; Molinari

layer in the eastern Pacific within 10ø of the equator

of 8ø latitude [DelcroixandHenin, 1991;Delcroixet al.,
upperoceancurrents,and temperatures[e.g., Carton 1996].Thereis alsosignificantfreshening
of the surface
and Johns,1994;Katz ½tal., 1995b]. In addition,two duringE1 Nifio, particularlyeastof 110øW[Andoand
important modes of interannual-to-decadalvariability McPhadcn,1997].SSSanomalies
of reversesignareobare evident around this seasonalcycle, one of which servedduring La Nifia periods. In the equatorial band
consistsof warm events with variability concentrated these interannual modificationsin the salinity field renearthe equator[Philander,1986;Houghton,1991;Ze- sult mainly from the combined effects of rainfall and
biak, 1993; Carton and Huang, 1994]and anotherof horizontal salt advection,the latter processapparently
which consistsof interhemisphericvariations in tropical dominatingwest of about 165øE [Picautet al., 1996;
SST [Mouraand$hukla,1981;Setvain,1991;Houghton, D½lcroixand Picaut, 1998; Ando and McPhadcn, 1997;

1991;Houghtonand Tourre,1992]. Dynamicsintrinsic Henin ½tal., 1998].
Lukas and Lindstrom[1991]proposedthat salinity

to the ocean-atmosphere-landsystem in the Atlantic
basin are important in determining the variability associated with these low-frequency climate signals. However, ENSO teleconnectionsthrough the atmosphereinfluencetheir evolution as well, as discussedby Setvain

[1991],Delecluseet al. [1994],and Enfieldand Mayer
Variability in the Indian Oceanis dominatedby a pronounced seasonalcycle related to monsoonwind forc-

ing [Rao et al., 1989; Molinari et al., 1990; Perigaud
and Delecluse, 1992; Mizuno et al., 1995; Donguy and

Meyers,1995,1996a;Meyerset al., 1995].However,interannual

anomalies on ENSO

timescales are detectable

variability of the upper oceanmay be an important determinant in the evolution of ENSO. They hypothesized
that in regionsof heavyrainfall, thin surfacemixed layers form which are isolated from the upper thermocline
by salt stratified "barrier layers." The creation of these
barrier layerspotentially reducesthe efficiencyof vertical turbulent mixing to entrain cold thermoclinewater
into the surfacelayer, except during periods of strong
winds. Thus, barrier layer formation would favor warm
SSTs in regionsof heavy rainfall, thereby couplingthe
hydrologiccycle to the upper ocean heat balance.
Barrier layers have been detected in all three tropical oceans. They vary in thickness and location sea-

as well [e.g.,Perigaudand Delecluse,
1993;Tourreand
White, 1995]. Tourre and White's [1995]simultane- sonally[Sprintalland Tomczak,1992]and on ENSO
ous analysis of upper ocean thermal data in all three time scalesin the Pacific[Delcroixet al., 1992;Sprinttropical ocean basins indicated what appeared to be all and McPhadcn,1994;Ando and McPhadcn,1997].
a coherent eastward propagating interannual wave in
upper ocean heat content near the equator. On the
strength of this result they suggestedthe possibility of
oceanic precursorsto ENSO in the Indian Ocean thermal field, in addition to atmosphericprecursorsbelieved

Processesresponsiblefor their formation, and how the
salt and heat balancesof the upper ocean are coupled
in the western Pacific warm pool, were major research

themesof TOGA-COARE [Godfreyet al., this issue].
The results of TOGA-COARE,

combined with ENSO

to be importantin association
with the monsoons
[Web- predictabilitystudies(e.g., Ji, M., R. W. Reynolds,and
ster and Yang,1992]. Latif and Barnett [1995],on the D. W. Behringer,Useof TOPEX/POSEIDON sealevel
other hand, argued that the Pacific forcesthe tropical data of ocean analyses and ENSO prediction: some
Indian and Atlantic Oceans remotely through atmo- early results. submitted to the Journal of Climate,
spheric teleconnections on ENSO timescales and that 1998), may indicatethe needfor an improvednetwork
this forcing accountsfor a significant percentageof the of long-term sustained ocean salinity observationsfor
observed thermal variability described by Tourre and both ENSO prediction and climate diagnostics.

White [1995].
3.9.

3.8.

Salinity Variations

For the three tropicaloceans,long-termaveragedsea
surfacesalinity(SSS)exhibitswell-documented
minima
associatedwith the Intertropical ConvergenceZonesas
well as relatively high salinities,mainly where evaporation significantlyexceedsprecipitation. Maximum
seasonalSSSvariationsare found primarily in the In-

Atmospheric

Variability

During the decade of TOGA several studies have
shownthat the ENSO signal extendsthrough the trop-

ical troposphere
into the lowerstratosphere[Gageand
Reid,1987;Reid et al., 1989;Gageet al., 1993].In other
words, the atmosphericresponseto changingpatterns of
seasurfacetemperatureextendsto high altitudesowing
to the influenceof tropical convection.Diabatic heating

tertropical ConvergenceZonesand in the South Pacific associated with latent heat release and radiative effects
ConvergenceZone, in closerelation to seasonalvaria- of cloudshave a profoundinfluenceon eventhe largest-

tionsin rainfall [DelcroixandHenin, 1991;Dessierand scalecirculationsystemsin the atmosphere[Hartmann
Donguy,1994;Donguyand Meyers,1996b]. There is ½tal., 1984;Houz½,1989;Mapesand Houz½,1995].
alsonotableENSO-relatedSSSvariability. During E1
The ChristmasIsland wind profiler (Figure5) has
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Figure 15. Time-heightcrosssectionof ChristmasIslandzonalwinds,April 1986to April 1995.
After Gageet al. [1996].

been in place long enough to observemany annual cyclesand a few ENSO cyclesof the zonal winds. A timeheight crosssection of zonal winds observedat Christmas Island is shown in Figure 15. While the mean zonal
winds in the tropics are usually easterly, we observe
substantial westerlies recurring periodically in the upper troposphere. These westerliesdevelopon an annual
basis during the northern hemisphere winter months.
Note that the strongest upper tropospheric westerlies
are seenduring the La Nifia or cold event of 1988-1989.
By way of contrast the upper troposphericwesterlies
are relatively weak during the E1 Nifio years of 19861987, 1991-1992, and 1994-1995. These observations
are consistentwith a strengtheningof the Walker circulation during cold eventsand a weakeningof the Walker
circulation during warm events.
The mean annual variation of tropospheric zonal
winds observed at Christmas Island is reproduced in
Figure 16. The upper tropospheric westerliesare seen
to occur above about 7 km and are seento be strongest
during March-May and November-December. Zonal

winds over ChristmasIsland are typically easterlyat
all heights during the northern summer. The annual
variation of the zonal winds observed at Christmas Is-

land is in phasewith the annual cycleof tropical convection over the western Pacific and is consistent with a

strengtheningand weakeningof the Walker circulation
driven by convectiveheating over the western Pacific

warmpoolregion[Gageet al., 1996b].The depthof the
upper troposphericwesterliesis likely due to the deep
tropical heating associatedwith mesoscaleconvective

systems[Hartmannet al., 1984].
Vertical motionsare rarely observeddirectly in the
atmosphere
[Balsleyet al., 1988].This is partly dueto
the difficultyin measuringvery smallmotions,but the
measurementproblem is complicatedby the presence

of internalgravitywavesthat canmaskthe smalllongterm mean vertical motions or otherwise bias observa-

tions [Nastromand VanZandt,1994]. Wind profiler
direct measurements
of vertical velocitiesin the tropics have confirmedsomeexpectationsat the same time

they haveraisednew questions.The principalfinding
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Figure 16. Low-pass-filtered
composite
annualcycleof zonalwindsobserved
at Christmas
Island. After Gageet al. [1996].

is that in the absenceof convection the troposphere is et al., 1994b, 1996a; Ecklund et al., 1995; Williams et

of precipitating
cloudsysgenerally
subsiding
at a fraction
ofa cms-•. Theadia- al., 1995]. In the presence
batic warmingconsistentwith the observedmagnitude tems the heightcoverageof the profilersis greatlyinof subsidenceis what is required to balance radiative creased.With the large amountsof data obtainedfrom

the tropicsusingUHF profilersat a numberof locations, it is now possibleto begin to constructthe climatologyof precipitatingcloudsystemsin the western
Pacific. Used in conjunctionwith a VHF profiler,the
UHF profilercan provideprecipitationfall speedsrelative
verticalair motions[Currieret al.,
1996a]. High-resolution
time and heightobservations to background
1992].
by UHF profilershaveimproved
ourknowledge
of ver-

coolingto space[Gageet al., 1991b].

While they havenot beenin useas longas the VHF
profilers,the UHF profilershavealreadyprovento be
valuabletoolsfor atmospheric
researchlAngevineet al.,
1993, 1994; Rogerset al., 1993; Gageet al., 1994b,

tical structure and temporal variability of lower tropo-

TAO data have also been of value in studies of atmo-

sphericwindsin the tropics[Gutderet al., 1994;Par- sphericdynamics.For example,•a•½s ½tal. [1989b]
sons,1994].Forexample,Deser[1994]andGutderand found that in addition to forcing of boundary layer
Hartten[1995]haveusedthe profilerobservations
to ob- winds by horizontalpressuregradients,as hypotheof the
tain a more completepicture of the daily variability of sizedby LindzenandNigam[1987],stabilization
the lower troposphericwinds at a number of locations boundarylayer over the cold tonguetendsto reduce
in the Pacific.
mixingof wind momentumdownwardfromaloft, parby
Recently,it has becomeevident that UHF profilers ticularlyin the meridionaldirectionashypothesized
can provide valuable information about precipitating Wallaceet al. [1989]. Accountingfor thesevariations
cloudsystems[Gossard,
1988;Rogerset al., 1993;Gage in vertical stability in diagnosticstudiesallowsfor a
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more dynamically consistentinterpretation of oceanic the intensive observing period of TOGA COARE took
effects on boundary layer winds in the equatorial Pa- place in the western Pacific from November 1992 to
February 1993, during a hiatus in E1 Nifio conditionsin
cific[Nigamand Chao,1996].

Zhang [1996]usedTAO data to documentsurface the easternequatorialPacific(Plate I and Figure 11).
of the Madden and Julian Oscillation
The JGOFS experiment, on the other hand, started
in the atmosphericboundary layer of the westernPa- during the 1991-1992warm eventbut concludedduring
cific. He found inconsistencies,as did Jones and Gau- near-normal conditions at the end of 1992.
tier [1995]and Flatau et al. [1997],betweenobserva- In many casesthe TOGA observingsystemwas entions from the western Pacific and theories for these hanced to facilitate these processstudies. During the
oscillations.As a result,Flatau et al. [1997]proposed enhancedmonitoring phaseof TOGA COARE in 1992a new theory involving interactive SST feedbackson 1994 additional TAO mooringswere deployedwest of
convection at intraseasonal time scales. Their modified
the date line to provide finer than 10ø zonal resolution
of surface winds, upper ocean temperatures, and
theory allowedfor time varying SST feedbacksto the
currents
alongthe equator[Websterand Lukas,1992].
atmospherein responseto intraseasonalheat flux forcSeveral
TAO
mooringsin the western Pacific were also
ing of the ocean, which led to a better simulationof
the Madden and Julian Oscillation in a simple coupled equippedwith specialsensorsto measuresalinity, rainfall, and incoming shortwave radiation in an effort to
ocean-atmospheremodel.
TAO data have been used to examine the role of better understand surface fluxes in relation to upper
manifestations

mesoscale

enhancement

of surface

turbulent

fluxes

oceanvariability [Cronin and McPhaden,1997]. Af-

[Zhang,1995;Esbensen
andMcPhaden,1996]andthe ter TOGA COARE ended, someof thesemeasurements
relatedissueof convection-evaporation
feedbacks
[Zhang continuedin the westernPacificwarmpool [e.g.,Koehn
alsoincreased
et al., 1995]. The role of evaporationin limiting long- et al., 1996]. Drifting buoydeployments
term mean SST in the western Pacific warm pool was westof the date line duringTOGA COARE [Ralphet
describedby Zhangand McPhaden[1995].They found al., 1997], and someof these drifters were equipped
that above29øC, latent heat flux decreaseswith increas- with salinity sensors.Enhancementsof the WWW insystems(ISS)
ing SST, lendingcredenceto the "thermostat"hypoth- cludedinstallationof integratedsounding
esis [Ramanathanand Collins,1991],whichsuggestsat Manus Island, Nauru, and Kapingamarangi in 1992
cloud-radiative feedbacksare the primary limiting fac- prior to TOGA COARE [Gutzlerand Hartten, 1995],
with the Manus Island and Nauru sitescontinuingafter
tor in determining maximum warm pool SSTs.
COARE

ended.

Specific enhancements to other process studies included speciallyinstrumented TAO current meter moorProcess-oriented
studies embedded in the TOGA ob- ings at 0ø, 140øW during TROPIC HEAT, and TIWE
serving system included the Tropical Pacific Upper provided support for the hypothesisthat internal waves
OceanHeat and Mass Budgets(TROPIC HEAT) Ex- mediate the diurnal cycle of vertical mixing along the
3.10.

Relation

to Process-Oriented

Studies

periments(I in 1984-1985and II in 1987) to examine equator [McPhadenand Peters, 1992; Mourn et al.,
the processescontrolling SST in the equatorial eastern 1992; Lien et al., 1996]. During TIWE, mooreddata
Pacific[Eriksen,1985; Hebertet al., 1991],the West- were used to estimate diurnally varying vertical heat

ern EquatorialPacificOceanCirculationStudy (WE- fluxes associated with that mixing [Bond and
POCS) in 1985-1988to examinecomplexcurrentstruc- McPhaden,1995],and a largenumberof drifterswere
tures in a relatively poorly explored part of the tropics deployedto provide additional information on the struc-

[Lindstromet al., 1987],the TropicalInstabilityWave ture of instabilitywaves[Flamentet al., 1996].Moored
Experiment(TIWE) in 1990-1991to studythe life cy- and drifting buoys were deployedwith bio-optical sencle and energy sourcesfor tropical instability wavesin sors during JGOFS to document physical controls on

the easternPacific [Qiao and Weisberg,1995;Flament primaryproductivityin the equatorialPacific[Foleyet
et al., 1996], TOGA COARE in 1992-1994 to study al., 1998].
ocean-atmosphere interactions in the western equato-

rial Pacific[Godfreyet al., this issue],the Joint Global
OceanFlux Studies(JGOFS) EquatorialPacific(EqPac) experimentin 1992 to study biogeochemical
cyclingin the equatorialPacific[Murrayet al., 1994],and
the CentralEquatorialPacificExperiment(CEPEX) in
1993 to study cloud radiative feedbacksand their im-

pactson SST [Ramanathan
et al., 1995].

4. Role of the TOGA Observing System
in the Development of Improved
Model-Based Analyses and
Prediction
4.1.

Products

Introduction

At the outset of TOGA the modeling and observaThe TOGA observingsystemprovided a broad geotional
activities were relatively separatecomponentsof
graphicalperspectiveand longtime history to aid in the
interpretation of the measurementsfrom these shorter- the program. However,as the programmatured, a
duration, regional-scalefield programs. For example, number of factors contributed to the development of
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a mutual dependency between TOGA models and ob- justments. With the adventof satellitealtimetry, giving
servations. At a very basic level, data were needed the spatial coveragenot possiblewith in situ instrumenfor the developmentand validation of oceanic,atmo- tation, sealevel may well assumefar greaterimportance
spheric,and coupledmodels. Moreover, as experimen- for model initialization.
tal forecasts of ENSO became more routine and as iniEarly studiesin TOGA pointed to the advantages
tialization and assimilationtechniquesfor coupledmod- of thermal (mass)informationvis-a-visvelocityinforels took on greater importance, the modelingand ob- mation for ocean model initialization [Moore et al.,
servationalcomponentsof TOGA developeda more in- 1987; Philander et al., 1987]. Hence, in a modeling
tricate relationship. Overviews of the interaction be- context, velocity data have been used mostly for val-

idation purposes[e.g., Leetmaaand Ji, 1989; Brady
by Latif et al. [thisissue]and Stockdale
et al. [thisis- and Gent, 1994; Chen et al., 1994b; Fukumori, 1995;
tween tropical models and data can be found in work

sue]andin the reviewsby KnoxandAnderson
[1985], Halpern et al., 1995; World Climate ResearchProgram,
Philander[1990],and McCrearyandAnderson[1991]. 1995a].Variousotherdata sets,suchas thosefor salinWe concentratehere specificallyon the evolution of this
partnershiptoward improvedmodel-basedanalysesand
better coupledmodel initial conditionsfor predictions.
When consideringthe initialization of tropical ocean
modelsand coupledpredictionmodels,there are several
factorsthat are critical. First, the tropicaloceansare to
a certain extent deterministic, by which we mean that
adequateknowledgeof past forcingin principle allows
us to largely determine the state of the ocean. Knowledge of the surface wind stress is paramount in this
determination. For example, Busalacchi and O'Brien

ity and surface heat fluxes, have also played important though somewhat less critical roles in model development. Consistent with these considerationsand
with the discussion in section 2.2 the National

Research

Council[1994a]rankedmeasurements
in the following
order of importance for the purpose of short-term cli-

mate prediction:(1) wind stressand SST, (2) subsurfacethermal data, (3) sealeveland oceancurrentdata,
and (4) salinityand atmosphericboundarylayerdata.
4.2.

Improved Wind Analyses for Use in
Studies

[1980,1981]demonstrated
that, with a reducedgravity Modeling

4.2.1.
Numerical
Weather
Prediction
Prodmodel and surfacestress,onecouldcapturekey aspects
of sea level variability associatedwith ENSO. Studies ucts. One of the focusesthrough the early part of
with oceangeneralcirculationmodels(OGCMs) [e.g., TOGA wasthe assessment
of the quality of variouswind
Philanderand Seigel,1985;Harrison et al., 1990]also stress products. It was known that VOS winds would
emphasizedthe paramountimportanceof wind forcing be useful but likely inadequate, but it was not immein model simulations.This fact makesthe analysisand diately clear whether improvedanalysistechniquesand
initialization problem quite different from that of nu- improvednumericalweather predictionschemeswould
merical weather prediction, where there is no counter- makeup for someof theseinadequacies
[e.g.,Reynolds
part to the externalforcing(and its associated
errors) et al., 1989a]. Harrisonet al. [1989]useda tropical
that are imposedthrough surfacewind stress.
oceangeneralcirculationmodelto diagnose
the impact
While in theory it is feasiblethat coupledtropical of differences
in variouswind stressproducts. They

forecast models could be initialized

with wind stress

alone, practical considerationssuggestthat oceanthermal data will also be important. This is becausewind
stressand upper ocean thermal structure are partially
redundant, so that observingand initializing baroclinic
equatorial wave modes with subsurface temperature
data could help correct some of the deficienciesin the
imposedwind forcing. SST observations,either through
assimilation or via surface boundary constraints, have
also been important for the developmentof both the atmospheric and oceanic componentsof coupled prediction models. The ready availability, spatial coverage,
and accuracyof SST analysesmakesthis variable particularly valuablefor model validation and development

[e.g.,Stockdaleet al., 1993].
From a historical perspective,sea level data has made
one of the more significantcontributionsto oceanmodel
development,particularly as equatorial theory was developingprior to TOGA. In situ sea level data continue
to provide important model validation, particularly as
sea level variations representan integral, low baroclinic
mode responseto wind forcingand thermodynamicad-

compared simulations of the 1982-1983 E1 Nifio forced

by the $adlerandKilonsky[1985]windanalysis(producedfrom VOS wind data and clouddrift winds),
theFSUwindanalysis
[Goldenberg
andO'Brien,1981],
and three analysesbasedon numericalweatherprediction models(ECMWF, NationalMeteorological
Center (NMC), and Fleet NumericalOceanography
Cen-

ter (FNOC)). Overall,the research
analyses
[Goldenbergand O'Brien,1981;$adlerand Kilonsky,1985]
producedmorerealisticdynamicresponses
but lesscon-

vincingSST resultsfor the equatorialwaveguide.Simulationsof the meanseasonalcycleand the 1982-1983E1

Nifio usinglineardynamicaloceanmodels[McPhaden
et al., 1988b;Busalacchi
et al., 1990]yieldedsimilarresultswith regardto oceandynamical
responses,
namely
that the researchproducts led to more realistic results.
Details aside,one of the most important conclusions
of
these studies as far as TOGA was concernedwas that
improved knowledgeof the surfacewind stresswas essential.

Operationalatmospheric
weatheranalysisand forecast models routinely merge observationsof different
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parameters(e.g.,temperature,winds,etc.) madeat dif- Center. These decade-long,internally consistentmodel
ferent levels in the atmosphereusing different instruments. These analysis and forecast systemsproduce
a dynamically consistentmodel atmospherewith high
temporal and spatial resolution. For this reason the
surfacewind fieldsfrom suchsystemsare often usedto

analysesare produced using state-of-the-art numerical
models, assimilation systems, and the most complete

data setsavailablefrom historicalarchives[e.g.,Schubert et al., 1993; Kalnay et al., 1996]. Theseanalyses

are valuable for providing initialization and validation
fields for coupled model predictability studies, for detime tropical oceananalyses.Improvingthe quality of termining the sensitivity of atmosphericmodelsto slow
operational atmosphericmodel-basedwind analysesis variations in the surfaceboundary conditions,and for
therefore an issueof some importance to climate mod- diagnostic studies of atmospheric variability. Evaluaelers.
tions of these reanalysesproducts are currently underOperational centers now routinely use either wind way[e.g.,$ahaet al., 1995;$mullandMcPhaden,1996].
4.2.2.
Blended products using buoy, ship,
speedsfrom the DMSP SSM/I instrumentand/or vector windsfrom the ERS-1 and recentlylaunchedERS-2 satellite winds, and/or model output. Availabilscatterometers.For example,the U.S. Navy [Phoebusity of TAO data has led to effortsto developimproved
and Goerss,1991]and NCEP [Yu and Deaven,1991] surface wind analyses for ocean modeling
usethe SSM/I wind speeds,whileECMWF [Gaffard through blending of buoy data with ship winds, satelforce ocean models like that run at NCEP

for near-real-

andRoquet,1995]and NCEP [Peterset al., 1994]use lite winds,and/or modeloutput. Two studiesillustrate
the ERS-1 and ERS-2 vectorwinds.The SSM/I winds this approach and the impact that TAO data make
are convertedto vector winds usingdirectionsassigned on suchanalyses. Menkesand Busalacchi[1995]perfrom either the model forecast or a combination

of the

formed

a series of linear

ocean model

hindcasts

for the

forecastand availabledata. Phoebuset al. [1994]re- equatorial Pacific using two baseline forcing functions
ported that the greatestimpact of the SSM/I was in over the period 1982-1993. The first, denoted CMP9,
the tropics and at higher latitudes along the meteoro-

was based on winds derived

from the NCEP

medium-

logicalstormtracks. Gaffardand Roquet[1995]found range forecast model as forced by observed SST but
that the ERS-1 and ERS-2 vector winds improved the
analysesin the southernhemisphereand had somepositive impact in the short-rangeforecast.
TAO data are also used in operational weather forecast systems. Impact studies done at ECMWF, as re-

without incorporating any surface wind data or other

meteorologicaldata via an assimilation/analysis
cycle.
The other baseline wind product was the FSU winds.
Beginning in November 1992, the FSU analysesincor-

poratedTAO observations
in increasingnumbers(see
portedby Anderson[1994],showedthat differences
be- AppendixB, sectionB1), but it is difficultto quantify
tween ECMWF analyseswith and without TAO winds the weight they were given in the subjective FSU analcouldexceed3 m s-x, althoughtypicaldifferences
were ysis. Two combined data sets, CMP9 plus TAO and
less. In addition, the impact of TAO observations FSU plus TAO, were constructedby optimally intertended to weaken significantly if the model was not polating the monthly TAO wind observationsto each
reinforced with new TAO observationsevery 6 hours. baselineforcing. Wind observationsat each TAO locaAnderson[1994]pointed out that, in general,single tion were converted to wind stress using the stability
level surface data like those from TAO buoys can be dependentparameterization
of Liu et al. [1979]. Four
expected to have a relatively low impact on the at- sea level simulations were then performed and evalumosphericweatheranalyses. Reynoldset al. [1989a] ated againsttide gaugesealevel measurements,gridded
reacheda similar conclusionin a comparisonof surface fields of TOPEX/POSEIDON sea level, and TOGAwindsfrom the buoyswith the windsfrom severaldiffer- TAO dynamic height anomalies acrossthe equatorial
ent operational analyses. They found that the analyses Pacific Ocean.
looked more like each other than like the data. However,
The impact of TAO winds was characterized as a
the models themselveshave problems, as pointed out in function of the increasingnumber of TAO observations
a studyby Williamset al. [1992].They comparedwind with time. It was shown that the incorporation of
profiledata at ChristmasIsland with the ECMWF fore- a few TAO observationsinto the CMP9 wind prodcast model and found that the model and the data were uct from 1987 onward compensatedfor the erroneously
consistent above 1.5 km but not below this level. The
weak winds in the central and eastern equatorial Pamodel winds at these lower elevations were too weak and

cificandsubsequently
led to improvedsimulations(Fig-

did not properly turn with height. This result suggests ure 17). Similarly, the TAO observations
also had a
that there are problems in the model tropical bound- positive impact on the FSU simulation, both in terms
ary layer and that model and analysissystemsneed to of phase and amplitude, suggestingthat the TAO obbe improved to optimize assimilationof tropical surface servationsbe given greater weight in the FSU analysis.
winds.
The impact of TAO observationsin the 1990s,when the
Recently, TAO and other TOGA-related data sets TAO array was reachingfull deployment,was suchthat
have been incorporated into atmosphere reanalysesat the improvedsimulationsforcedby FSU plus TAO and
NCEP, ECMWF, and NASA Goddard Space Flight CMP9 plus TAO winds were quite similar, in contrast
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Figure 17. Modeledsea level anomaly (SLA) versusobservationat Santa Cruz, Galapagos
Islands. (top left) CMP9 (dottedline) simulationversusobservations
(solidline). (top right)
Sameas Figure 17 (top left), but for CMP9 plus TAO (dashedline). (middleleft) Sameas
Figure 17 (top left), with FSU (thin line). (middleright) Sameas Figure 17 (top left), with
FSU plus TAO (dot-dashline). (bottom) The correlationcoefficientbetweenthe modeledand
observedsea level anomaliesas the time over which the correlationis computedprogressively

reducedby 1 year from its startingdate (labeledon abscissa)
to 1993. For example,the point
labeled 1987 representsthe crosscorrelationfrom 1987 through 1993.

to earlierperiodsin the 1980swhenthe FSU and CMP9 of the record. Conversely,the ERS-1 stresseswere consistentlytoo weak relative to TAO for the entire period.
simulationswere very different.
Reynoldset al. [1995]also usedan oceanmodel to
A similarstudywasdoneby Reynolds
et al. [1995]for
the period April 1992 to April 1994. However,in this evaluate the impact of these different wind products.
[1995],
study they usedthe FSU productas well as two dif- However,in contrastto Menkesand Busalacchi
ferent monthly products:the lowestsigmalevel winds they used the general circulation model reported by Ji
(roughly40 m in height)from the NCEP operational et al. [1995]both with and without the assimilation
medium-rangeforecastmodel with atmosphericdata of thermal data. Results showed that assimilation was
assimilation and ERS-1 wind stressescomputed at a

able to compensate for wind stressdifferences. With-

heightof 10 m usingthe algorithmof FreilichandDun- out assimilation, though, the ocean model was more

bar[1993].An objective
analysis
procedure
[seeLorenc,affectedby the different wind stressforcing. In partic1981]wasusedto correcteachof the windfieldswith ular, it was possible to clearly determine that ERS-1
TAO data. Comparisonof the correctionsshowedthat zonal wind stresseswere too weak in the eastern equaall analysestendedto havezonalwindstresses
that were torial Pacific. However, the differencesin the model
too weak relative to TAO in the easterntropical Pacific fields comparedto observationscould not clearly iden(Figure18). Of the threewind products,however,the tify which of the remaining three products(NCEP,
FSU analysiswasin bestagreementwith TAO. NCEP FSU, and NCEP correctedby TAO) wassuperior.The
stresseswere too weak (i.e., consistentlynegativedif- MenkesandBusalacchi
[1995]andReynolds
et al. [1995]
ferenceswith TAO) duringroughlythe first half of the studies differ because different wind stress fields and
comparisonperiod, althoughthere appearedto be some different models were used. However, in combination
improvementin the NCEP windsover the secondhalf thesestudiesindicate that TAO data havethe strongest
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Zonal Wind Stress' (Analysis- TA0)
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TAO array in the equatorial Pacific, regular and routine subsurfaceocean analysesbecame possible. Several centers, including the E1 Nifio Monitoring Cen-

ter of the JapanMeteorological
Agency(JMA), NCEP,

0.015

0.010

the Joint Environmental Data Analysis Center in the
United States,and the Bureau of MeteorologyResearch

0.005

ing monthly subsurfacemaps, particularly for the trop-

Center (BMRC) in Australia,beganroutinelyproducical Pacific.

All the data analysisand assimilationsystemsdepend
on knowledgeof the amplitude and spatial and temporal scalesof variability. Scale analyses,such as those

0.000

-0.005

of Meyerset al. [1991],FestaandMolinari [1992],and
Kessleret al. [1996],providedestimatesof signallev-

-0.010

els versus unresolvable

noise as well as estimates

of the

spatial and temporal covarianceof the resolvablesignal

(whichallowrealisticscalesfor interpolationto be set).

-0.015

While the practical application of such information is
not always straightforward, particularly when the first
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guessis providedby a dynamicalmodel, it doesneverthelessrepresentthe fundamental basisfor most of the
applications describedbelow.
One exampleis the subsurfaceoceananalysissystem
APR developedat BMRC of Australia [Smith et al., 1991;

INCEP: , FSU: ERS-1
........
,I

Smith, 1995a]. This systemusesoptimal interpolation and a simple statistical forecastmodel to produce
global upper ocean temperature analyses at periods
from 10 daysto 2 months,utilizing data from XBTs and

Figure 18. Zonal wind stress differencesrelative to
TOGA-TAO for three products: NCEP, FSU, and TOGA-TAO. All quality controlis objective[Smith,
ERS-1. The differencesare averagedover 10øN to 10øS 1991]on the basisof informationderivedfromthe statistical interpolation. The shorter-periodanalyseswere
and 180ø to 100øw. After Ji and Leetmaa[1997].
shownto retain all the important low-frequency,large-

scaleinformationof the bimonthlyanalyses(the analpositive impact on the wind stress fields that are most

independentof the mooringdata.
4.3. Assimilation of Temperature Data Into

ysis period upon which much of the TOGA observa-

tions were planned) as well as much of the interesting high-frequency
fluctuations[Smith,1995b]. Over
monthly periods for the last half of TOGA, the es-

timated root-mean-square
(rms) error variancein the
Ocean
Models
20øCisothermanalysiswastypically4-6 m (equivalent
Implementationof the TOGA observingsystempro- to around 0.3øC). Achievingsuchaccuracywas a revided unprecedentedopportunity for studying large- markable accomplishment,consideringthe low expectascale,low-frequencyclimatevariabilitythroughthe ap- tions for the measurement of subsurface thermal strucplication of dat•. assimilationtechniquesin combination ture during TOGA as reflected in Table 4.
Dynamic ocean models have been used to simulate
with simple and complextropical oceanmodels. Keys
to achievingthis werethe vastlyimproveddata coverage basin-scaleoceancirculationslong beforeTOGA. While
from the TOGA observingsystem,more effectivedata suchsimulations
did not usuall.yingestoceaninformamanagement strategies allowing rapid accessto obser- tion, they did represent an alternative route to ocean
vations, order-of-magnitudeimprovementsin comput- analyses,whereby information in the applied surface
ing capacity and resources,and improvementsin ocean boundaryforcing(principallythe wind stress)wasused
models.
to indirectly infer the state of the ocean. The main
Prior to TOGA, most oceanic observationswere ob- problemswith model simulationswere the poor qualtained from V0S lines, a handfulof mooringsand cir- ity of surfaceforcing,becauseof a lack of wind obserculation drifters, and occasionalresearchcruises. With
the exceptionof SST, which couldalsobe retrievedfrom

vations over the open ocean, and errors in the ocean
model physical parameterizations. Limited in situ obsatellite,it was essentiallyimpossibleto producebasin- servationswere primarily used for validation of model
scale ocean analysesfrom observationsalone. With in- results. Although the quality of surfacewinds has im-

creaseddata coverageduringTOGA, includinga greatly proved steadily, especiallysince the TOGA observing
enhanced volunteer observing ship network and the systemincreasedsurfacewind observationsin the trop-
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ical Pacific, errors in the winds and in ocean models dure significantlyincreasesthe influenceof observations
still significantlylimit the accuracyof the simulations to compensatefor the lack of spatial and temporal data
[Ji andSmith,1995].Onewayto compensate
for errors coveragein many areas. The drawback in doing this is
in wind stressforcing and oceanmodel physicsis to use that it tends to limit the analysesto resolvingonly large
data assimilation techniques to combine observations spatial scalesand low-frequency
phenomena[Halpern
and model fields to yield the best possibleestimate of and Ji, 1993].
the ocean state.
An operational model-basedocean analysissystem
Data assimilation has been an active area of research
based on the data assimilation system of Derber and
from well before TOGA, although most practical appli- Rosati[1989]has beenimplementedat the NCEP [Ji
cations were in the field of meteorology. Advancesin et al., 1995]. Real-time observationsfrom satellite,
ocean data collection, communication, and modeling in VOS ships, and drifting and moored buoysare assimithe late 1970s and early 1980smade ocean data assimi- lated into an ocean general circulation model to produce
lation a feasible option. Several studieshave examined near-real-time(weeklymean) Pacificand Atlantic analthe problemof ingestingoceansubsurfacedata into sim- yses. The near-real-time NCEP ocean analysissystem
pler, linear, shallow water models of the tropical ocean is forced with weekly averaged surfacewinds produced
[e.g.,Moore,1989,1990,1992;Mooreet al., 1987;Moore by the NCEP operational atmosphericanalyses. Retand Anderson, 1989; $heinbaumand Anderson, 1990a, rospectivemonthly Pacific Ocean reanalyseshave also
b; Hao and Ghil, 1994; seealsoBusalacchi,1996; Stock- been generated at NCEP by forcing the ocean model
dale et al., this issue]. All thesestudiesshowedthat with historical monthly wind-stress analysesproduced
subsurfacesampling as practiced during TOGA could at FloridaState University[Stricherzet al., 1992]and
be used to correct model and wind-forcing errors and incorporating additional delayed mode data not availthat the time taken for correction was only a month or able in real time [Ji and Smith,1995].
Shown in Figure 19 is the time history of the depth
so, owingto the rapid communicationof informationby
of 20øC isotherm anomalies along the equator in the
equatorial waves.
An early attempt to produce routine ocean analy- Pacific for 1982-1995. The thermocline anomaliesprosesutilizing an ocean data assimilationtechni.quewas ducedby the oceananalysissystem(Figure19, middle)
a systemdevelopedby Leetmaaand Ji [1989]for the showed variability in the central and western Pacific
tropical Pacific. This systemused wind-forcedocean strongerthan that produced by a model forcedwith the
model simulation as a first guessand combinedthe ob- FSU windswithout data assimilation(Figure19, right).
servationscollectedduring a period of I month with the Comparisonswith in situ observationsof mooringsand
model field using the optimal interpolation. The data tide gaugessuggestthat the model-basedanalysesare of
higheraccuracythan the wind-forcedsimulation[Ji and
assimilation procedure was done monthly.
The main advantageto the model-basedanalysesis Smith,1995].Thesestudiesshowthat evenwhenusing
that large areasof data void are filled in by model dy- a high-quality wind stressforcingand a state-of-the-art
namics. The main drawback to the sequential initial- ocean general circulation model, ocean data assimilaization method is that the data assimilation can introtion can still further improve the quality of analysesby
duce a strongshockwhen correctionsare appliedto the compensatingfor errors in the forcing and model.
modelfields,as discussed
by Moore[1990]. Also, for
Also shownin Figure 19 (left) are the 20øCisotherm
modelsintegrated forward in time until the next data depth anomaliesfrom the BMRC subsurfaceanalysis
assimilationcycle without continuousconstraint by ob- system, which is based on statistical analysesrather
servations, model fields will drift toward the model's than dynamicalmodel analyses[Smith,1995b]. It
own equilibrium state. Hence a "sawtooth"pattern in should be noted that the NCEP and BMRC systems
the time history of the analyses is sometimesobvious havequite differentapproaches
to qualitycontrol(sub-

[e.g.,Hayeset al., 1989a].

jective versusobjective) and to assimilation/inter-

A data assimilation system developedby Derbet and polation (continual insertion with variational conRosati[1989]wasa significanti•nprovement
overearlier straints versus sequential single-period optimal interocean analyses. This system is based on a variational polation). The analyzedpeaksand depressions
of the
method in which assimilation is done continuouslydur- thermoclinedepth from the NCEP and BMRC systems

ing the modelintegration. Correctionsto the modelare
spread over a long period of time; thus changeto the
model temperature field during each model time step
is incremental. This significantly reduces the impact
to the dynamical balancesof the model fields and also
keepsmodel fields from drifting toward their own climate. Further, an observation is retained in the model
for a long period of time (2-4 weeks),weightedby the
difference

between the model time and the observation

are generallysimilar (e.g., the peak anomaliesof the
1982-1983and 1991-1992warm and 1984coolevents),
as shouldbe expectedsincethey are essentiallybased
on the samedata sets. There are, however,somesignificant differences;
the NCEP analysisof the 1984cooling
is characterizedby a coherent west-to-eastevolution,
whereasthe BMRC analysisshowsessentiallyin-place
cooling. Such differencesreflect the different modes of
interpolation; the dynamic system has theoretical ad-

time during each assimilation time step. This proce- vantagesfor transferringinformation within the equa-
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Figure 19. Anomalous
depthof the 20ø isothermalongthe equatorfor the Pacificproduced

(left)by BMRC,(middle)by theNCEPoceananalysis
system,
and(right)by an oceanmodel

simulationforcedwith monthlysurfacewind analysesfrom FSU. The contourinterval is 10 m.

Anomalies
greater(less)than 20 m (-20 m) areindicatedby dark (light)shading.FromJi and
Leetmaa[1997].

torial waveguidebut at the sametime may be hampered
by errorsin the wind and/or the model.
A promisingway of improvingtropicaloceanmodelbased analysesis through the assimilationof altime-

oceanfieldsfor predictionof ENSO usingcoupledmodels. This is discussedin section 4.4. Analyses such as
those describedabove have also found a wide range of

other applications.For example,Lukas et al. [1995]
try data [see,e.g.,ArnaultandPerigaud,1992].This studied the large-scalevariations of the Pacific Ocean
requiresprojection of sea level variability onto baro- during TOGA COARE using the NCEP subsurface
clinic ocean thermal structure, which can be readily analyses,providing a context for the analysisof obserdoneby developingempiricalrelationships
betweenthe vationsof air-seainteractionin the intensiveflux array.
two variables[e.g., Rebertet al., 1985; Carton et al., The use of model-basedanalysesfor processstudiesis
1996]. Advancedtechniques
suchas the Kalmanfilter now quite common in meteorology,and the advances
and the adjoint method have been used to assimilate in ocean analysisand assimilationduring TOGA will
Geosatand TOPEX/POSEIDON altimetry data into assistin making such applicationsmore common in clisimplereduced-gravity
models[e.g., Gourdeauet al., mate studies.
Finally, analysis systemshave been used to examine
1997; Greiner and Perigaud,1994, 1996;Fu et al., 1993;
Fukumori,1995]. Impact studiesof altimetryassimila- the designof the TOGA subsurface
observingsystem.
tion on ocean generalcirculationmodel-basedanalyses Miller [1990]investigatedthe impact that oceantherhavealsobeenperformedCartonet al., 1996;[Fischer mal data (processed
to estimatesof dynamicheight)
might have in hindcastsof sea level in the equatorial
et al., 1997].
Assimilation of observations obtained from the TOGA
Pacific. His resultssuggested
that the TAO array would
positively
impact
on
hindcasts
of monthly mean sea
observingsystemnot only providesmeansto produce
much improved ocean analyses,it also provides a great level. Smith and Meyers[1996]haveexaminedthe relopportunity for improving the definition of the initial ative impact of XBT and TOGA-TAO data for moni-
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toring tropicalPacificOceanthermalvariability.They impact of data assimilation on the forecast of eastern
concludedthat for the last half of the TOGA period, equatorial Pacific SSTs several seasonsinto the future.
over the region 20øS-20øN, the net information con- Ji and Leetmaa[1997],for example,comparedresults
tent of the systemswerecomparable
in magnitude,each from forecast experiments initiated from ocean initial
contributingthe equivalentof around300 independent conditions produced with data assimilation and prosubsurfacesamplesper month.
duced with wind forcing alone, using the NCEP coupledocean-atmosphere
forecastmodel[Ji et al., 1994].
4.4. Initialization of Coupled OceanAtmosphere Models for
Climate Forecasting

Shown in Figure 20 are temporal anomaly correlation

coefficients
(ACC) and root-mean-square
(rms) errors
as a function of forecast lead times for area-averaged

ENSO prediction dependsstrongly on the accuracy
of the ocean initial

conditions.

Three different

meth-

SST anomalies

between forecasts and observations

for

an easternequatorialPacificregion(120ø-170øW,5øS-

ods are presently used for initialization of the ocean 5øN). The forecastswereinitiated monthlyfor the pefor ENSO predictionsusing coupledocean-atmosphere riod of 1983-1993. This comparisondemonstratesconmodels.The first method,usedby Cane et al. [1986], vincingly that data assimilationhas a significantposiis to spin up the ocean using the observedsurfacewind tive impact on improving ENSO forecast skill. Ji and
history prior to the initiation of a forecast. A sec- Leetmaa[1997]alsoshowedforecastskillsusingocean
ond method uses assimilation of subsurfacetempera- initial conditions produced with assimilation of XBT
ture data together with surfacewind forcingto achieve data alone and with assimilation of both XBT and TAO
better defined subsurface ocean states. This is done at
buoy data. The resultsindicate significantpositiveim-

the NCEP [Ji et al., 1994]and at the Geophysical
Fluid pact of the TAO buoydata, largelydue to the vastly
DynamicsLaboratory(GFDL) [Rosatiet al., 1997].A improved spatial and temporal data coverageby the
third method developed at BMRC utilizes both wind TAO array in the tropical Pacific.
and subsurfacedata jointly to initialize a coupledmodel
Kleemanet al. [1995]also demonstratedhow en-

throughan adjointdata assimilation
method[Kleeman hanced forecast skill could be achieved in an intermediate coupledmodel by improving the initial conditions
et al., 1995].
Assimilation experiments describedin the previous for upper ocean heat content. In this study the adsection illustrated

the need to assimilate

data in such

a way that initialization "shock" is minimized. On the
other hand, these studies demonstrated the potential

SST-5

joint for the oceancomponentof the coupledmodelwas
usedto improvethe oceaninitial conditionsby findinga
condition that was consistent with both the wind forc-

( 170"W- 120"W, 5øS-5øN)
(1983-1993)
1.2
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Figure 20. (left) Anomalycorrelationcoefficients
and (right) rmserrorsbetweenforecasts
and
observations
for area-averaged
SST anomaliesin the easternequatorialPacificregionbetween
170ø-120øWand 5øS-5øN.Solid (dash-dot)lines are for forecastsinitiated from oceaninitial
conditionsproducedwith (without) subsurface
data assimilation.
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ing and the subsurfaceocean thermal data. Two sets
of experiments were performed for the period January
1982 through October 1991. In the first experiment
the ocean initial conditions were obtained by forcing
the ocean model

with

the FSU

winds.

This

initializa-

tion procedure was consistentwith that of Cane et al.

[1986],and similar forecastskill scoreswere obtained.
In the second experiment improved initial conditions
were obtained by using analyzed subsurfacetemperature anomalies averaged over the upper 400 m of the

water column [Smith,1995b]for the 12 monthsprior
to initiating a coupled forecast. The use of the ocean
data assimilation
forecast

in this case led to notable

increases in

skill.

Altimetry data, in addition to upper ocean thermal data, likewise have the potential for improving the

skill of short-termclimatepredictions.[Fischeret al.,
1997; M. Ji, R. W. Reynolds, and D. W. Behringer,

Use of TOPEX/POSEIDON sea level data of ocean
analyses and ENSO prediction: Some early results,
submittedto the Journal of Climate, 1998]. In one

SYSTEM
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a better balanced set of ocean-atmosphereinitial con-

ditions for the coupledforecast. Previously,the ocean
initial conditionscontainedconsiderablehigh-frequency

energywhen forcedby the FSU wind stressanomalies.
The influenceof the coupledmodel in the new initialization preferentiallyselectsthe low-frequency,interannual variability. This approachalsoresultsin a shallowerthermoclinein the westernequatorialPacificduring mostENSO warm eventswith importantimplications for improvedforecastsof warm eventtermination.
Moreover,the coupledapproachto initializationeliminatesthe springtimebarrier to predictionthat characterizes most coupledforecastschemes.
Recently,decadal-scale
variabilityin the forecastskill
has beennotedin coupledmodels. Chenet al. [1995],
for example,foundthat for the period1982-1992,forecast skill was generallyhigh for lead times of 12-24
months. Conversely,for the period 1972-1981, forecastskill wasgenerallylow for leadtimeslongerthan a
few months.Balmasedaet al. [1995]alsofoundgenerally higherpredictabilityin the 1980scomparedto the

set of experiments, for example, sea level data from

1970s,and Goddardand Graham[1997]described
re-

TOPEX/POSEIDON wereaddedto the XBT and TAO
oceanmodelassimilation
systemof Ji et al. [1995].The
sea level data improvedthe agreementof the model sea
level with independenttide gauge data and led to a
more realistic forecastof tropical Pacific SSTs. On the
other hand, predictabilityexperimentsusingthe Zebiak
and Cane [1987]coupledmodelindicatedthat forecast
errors were not reduced by using altimetry data for

ducedpredictabilityassociated
with the 1993and 19941995 E1 Nifios relative to E1 Nifios during 1982-1992.
ENSO variations in the 1980s were generally stronger
than those during the 1970sor during 1993-1995, sug-

gestingthat strongerENSO eventsmay be easierto
predictthan weakerevents. It is alsolikely that the
presentgeneration
of predictionmodelsdoesnot adequatelyrepresentthe full rangeof physicalprocesses
oceanmodelinitialization[Cassou
et al., 1996].Thus, responsible
for the ENSO cycleor the interactionof
the utility of altimetry for initialization is model de- ENSO with decadal time scale variations. These limipendent,sothat moreresearchwill be requiredto fully tations could contribute to decadal fluctuations in preexploit altimetry for ENSO prediction.
dictability as well.
In the previousinitialization studiesthe oceaniccomAlthoughmostdata assimilation
effortsin supportof
ponentwasfirst forcedby observedwind stressand ad- coupledmodelshavefocused
on improvinginitial condijusted by assimilatingsubsurfacethermal observations. tions,data assimilationtechniquessuchas the Kalman
Subsequently,the model-simulatedSST was used to filter have also been used as a means of parameter esforce the atmospheric component. However, a poten- timation in simple coupled models. In idealized vertial problem with this commonapproachis that since sions of intermediate coupled models, there exist key
there are no interactions

allowed between the oceanic

parametersthat governthe couplingstrengthbetween
SST and the surface winds and the relation between

and atmosphericcomponentsduring initialization, the
coupledsystemis not well balancedinitially and may
experiencea shockwhen the forecaststarts. Further,

the depth of the thermoclineand the temperatureof

the imbalances between the mean states of the oceanic

particularvaluesof thesecoefficients
tend to determine

initial conditions and the coupled model contribute to

the behavior of the coupledmode characteristicof the

the water entrained into the ocean mixed layer. The

systematicerror of the forecastfields[Leetmaaand Ji, system.Similarto the way in whichassimilationtech1995].In the studyby Chenet al. [1995],initialcondi- niqueshave been usedto estimateparameterssuchas
tionsfor the Caneand Zebiak[1985]modelare gener- the phasespeedin shallowwater models,the work of
ated in a self-consistentmanner using a coupleddata as- Hao and Ghil[1994]demonstrated
howsubsurface
thersimilationprocedure.Initial conditionsfor eachforecast
are obtained by running the coupledmodel for the period from January 1964 up to the forecaststarting time.
At each time step prior to the forecasta simple data assimilationprocedureis usedwherebythe coupledmodel
wind stressanomaliesare nudgedtoward the FSU wind
stress observations. In this manner the coupled model
itself is used to dynamically filter the initial conditions. Initialization shocksare reduced by providing

mal data from the TAO array couldbe assimilatedinto

coupledmodelsto guidethe properestimationof key
model parameters.

5.

Discussion

and

Conclusion

The precedingsectionshave describedthe evolution
of the TOGA observing system and how it has contributed to scientificprogressin studies of short-term
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climate variability during the TOGA decade.Develop- the 1982-1983 E1 Nifio prior to TOGA, none of these
ment of this observingsystemwas a major technologi- warm eventsevolvedstrictly accordingto the canonical
cal achievement, which revolutionized climate monitor- Rasrausson
and Carpenter[1982]composite.
Significant differencesin duration, phasing, and spaing programsby stimulatingincreaseddemandfor realtime oceandata delivery. The data from this observing tial warming patterns observedduring events of the
systemwere essentialto fosteringadvancesin many as- 1980s and early 1990s defy easy categorization. Most
pectsof TOGA research,includingthe following:(1) pronouncedwarmingsin the easternand centralPacific
documentationof the ENSO cycle and related phenom- in the 1990s, for example, occurred in boreal winter
ena, such as the mean seasonalcycle and intraseasonal 1991-1992, boreal spring 1993, and boreal fall 1994.
variability, with unparalleled resolution and accuracy; This disparate timing of maximum warm anomalies
(2) testingof ENSO theories,suchas the delayedoscil- raisesquestionsabout the dynamical links betweenthe
lator; (3) developmentof new theoreticalconceptsre- seasonalcycle and the evolution of E1 Nifio. Moreover,
lating to ocean-atmosphereinteractions on seasonal-to- South American coastalwarming did not generallypreinterannualtimescales;(4) development
of oceanic,at- cede maximum SST anomalies in the equatorial cold
mospheric,and coupledocean-atmospheremodels;and tongue,asin the Rasrausson
and Carpenter[1982]com-

(5) developmentof oceandata assimilationsystemsfor posite.Deserand Wallace[1987]hadearlierfoundthat
improved climate analysesand for initializing climate coastal warmings appear to be only loosely coupledto
prediction models. In short, measuredagainstthe goals the broader basin-scalemanifestationsof E1 Nifio, a reof TOGA stated in section1, the TOGA observingsys- sult that appearsalsoto apply to warm eventsobserved
tem was a tremendous
success.
during the TOGA decade. Also, consideringthe 1993
It is fortuitous that TOGA spanned a decade in and 1994-1995 warmings as separate events, their duwhich there was both a large swing from E1 Nifio to ration was significantlyshorter than the norm of 12-18
La Nifia conditions(1986-1989) and a period of pro- months for E1 Nifios of the past.
longedanomalouswarming(1991-1995). The dramatic
Consistentwith the complexityof the observedinterchange from E1 Nifio to La Nifia during the first half annual variability, tests of ENSO theories using data
of TOGA heightenedawarenessabout the importance prior to and during the TOGA decade suggestthat
of the cold phaseof the ENSO cycle [e.g., Trenberth more than one set of mechanismscan give rise to ENSO
and Branstator,1992; Halpert and Ropelewski,
1992] timescale warm and cold events in the tropical Pacific.
and afforded the opportunity to examine sharp con- The delayed oscillator theory, for example, can often,
trasts between extreme climatic conditions in the Pabut not always, be invokedto explain the termination
cific and their impactsworldwide[e.g.,Palmer et al., of ENSO warm events.On the other hand, delayedos1992]. On the other hand, the period 1991-1995was cillator physicscannot generally account for the onset
unprecedentedwhen viewed in the context of modern of warm ENSO events. New physicalhypothesesare
instrumental records dating back to the last century. being formulated regardingthe ENSO cycle, basedon
The warm conditions evident during 1991-1995 have the failure of existingtheoriesto explainthe full range
been interpreted as a single warm phase ENSO event, of observedvariability.
The unusualwarm conditionsprevailingnear the date
in which case it would be the longest in the past 100
years[TrenberthandHoar, 1996].An alternativeinter- line in the equatorial Pacific during 1991-1995 raise
pretation is that 1991-1995 was characterizedby three questions about the relationship between the ENSO
distinctwarmevents[Goddardand Graham,1997],im- cycle and decadal timescalevariability. The persisplying a recurrencerate significantly higher than the tent warm anomalies are the reflection of a decadal
average 3-4 years expected from historical records. Ei- timescale variation that has higher latitude manifestather interpretation identifies1991-1995 as unique in the tionsin North and SouthPacificSSTs [e.g.,Latif et al.,
modern

record.

1997; Wallaceet al., this issue;Zhanget al., 1997].This

It is interesting to compare the evolution of warm decadal mode may result from decadal modulations in
events in Plate i with the Rasmussonand Carpenter the intensityand/or frequencyof ENSO events,or it

variability
[1982]composite,whichwas basedon E1 Nifio events may be a modeof coupledocean-atmosphere
from the 1950s to the 1970s. Rasmussonand Carpen- with dynamics distinctly different from those of ENSO.

ter [1982]suggested
that anomaloussurfacewarming

In either case the decadal timescale of this variation

occursfirst off the South American coast, peaking in
March-May, then progresseswestward along the equator into the interior basin, reachinga "mature phase" in
December-February. Subsequently,warm SST anomalies and associatedwesterly wind anomaliesweakenand
eventually disappear by the following May. There were
features common among the E1 Nifio events observed
during TOGA, suchas anomalouswarming in the equatorial cold tongue and large-scaleweakeningof the trade
winds in the central and western Pacific. However, like

and its manifestationsat higherlatitudessuggesta link
to decadaltimescaleprocesses
that maintain the equa-

torial thermocline[Fine et al., 1987; McPhadenand
Fine, 1988]. Theseprocesses
involvethe oceanthermohaline circulation which couplesthe tropical ocean
to the subtropicaland higher-latitude North and South

PacificOcean [e.g., McCrearyand Lu, 1994; Lu and
McCreary,[1995]. Decadaltimescalevariationsin the
overlyingatmospheric
circulationat midlatitudes[Trenberthand Hurrell, 1994;Latif and Barnett, 1995;Zhang
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et al., 1997]alter patternsof air-seaheatexchange,
pro- lite missionsfor climate researchduring TOGA was not
viding a mechanismby which the formation of ther- realized in part because most of the satellite missions
mocline water masses can be affected in density sur- were sponsoredfor reasonsother than climate research
faceoutcropregions[Miller et al., 1994].A theoryfor and some (like TOPEX/POSEIDON) were originally
self-sustainingdecadaltime scaleoscillationsinvolving intended as one-time experimental missions. Similarly,
ocean-atmosphereinteractionsand heat transportsbe- the launch of NSCAT was so often delayed that eventutween the tropical and extra-tropical oceanshas been ally it fell outside the TOGA time frame. Coordination
betweenagenciesand countriessponsoringsatellite misproposedrecentlyby Gu and Philander[1997].
Observed variability during TOGA also suggestsa sionsdid not always succeedbecauseof uncertaintiesin
possibleconnectionbetweenE1 Nifio and globalwarm- funding, payload development,and launch dates. This
ing. AverageSSTsin the tropicalPacificwereunusually lack of coordination led to a 2-year gap in altimeter
high during the 1980sand 1990s,at the sametime that measurementsbetween the U.S. Navy Geosat mission
there was a trend for warmer global surfaceair tempera- and the ERS-1 mission. Nonetheless,the tremendous
ture. The tropical PacificSSTswerewarmerbecauseof value of those satellite data that were acquiredduring
a greaterintensity,frequency,and/or durationof warm TOGA bodeswell for the future application of satellite
ENSO events.Two recentstudies[Kumar et at., 1994; measurements to ocean climate studies.
Graham,1995]basedon atmospheric
modelsimulations As a result of TOGA, we are now entering a new
forced with observedSSTs for the 1980s and 1990ssug- era of climate researchand forecasting. The World Cligestedthat the warming of global surfaceair temper- mate ResearchProgram (WCRP) has embarkedon a
ature for this period may have been induced by the 15-year (1995-2010) study of Climate Variability and
warming of $ST in the tropical Pacific. Tropical Pacific Predictability (CLIVAR), one elementof which, the
Studies(GOALS) proSSTs in these simulationswere prescribedfrom obser- GlobalOcean-Atmosphere-Land
on seasonal-to-interannual
variability[Navations, however. It is possiblethat the character of gramfocuses
ENSO changedand that SSTs were warmer becauseof tional Research Council, 1994b; World Climate Reanthropogenic
greenhouse
gaswarming[Trenberthand searchProgram,1995b]. Also, a newly institutedIn-

Hoar, 1996]. There is no consensus
on this issue,and ternational Research Institute for Climate Prediction
recently,Caneet al. [1997]arguedthat globalwarming (IRICP) will begin to issueroutine short-termENSO
shouldlead to a coolingof the tropical Pacific. Clearly,
resolution of the questionsconcerningENSO, decadal
variability, and anthropogenicgreenhousegas warming
will require considerablymore research.
TOGA demonstrated the synergy that can emerge
from the combined use of data and dynamical models.
As a measureof progress,prior to TOGA, there was no
systemof routine data assimilationfor tropical ocean
climate analysesand no routine short-termclimate prediction efforts. However, during TOGA, models were
usedto helpdesignthe observingsystem,and data from
the observingsystem were then used to foster model
developmentand to initialize modelsfor short-term climate prediction. Now many ENSO prediction mod-

forecasts, conduct research on ways to improve those
forecasts,and help to coordinate the use of the forecast

productsfor varioussocioeconomic
applications[International ResearchInstitute for Climate Prediction Task

Group, 1992]. Likewise,somenational meteorological
centers are already routinely issuing climate forecasts

[e.g., National Centersfor EnvironmentalPrediction,
1996],and othersintendto do soin the near future.
The successof these researchand forecastingactivities requires that essential elements of the TOGA observing system be continued for the foreseeablefuture.
Explicit guidance on the development of post-TOGA
climate observingsystemsis containedin the reports of
various planning committees that have consideredthe

eling groupshavebeenestablished[National Weather observationalneedsof future climate programs[e.g.,
Service,1997], and predictionmodels,initializedwith National Research Council, 1994b; Ocean Observing
TOGA data sets, show significant skill for lead times SystemDevelopmentPanel, 1995]. Thesereportsare
of up to I year. The skill of thesepredictionsis likely unanimous in their recommendations to continue the
to improve as we learn more about the underlyingdynamicalprocesses
involvedin ENSO and as modelsand
assimilation systems improve.
TOGA also demonstrated the synergy that can
emergefrom the combinedanalysisof satellite and in

observingsystemdevelopedunder TOGA in support of
short-term climate prediction. For some components
of the observing system this may require transfer of
the responsibility for long-term, systematic measurements from the researchcommunity to the operational

and/or meteorological
communities.Efsitu measurements. In situ measurement systems pro- oceanographic
vide high-accuracyinformation on both surface and fecting this transition will be challengingbecausethere
subsurfaceocean variability, the latter of which is not is no precedentfor institutionalizingan observingsysdirectly accessibleto satellites. In situ measurement tem built entirely within the framework of a climate
systemsalsoprovidenecessary
data for ongoingcalibra- researchprogram.
The need for long-term support of critical climate
tion and validation of satellite retrievals. The strength
of the satellite data, on the other hand, is their near- measurements has motivated planning for the Global
global coverageand uniform time-spacesamplingchar- Climate ObservingSystem(GCOS) as well as the cliacteristics. Unfortunately, the full potential for satel- mate module of the Global Ocean Observing System
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(GOOS). Theseemerginginternationalprograms,mod- Setvain, 1991; Zebiak, 1993; Delecluseet al., 1994].
Also, while there is ongoingdebate about the origin of

eled loosely on the World Weather Watch for weather
forecasting,are intended to foster and coordinatemeasurementsfor a wide range of climate applications. As
national commitments were essentialin developingthe
TOGA observing system, so will they be essentialin
maintaining the observingsystem after TOGA. GOOS
and GCOS are at different stagesof evolution in different countries involved in supporting climate observations, complicating coordination at the international

ENSO-related

SST anomalies in the North Pacific and

their effects on climate variability over North Amer-

ica [e.g., Lau and Nath, 1994],evenstrongerdecadal
timescalevariations in North Pacific SSTs have recently

beendocumented[e.g.,Zhanget al., 1997]. The rela-

tionship of these decadal variations to ENSO and to
global climate variability, in general,needsto be better understood. Thus geographicexpansionof in situ
level. However,CLIVAR and GCOS/GOOS haverec- observationalefforts should be carefully consideredas
ognized the merits of collaboration to ensure that an part of the post-TOGA climate researchagenda.
effective post-TOGA observing system is maintained.
Therefore, in the near term, it is almost inevitable that
Appendix A: A Rude Awakening
the post-TOGA observingsystem will be maintained
The need for an improved climate observingsystem
under a mix of researchand operational support.
In the meantime it is of paramount importance that was underscoredduring the planning stagesof TOGA
the existing data stream not be interrupted. Tremen- in the early 1980s, when the scientificcommunity was
dous effort was expended in developingan adequate in- caughtcompletelyoff guard by the 1982-1983E1 Nifio,
frastructure to support the collection of critical data the strongestin over a hundredyears. This E1Nifio was
setsduring TOGA. This infrastructure,involvingcoop- neither predicted nor evendetecteduntil severalmonths
erative relationshipsbetween researchinstitutions and after it had started. At the time, most in situ oceanogovernment agencies in several countries, was estab- graphic data were availablefor analysisonly months,
lished through painstaking evaluation and oversightby or in some casesyears, after they had been collected.
the international scientific community over the course So only a handfulof scatteredreportsfrom islandsand
of 10 years. This infrastructure is fragile; premature volunteer observingships were available to track concurtailment or disruption of observationalefforts could ditionsin the equatorialPacificin real time (delayof
have disastrousand long-livedeffectson the develop- lessthan a day) or near-realtime (delayof lessthan a
ment of future climate observingsystems.Thus a con- month). SomeSST reportswere extraordinarilyhigh
servativeapproachmustbe adoptedin recommendingand suggestivethat an E1 Nifio event might be underchanges
to eitherobservational
strategies
or to the or- way. However,they were discountedas erroneousfor

ganizationalframeworkin whichthe observations
are several reasons. One reason was that there had been no
supported.Conservatism
doesnot implythat the ob- "buildup"of sealevel in the westernPacificby stronger
servingsystems
for post-TOGAclimatestudiesshould than normal trade winds prior to 1982, presumedto be
precursorof E1Nifio [Wyrtki, 1975]. Also,
be static in their design,though. On the contrary,the a necessary
there
had
been
no warming off the west coastof South
observing
systemshouldbe flexibleenoughto takeadAmerica
in
early
1982, consideredto be part of the norvantageof new advances
in technology.
Likewise,it is

essentialthat there be ongoingassessments
of the ob- mal sequenceof eventscharacterizingthe evolutionof
and Carpenter,1982].
servingsystemdesignand that theseassessments
be E1Nifio [Rasmusson
To
complicate
matters,
in situ data were rejected
guidedby scientificpriorities.
from
blended
satellite/in
situ
SST analysesproduced
Muchof this paperhasdealtwith the TOGA observ-

ingsystemin thetropicalPacific,whereTOGA focused operationallyby the U.S. National Centersfor Environits effort as a first priority. Clearly,adequatelyobserv- mentalPrediction(NCEP), thenknownasthe National
Center(NMC). Theseanalyses
indicated
ing the tropicalPacificwasa sinequa non for mak- Meteorological

ing progress
on understanding
and predicting
ENSO. that the equatorial Pacific SSTs were near normal, or

In contrast,scientificquestions
relatingto the climatic even slightly colder than normal, during much of 1982.
impactsof ocean-atmosphere
interactionswere not as However, the effect of the March-April 1982 eruptions
thoroughly
exploredin the othertwooceanbasins,and of the Mexican volcano E1 Chichon on satellite SST re-

trievals was not fully appreciated at the time. These
opmentof observingsystemcomponents
throughout eruptions injected a cloud of aerosolsinto the lower
the globaltropicsduringthe TOGA decade.Nonethe- stratosphere,where prevailing winds spread it around
less,as a consequence
of TOGA, our understanding
of the globeat low latitudes within 3 weeks.The aerosols,
ocean-atmosphere
interactionsin the Indian and At- whoseeffectswere not included in algorithmsto convert
lantic Oceanshassignificantlyimproved.New hypothe- observedsatellite radiancesto SSTs, led to cold biasesof
seshaveemerged,suchas the role of the Indian and severaldegreescentigradein the satelliteSST retrievals.
eastAsianmonsoons
in ENSO [e.g.,Websterand Yang, Cloud detection algorithms interpreted these retrievals
1992]andtheroleofbothPacificandAtlanticSSTvari- as cloud contaminated and replacedthem with climatoationsin affectingclimatein the Atlanticbasin[e.g., logicalmean SSTs. In situ data werethen rejectedberesources were too limited to allow for uniform devel-
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causethey differedsogreatlyfromthe satelliteanalyses, 1984]. Relativehumiditysensors
wereaddedto ATLAS
whichwere stronglybiasedtoward climatology.It was moorings in 1989.
only after reportsfrom the R/V Conradin September- ATLAS samplingand data transmissionschemeshave
October1982that the thermoclinein the easternequa- evolved with time. The current generation ATLAS
torial Pacificwas50-100 m deeperthan normal[Toole telemeters all data as daily averagesand, in addition,
andBorges,1984]that the scientificcommunityrealized as hourly values for SST and surface meteorology coper day.
to what extent existing data sourceshad misinformed incident with three to four satellite overpasses
and misledthem and likewisehow misguidedwas the Data are alsointernally recordedand availableupon renotion of a "canonical"E1 Nifio with a fixed pattern of covery of the mooring system. A recent assessmentof
stagesfrom event to event.

instrumental

accuracies indicates errors of about 0.03øC

for SST, 0.2øC for air temperature, <0.1øC for subsur-

Appendix B: In Situ Oceanographic
Components of the Observing
System--Technical
and
Historical Background
B1. Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) Array

facetemperature,0.2 m s-• for wind speed,and 4%
for relative humidity [Mangumet al., 1994; Freitag et
al., 1995].The estimateof windspeederror(unlikethe
otherestimates)doesnot takeinto accountpossiblecalibration drift for instrumentsdeployedat seafor up to
one year. An assessment
of this drift is presentlyunderway,and preliminaryresultssuggestthat including
it may lead to an overallaccuracyof about 0.5 m s-•

The history of moored measurementsfor climate stud- for wind speed.
ies in the equatorial Pacific dates back to the 1970s,
The early technicalsuccesses
of the ATLAS mooring
when surface current meter moorings were first de- program and the recognizedvalue of the data for shortployedalongthe equatoraspart of the EPOCS program term climate studies led to multinational plans for a

[Halpern,1987b]andthe NORPAX Hawaii-TahitiShut- basin-scaleexpansionof the array during the second
tle [ Wyrtkiet al., 1981;KnoxandHalpern,1982].Based halfof TOGA [NationalResearch
Council,1990].This
in part on theseearly successes,
original plansin TOGA expansionwas feasiblebecausethe relativelylow cost
called for a small number of mooringsto be deployed of the ATLAS mooringallowedfor its deployment
in
near the equator and in gaps between widely spaced large numbersand becausethe 1-yearATLAS design
lifetime made for manageablelong-termmaintenance
XBT lines[U.S. TOGA O•ce, 1988].
However, the 1982-1983 E1 Nifio highlighted the inadequacyof existing ocean observationalnetworksfor
climate studies, in part becauseof the lack of highquality real-time data by which to monitor evolving
conditions in the tropical Pacific Ocean. This realization spurred attempts to developtelemetry systems
for deep ocean moorings at NOAA's Pacific Marine
Environmental Laboratory. The most notable development in this regard was the Autonomous Tempera-

costsand ship time requirements. The array, dubbed

TOGA-TAO [Hayeset al., 1991a],far exceeded
in scope
what had beenoriginallyanticipatedasa mooredbuoy
component
of the TOGA observing
system[U.S. TOGA

Office,1988].
Coordinatedwith the early ATLAS mooringprogram, but separate from it, was a parallel effort to
developa long-termarray of current meter moorings
for TOGA studiesin the Pacific[World ClimateReture Line AcquisitionSystem(ATLAS) mooring[Mil- searchProgram,1990a]. Thesemooringswereconcenburn and McLain, 1986; Hayes et al., 1991a],which trated on the equator where direct measurementswould
incorporated many proven design conceptsfrom taut- be most valuablein view of the limited applicability
approximation.Sitingwasbasedin
line current meter moorings used in earlier equatorial of the geostrophic
oceanstudies[Halpern,1996].However,significant
cost part on historicalprecedent(i.e., where long records
savings were achieved by eliminating current meters alreadyexisted)and the needto sampledifferenthyfrom the suite of instrumentationand by targetingtem- drodynamic
regimes(e.g.,coldtongue,warmpool). It
perature rather than velocity as the primary oceano- becameapparent,however,as the ATLAS programexgraphic variable. Elimination of current meters, whose panded, that the current meter mooringand ATLAS
movingparts (rotors,vanes,or propellers)weresensi- mooringprogramsshouldbe integratedmore fully for
tive to mechanicalwear and biofoulingin the energetic a variety of technical, logistic, and scientificreasons.
and biologically productive upper layers of the equatorial Pacific, also extended the expected lifetime of the
mooring from 6 months to 12 months. Equally significant, the ATLAS mooringwasdesignedto telemeter air
temperature, SST, and subsurfacetemperature data to
shorein real time via ServiceArgos. In 1986, real-time
winds were added to the ATLAS system,adapting earlier design conceptsdevelopedfor real-time wind mea-

Thus, during the secondhalf of TOGA, TAO was configured to include both ATLAS and current meter moor-

ings in a singleunifiedmooringprogram[McPhaden,
1993a].Detailsof currentmetermooringdesign,sampling characteristics, and instrumental accuraciescan

be foundin workby Halpern[1987a,c], McPhadenet
al. [1990b],
McCartyandMcPhaden
[1993],Lienet al.
[1994],Freitaget al. [1995],Plimptonet al. [1995],and
andHayes[1995].
surements
fromcurrentmetermoorings[Halpernet al., Weisberg
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Wind observations from ships, buoys --
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Figure B1. GTS ship(smallsoliddot) andbuoy(opencircles)windreportsusedin the Florida
State UniversityPacificsurfacewind analysisfor the monthof December1994. In the latitude

band10øN-10øS
a total of 6970observations
werereported;
3809of thesereports(55%)were

from TAO buoys(data courtesyof D. Legler,1997).

Design criteria for the TAO array were based on A COADS reanalysisof data collectedafter 1980, ingeneral circulation model simulations of wind-forced cludinga morecomprehensive
set of delayed-mode
TAO
oceanic variability and on empirical studies of space- data, is plannedfor the nearfuture IS.Worley,personal
time correlation

scales as described

in section 2.

The

communication,
1996].

array was built up over time and maintained through
a series of research cruises at roughly 6-month intervals. These cruiseswere necessaryto deploy new mooring systemsand recoverold mooringsystemsthat were
close to or past their design lifetimes. The array was
completedat the very end of TOGA in December1994,
with deploymentof an ATLAS mooringat 8øN, 156øE

Developmentof the TAO array requiredan extraordinary effort from individuals and institutions in several
countries,at the core of which was sustainedsupport
providedby the United States, Japan, France,Taiwan,
and Korea. As one measure of effort, accumulatedover
the 10 years between 1985 and 1994, more than 400
TAO moorings were deployed on 83 researchcruisesin-

[McPhaden,1995].

volving 17 shipsfrom six different countries,requiring

A subset of the real-time TAO data stream, format- a total of 5.7 years of shiptime. At present,nearly 1
ted by ServiceArgos into World MeteorologicalOrga- year of dedicatedshiptimeper calendaryear is required

nization (WMO) code, is retransmittedon the GTS. to maintain the fully implementedarray of nearly 70

moorings.Overall,data returnhasbeen>80%, with
manysitesproviding
over90%datareturn.Regions
of

The data are then available to operational meteorological and oceanographiccentersaround the world. The
availability of TAO data on the GTS increasedsignificantly in November 1992 after long-standingproblems
with the Argos-GTS link were finally resolved; data

anongoing
problem
[e.g.,Koehn
etal.,1995,1996].Sci-

throughputincreasedat that time from 10-30% to 80-

entificuseofTAOdatahasbeenencouraged
bythede-

90% [McPhaden,1993b].

velopment
of sophisticated
datamanagement,
display,

The rapid growth of the TAO array during the second half of TOGA has led to improvements in the
quality of several important operational climate analysis and prediction products. For example, at present
approximately half the wind observationsused in FSU
monthly Pacific wind analysesin the band 10øN-10øS

data return <80% are foundin the far easternandwest-

ern Pacific,wherevandalismby fishingfleetshasbeen

and dissemination
capabilities.Theseincludethe TAO

workstation
andaccess
to the datavia anonymous
file
transfer
protocols
andtheWorldWideWeb[Soreide
et
al., 1996].
B2.

Drifters

are from TAO buoys(FigureB1). TAO data are also
In the early1970sthe ArgosDopplerrangingsystem
includedin the weekly NCEP SST analysis(seesec- became operational on National Oceanic and Atmotion C1). The Comprehensive
OceanAtmosphereData spheric
Administration
(NOAA) polarorbitingweather
Set (COADS) [Woodruffet al., 1987],a globalcompila- satellites,
and a cost-effective
technique
of listeningto
tion of marine observationssince1854, alsoincorporates and locatingradio transmitterson the globalocean
TAO data. As of this writing, only those TAO data surfacewas made availableto oceanographers.
This
available from the GTS have been included in COADS.
spawnedthe designand construction
of a largenum-
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ber of ocean surfacedrifters, both for measuringocean
circulation as well as for use as platforms for deploying a variety of meteorologicalsensors.Throughout the
1970s,typical drifter configurationsconsistedof a 100200-kg aluminum surface float and a World War II surplus parachute or 2- x 6-m rectangular window-shade
drogue attached with rope and chain to a depth of 10-
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and bottom of the drogue, were done over the period

of 1985-1989[Niiler et al., 1987, 1995]. Severalmodeling studies of drifter behavior in steady upper layer
shear and linear gravity wave fields were also done

[Chabbraet al., 1987; Chereskinet al., 1989]. These
studies provided a rational basis for the interpretation of the drogue slip measurementsin the field. A

30 m. Over 150 of these drifters were released into the

TOGA/WOCE SurfaceVelocity Program (SVP) was
Gulf Streamsystem[Richardson,
1983],andthe largest organizedto seekbroad internationalsupportfor drifter
array deployment was in the Antarctic Circumpolar acquisitions and deployments.
By 1986 several SVP drifter designshad emergedand
Current, where about 180 drifters were operational during the intensiveobservationphaseof the Global Atmo- were being used in research programs in the Atlantic
sphericResearchProgram(GARP) First GlobalGARP and Pacific. In 1988 a Pacific basin-wideTOGA process
Experiment (FGGE)in 1979-1980 [Holmann,1985]. study, the Pan-PacificSurfaceCurrent Study [World
Small arrays of FGGE drifters with drogueswere also ClimateResearchProgram,1988],becameoperational.
deployedin the tropical Pacific as part of the EPOCS Its technical objectiveswere to use VOS shipsto mainprogram between 1979 and 1987, with the main purpose tain an array of 120 drifters for a 3-year period and to
selectfrom the competing SVP drifter designsthe most
of understanding eastern tropical circulation.
During the planning phaseof TOGA it became clear robust elements. Its scientificobjectiveswere to obtain
that accurate global fields of SST, atmospheric pres- a tropical Pacific basin-wide field of surface currents
sure and ocean basin-wide patterns of surface circula- and SST for the purposeof studying a variety of protion were required [World Climate ResearchProgram, cesses that determine SST evolution. Barometers were
1985](seealsoTable1). A potentiallyvaluabletoolwas added to the SVP drifters in 1991, and in 1992, salinthe Argos-tracked drifter, but several seriousquestions ity sensorsbecame an operational system on drifters in
aroseregardingthe feasibility of designingan affordable TOGA COARE. SVP drifters were deployedfor WOCE
instrument that could be deployedin global arrays. The in significantnumbersin the Pacific by 1992, in the Atdrifters used during FGGE were too heavy to be rou- lantic as part of the Atlantic Climate Change Program
tinely deployedfrom merchant shipsor by air; they were in 1992, and in the Southernand Indian Oceansin 1994.
very costly to build and did not retain their drogues By the end of TOGA, over 700 drifters were operational,
longer than several months. No mechanical design im- and SVP emergedas the Global Drifter Program, mainprovementshad been made to them since 1975. There tained by resourcesfrom 16 countries.
The evolution of the SVP drifter to the Global Lawere no engineeringstandardsor field-verifiedhydrodynamic modelsby which to designa Lagrangiandrifter grangian Drifter took nearly 5 years of designand evalin order that its water-followingcapability could be de- uation. It now consistsof a spherical surface float that
termined to the accuracyrequired by TOGA. Finally, carries the electronics, SST, barometer, and drogue-on
the tariffs chargedby ServiceArgos,the firm which had sensors. This float is tethered with plastic-coated wire
the exclusiveright to decodeArgos location data, would to a holeysockdroguecenteredat 15-mdepth[Sybrandy
severelylimit the extent of a global, long-termdeploy- and Niiler, 1991; $ybrandyet al., 1995]. In the subment. To meet TOGA objectives,a two-prongedpro- tropical oceansthe mean lifetime of a buoy (definedin
gram of drifter deploymentswasdeveloped,as described terms of drogueretention)is 440 days;in the Southbelow.
ern Ocean the mean lifetime is 280 days. The accuracy
B2.1. Surface Velocity Program (SVP). In of the water-following capability is dependentupon the
1982 a group of oceanographersand engineersmet at winds and the "drag area ratio," the ratio of the frontal
the National Center for Atmospheric Researchto con- drag areas of the drogue relative to the surface float
sider the challenges presented by the WCRP require- and tether [Niiler et al., 1995]. Thesedriftersweredements for global ocean and atmospheremonitoring and signedto slip <1 cm s-• in 10-ms-• windsand have
to determine how a variety of newly designedoceanLa- a drag area ratio about 5 times larger than was used
grangian tools could be used to meet these needs. It in FGGE drifters [Niiler and Paduan, 1995]. At the
was decided that a low-cost, lightweight surfacedrifter time of deployment the calibrated accuracyof the SST
should be developed. Funding for the new drifter devel- sensor is 0.1øC, and the accuracy of the barometer is
opmentcamefirst from the Officeof Naval Researchand I mbar. Location data provided by ServiceArgos have
then from NOAA and the National Science Foundation.
a minimum error of 300 m. To reduce Service Argos
By 1985, competingdrifter designshad emergedfrom fees, these drifters transmit one third of the time in a
the DraperLaboratory,NOAA/Atlantic Oceanographic24- or 72-hour period.
and Meteorological
Laboratory(AOML), and Scripps ServiceArgos processesthesedata for location, SST,
Institution of Oceanography. The field measurements and sea level pressure and places it on GTS within 2
of the water-following capability of the drifters, with hours of reception. The GTS data are quality controlled
vector-measuring current meters attached to the top and used on an operational basis by the meteorological
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Figure B2. Numberof 5-dayobservations
ofvelocityobserved
in 2ølatitudex 8ølongitude
areas
fromsurfacedriftersbetweenJanuary1, 1979,and December
31, 1995,in the tropicalPacific.
The total numberof 5-dayobservations
is 81,589.The maximumnumberof 5-dayobservations
possiblein any given box is 1098.

agenciesfor weather and climate prediction and in a FGGE-type drifters in the SouthernOceans,managed
variety of data products that assessthe nature of the by NOAA's National Ocean Serviceand National Data
variability of the oceansand lower atmosphere.For ex- Buoy Center. These drifters carried barometersand
ample, NCEP uses the raw drifter barometer data in SST sensorsinside the metal hulls, and the data were
real time off the west coast of the United States to aid
reported routinely via Argosthrough the GTS as an opin marine weather broadcasts and forecasts. Scientific
erationalsystem.Somedrifters had a longropeor cable
quality data are processedat the Global Drifter Cen- attached to the base, while others drifted freely in the
ter at NOAA/AOML, and on a 6-monthinterval,they wind and waves.In 1984, about 40 FGGE-type drifters
are deposited at Marine Environmental Data Service weredeployed,but escalatingcosts,inflation, a noncom(MEDS), Canada,for releaseto the scientificand oper- petitive environment for industrial construction, and
ational communities.
fixed budgetsreducedthe array to 20 drifters by 1994.
In TOGA the SVP drifters were deployed from re- Severaloperationalmeteorologicalagenciescontributed
search vessels,VOS, and airplanes. The average fail- drifters to this SouthernOceanFGGE drifter program
ure rate upon ship deploymentwas 5% and from air- throughthe Drifting Buoy CooperationPanel (which
planes 15%. In the tropical Pacificmost of the drifters later becamethe Data Buoy CooperationPanel). The
were released near the equator. The objective was to data reported on GTS is stored in MEDS, Canada.
maintain drifter arrays with enough samplesin 2ø latitude x 8ø longitude areas to define the 15-m circulaB3. TOGA Tide Gauge Network

tion. The samplesize (Figure B2) dependsmore on

the nature

of the deformation

field of the circulation

than upon where drifters were released. For example,
there were many more deploymentsin the eastern Pacific equatorialwaveguidethan in the North Equatorial
Countercurrent, although the data density was much
larger in the latter becauseof the nature of the surface
flow and its variability.
B2.2.

Southern

Ocean

drifters.

While the SVP

TOGA inheriteda substantial
Pacifictide gaugenetworkthat waslargelyinstalledduringNORPAX.Recognition of the importanceof the E1 Nifio phenomenon
and manyof the early diagnosticstudiesof it may not
have been possiblewithout the sea level data. For example, the sealevelchangesassociatedwith the E1Nifio
events of 1972, 1976, and 1982-1983 were described
priorto the beginningof TOGA in a seriesof papersby

drifterwasbeingdeveloped
, thesecond
partofthetwo- Wyrtki[1975,1977,1979,1984,1985b].
pronged program for drifter deployment was getting
Efforts in the Pacific during TOGA were focusedon
underway. The U.S. TOGA ScientificSteeringGroup expandingand refining this network. As the network
in 1983 authorized a program to begin deploymentof wasexpanded,newgaugesweregenerallyplacedat least
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500 km from existing ones. In the Indian and Atlantic
Oceans, however, few gauges existed or were reporting data regularly at the start of TOGA. Hence significant effort was undertaken to remedy this situation. At
presentthe Indian Ocean network is nearly complete,in
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intercomparisonswith sea surfaceheightsfrom satellite
altimeterssuggestthat it is not a very significanterror

sourceat low frequencies.Mitchurn[1994]and Cheney
et al. [1994]have shownthat the sealevelsfrom the

tide gaugesagree with the heights from the TOPEX
altimeter to •4 cm for timescaleslongerthan 20 days
strumented. The network in the Atlantic Ocean, on the and to 2 cm for timescaleslongerthan 2 months. These
other hand, remains limited by the scarcity of islands estimates are comparable to what is expected from the
suitable for gauges.Early in TOGA, it was determined error budgetfor the altimeter alone,whichimpliesthat
that the problem in the Atlantic wasbasicallyoneof col- the tide gaugescannotbe contributinga large amount
lecting available data, rather than attempting to place of variance to the differences.
new instruments.
This data collection effort was also
For the stations in that portion of the TOGA tide
largely successful,with 21 sites reporting data by the gaugenetworkmaintaineddirectlyby the Universityof
Hawaii Sea Level Center, data are returnedfor many
end of 1994 (Table 3).
The University of Hawaii Sea Level Center was re- stations via the data channelson the geostationary
sponsiblefor coordinating, maintaining, and expanding satellites,and this real-time delivery is backedup by
the tide gaugenetwork in the tropical regionsfor TOGA delayed transmissionof tapes from the stations to the
purposes.Instrumentation usedin the network consists SeaLevelCenteron a monthlybasis.For stationsusing
of a heterogenousblend of instruments ranging from only the delayedmode data delivery,data are processed
bubbler-type pressuregaugesto state-of-the-art acous- and available to the community within severalmonths
tic gauges,asdescribed
by Carteret al. [1987].The ma- of collection.Many of the TOGA tide gaugescontribute
jority of the sites,however,havetraditional float gauges to the operationaldata flow handledby the IGOSS Sea
in stilling wells. Somegeneralinformation on the instru- Level Project in the Pacific and to the near-real-time
mentation available for sea level measurementsis given data set providedby the WOCE "Fast Delivery" Sea
by Pugh[1987],andmorespecific
informationaboutthe Level Center, both of which are also operatedby the
equipment used by the University of Hawaii Sea Level University of Hawaii Sea Level Center.
the sense that

most of the available

sites have been in-

Center can be found in work by Kilonsky and Caldwell

B4. Volunteer Observing Ship (VOS) Network

[1991]and Mitchurnet al. [1994].
The heterogeneityof the instrumentation is due in
part to the logisticsinvolvedin maintaining gaugesover
a wide geographicalarea. Simple bubbler gaugesare
favored at very remote locations, whereas sophisticated
acoustic gauges have been installed at several readily
accessiblesites. At most sites, however, the float-type
gaugeis favoredbecauseof its relatively low cost,which
allows the placementof redundant systemsat each site.
This philosophyhas been provensuccessful,in that the
University of Hawaii Sea Level Center networktypically
has a data return exceeding97%, even with maintenance trips spacedat 2-3-year intervals.
The redundant nature of the University of Hawaii Sea

The international system of voluntary observation

ships,initiatedin the last century[Maury,1859],is still
a critical elementof modernmeteorologicaland oceanographic observation networks. This section treats dif-

ferentcomponents
of the VOS programseparately.Surfacemarinemeteorological
data are reviewedfirst (section B4.1), followedby a discussion
of the VOS XBT
program, which was one of the major observationalini-

tiativesof TOGA (sectionB4.2). For completeness
we
also provide a brief discussionof the VOS sea surface

salinityeffort in the Pacific(sectionB4.3).
B4.1.

VOS

surface

marine

observations.

There

are currentlyaround7000VOS worldwide,operatedby

about 50 countries. They collect observationson sea
strumental accuracyof the float-type gauges.There are surfacepressure,wind velocity,seastate, humidity,and
typically two independentstilling wellswith completely SST, as part of the World WeatherWatch (WWW).
separate instrumentation at each site, and these wells Each month, typically, 100,000 or more surface obserLevel Center installations

are within

allows an estimate of the in-

1-2 m of one another.

Differences

between

the time series are taken to be an estimate of the instru-

mental accuracy.These intercomparisonsshowthat for
timescaleslonger than 2 days the redundant float-type
gaugesagree to --0.5 cm. Bubbler gaugesare typically
noisier,with differencesof the order of 2 cm. Frequency
spectraof the differencesshowthat the noiseis approximately white and will thus be negligible on monthly
mean

timescales.

vations are collected

and transmitted

in real time to

national meteorologicalcenters via satellite communication systems or via coastal radio stations. The mete-

orologicalcentersare responsiblefor enteringthe data
on the GTS for generaluse. VOS coverageis excellent
in the vicinityof the well-traveledshippingroutes(e.g.,
the North Pacificand North Atlantic) but has serious
gaps in the southern oceansand in parts of the tropical
oceans[Weller and Taylor,1993].

Prior to the establishment
of TAO and other dediA more significant concernis possiblecontamination
cated
TOGA
observing
systems,
data from VOS marine
of the tide gaugetime seriesby local island effectsdistorting the large-scaleopen ocean pressurefield. This reports and from island weather stationsconstitutedthe
type of error is more difiqcultto estimate, but recent bulk of the available information on seasonal and inter-
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annual variability in tropical surface marine meteoro- half of TOGA has approximately doubled the number
logical fields. The TOGA data requirementsfor surface of wind estimates used in the FSU analysesbetween

fieldsand fluxes(Table 1) were basedalmostentirely
on knowledge
derivedfrom analysesof VOS data [e.g.,
Taylor,1984]. The International TOGA ProjectO]fice
[1992]madeseveralsuggestions
for improvingthe qual-

10øN and 10øSin the equatorialPacific(FigureB1).
Yearly reanalysesare performedaugmentingGTS data
with delayed mode data from National Climate Data

Center (NCDC) archivesand COADS.

ity and density of VOS observations,but by and large,
Legleret al. [1989]extendedthe FSU analysissystem
these were not implemented. Nonetheless,analysesof to the Indian Ocean usingtechniquesthat allow information from various platforms, including satellites,to
VOS data were extremelyvaluablefor TOGA.
The creationof COADS [Woodruffet al., 1987]wasa be merged. This techniquehas been extended to indevelopmentbased largely on VOS surface data that clude surface fluxes over the Indian Ocean for the pehad a significant impact on climate research during riod 1960-1989[Joneset al., 1995]. Rao et al. [1991]
TOGA. Prior to 1985, scientistswho wished to work also analyzed the COADS data for the tropical Indian
with the conventional surface marine data set often had
Ocean region to produce a consistentset of heat flux
to go through a laborious processof data extraction fields. These fields have been used in various numerifrom the archives,followedby extensivequality control cal modelsof the Indian Ocean[e.g.,McCrearyet al.,
and analysis. COADS substantially reduced this im- 1993].
In the tropical Atlantic Ocean one of the first timepediment by creating a single data set of all available
archived marine observations. The data were quality varying analysesof surfacemarine data was produced
controlled and made widely available. This compilation by the Institut Fran(•aisde RechercheScientifiquepour

wasthe basisfor the Oberhuber
[1988]and da Silvaet al.
[1994]climatologies
andhasbeenthe basisfor manyrecentstudiesof longer-termvariability[e.g.,$hriverand
O'Brien, 1995].

le D•veloppement
en Cooperation(ORSTOM) groupat
Brest, France, follo•vingthe methodologydevelopedby

the FSU [Servainet al., 1984,1985].Also,Reverdinet
al. [1991a]analyzedthe wind stressbetween20øSand

Perhaps the most significant developmentin terms of 30øN in the tropical Atlantic, usingmerchantshipwind
the TOGA scientifichistory was the applicationof sur- observations. These analyseshave been used in sevface marine wind observationsto producetime-varying eral numerical modelingstudies,including Blanke and

winds. Wyrtki and Meyers[1975,1976]producedthe •c•

[1•] •na •aco•ot

a• •a•g•o•

[1•4].

The accuracyof surfaceanalysesbasedon merchant
ship marine data is dependenton the quality and samgitudegrid. Esbensen
andKushnir[1981],Han andLee pling densityof the input data. For example, Weare

first suchmaps of wind and wind stressover the tropical
Pacific Ocean, though on a coarse2ø latitude x 10ø lon-

a numberof differentsystematic
errors
[1983],and Hellermanand Rosenstein[1983]alsoex- [1989]cataloged
ploited the marine data set to produceglobal analysesof in surfacemarine observations,including conversionof
wind stressand marine fields, but only for the seasonal Beaufort wind force observations to wind speeds and
and annual means. The Mesoscale Air-Sea Interaction
spuriouswarming in SSTs from engineintake temperGroupat FloridaState University(FSU), motivatedby atures. Systematicerrorslike these are significantand
the need to produce a wind field data set suitable for cannot be removed by increasedsampling density, as
forcing tropical ocean models, reanalyzed the Wyrtki can random errors. As an example of the magnitude

and Meyerswind data [Goldenberg
and O'Brien, 1981].
Theseanalyseswerefor pseudostress
(the productof the
wind velocitytimeswind speed)and wereoriginallyrestrictedto the tropicalPacificOcean(30øS-30øN)on a

of theseeffects,Weare[1989]alsoconcludedthat uncertaintiesin latent heat flux computedfrom VOS data

exceeded
30 W m-2 everywhere.
Cardoneet al. [1990]

alsocautionedthat differinginterpretationsof Beaufort
2ø x 2ø grid. Focusingon pseudostressallowed Golden- wind observations in the historical data set can lead
bergand O'Brien [1981]to avoidcomplications
due to to artificial trends in surfaceanalyses,such as that of
uncertaintiesin specificationof drag coefficientswhile Leglerand O'Brien [1984].
at the same time including at least someof the nonlinB4.2. VOS/XBT measurements. Major events
earity of the wind stressformulation, which is quadratic in the evolution of XBT sampling sincethe instrument
in wind speed.
was inventedwere discussed
by Meyers et al. [1991].
The FSU wind analysisevolvedconsiderablythrough The XBT is a temperature profiler commonlydropped
the periodof TOGA [Leglerand O'Brien, 1984;Legler, from VOS recruited from the merchant shipping, fish-

1991;$tricherzet al., 1992].Monthlyanalyses
are now ing, and military fleets[e.g.,Baker, 1981; $y, 1991].
The most commonlyusedmodels(T4 and T7) mea-

performed routinely in near-real time for the Pacific
Ocean usingdata availablefrom the GTS. The fact that
these analyses have been made available in near-real
time allowedthe developmentof timely and usefulpre-

sure to a depth of 460 and 760 m. The instrument
was developedduring the 1960sand over the yearshas
perhapsbeenmoreextensivelyusedthan any othersindictionsystemslike that of Caneet al. [1986].Recently, gle oceanographicinstrument. Among its advantages
full developmentof the TAO array during the second are that the measurementscan be carried out quickly,
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while the ship is underway, without in most caseshav- tion of temperature variability estimated from observaing to reducespeed;operationof the instrumentis easily tions. Recognizing that the scalesshow considerable
learned by a new observer.
regional differencesas well as differencesin depth and
According to the manufacturer'sspecificationsthe time, a uniform set of e-foldingscaleswas recommended
temperature accuracy of the XBT is +0.15øC. Some for application throughout the tropical oceans, 2ø latstudieshave shownthat probe-to-probethermistor tem- itude x 15ø longitude x 2 months. Maps of the temperature variability can be <4-0.06øC at the 95ø70
con- perature field were found to be rather insensitiveto the
fidencelevel [Sy, 1991]. The measurement
of relative, exact value of the decorrelation scalesin regions with
vertical temperature differences is also more accurate good data coverage;however,mappingerrors changed
thanthe specifications
[Roeromich
andCornuelle,
1987] considerablywith changesin the assumedscales.
so that small inversions and finestructure

are detectable

On the basis of the above considerations the recom-

mended low-densitysampling strategy was prescribed
as one XBT drop per 1.5ø latitude x 7.5ø longitudeper
month. Experience has shown that the recommended
low-density sampling can be achievedin regions with
goodVOS coverageby droppingan XBT every6 hours
alongthe regularshippingtracks. A shortcomingof the
plied by the manufacturer[Hanawaet al., 1995].After VOS XBT network is that merchant shippingdoesnot
correctionfor the systematicerror the depth accuracyis cover all areas of the global ocean, so that XBT samwithin the manufacturer'sspecifications
(4-2%of depth pling must be combinedwith other observationsfrom
or 4-5 m) in •82% of XBT drops. Quality controlof in situ instruments or altimetrie data to achieve global
XBT data is a major task becausethe instrument mal- coverage.
In addition to the description of large-scale signals
functionsbefore reaching250 m in about 15% of the
probe launches. The modes of instrument failure have and initialization of ocean models the design of VOS
beencarefullydocumented
[Baileyet al., 1994]anddis- XBT samplingfor TOGA alsorecognizeda needto obtinguished from real temperature inversionsand other serve seasonal-to-interannualvariations of major geostructure so that a data quality expert can recognize strophie currents in the tropical oceans. A strategy
of frequently repeated sampling was devised for a few
and flag most faulty data in postcruiseprocessing.
Design of the VOS XBT array for TOGA recog- transequatorial VOS lines in each ocean, with a recomnized the need to map large-scalevariations in thermal mended sample rate of three observationsper decorrestructure to a known accuracy on a grid that would lation scalein latitude and time [Meyerset al., 1991].
barely detect the smallestscalesof interest. A strategy The frequently repeated sampling rate can usually be
of low-density sampling was devised to provide broad- achievedwith 4-hour sampling on 18 voyagesper year.
scale, widely dispersedcoveragein areas that have rou- Some noise due to spatial aliasing may be introduced
tine merchant shippingon a monthly-to-quarterly cycle. into analysesof repeat transeet data, if the ship tracks
Samplingerror due to unresolvedsmall-scalevariability are spread out in a swath, but are treated as having
et al., 1988e].In most
such as eddies, tropical instability waves, and internal beenexactlyrepeated[McPhaden
waves is a source of geophysicalnoise. Many studies easesthis error is much smaller than the signalsof insince the late 1970s have shown that the noise variance
terest along frequently traversed lines in the tropical
is about equal to the varianceof the large-scalesignals Pacific. On some routes, XCTD data are also collected
in the profile. The depth is estimatedfrom a drop-rate
equation using the time elapsed after the probe enters
the water. It has been demonstrated, however, that
temperature profiles made using the T4, T6, and T7
probes exhibit a systematic error with depth that is
associatedwith an inadequate drop-rate equation sup-

et al., 1994].
[Meyerset al., 1991; White,1995;Kessleret al., 1996]. [Roeromich
Maps of large-scalesignalsare produced using optimal

Since the 1980s most shipboard XBT systemshave

interpolation(OI) as a filter to remove(or reduce)the recordeddata on a personal(desktopor laptop) comsmaller-scalevariability. The mapping error variance
after OI is typically 0.3 to 0.5 times the signal variance,
in the areas that are best sampled. In dimensional units
this translates to mapping errors of about 4-6 m in the

puter. Real-time delivery is achieved for most installa-

tance are the so-called

the annual and seasonal mean upper ocean thermal
structure of the global ocean has been documentedwith
the most comprehensivedata set available in the World

tions by sendingdata to the GTS via Argos or geostationary satellites.Somedata still are sentto the GTS by
coastal radio stations. Upper Ocean Thermal Data Asdepth of isotherms[Smithand Meyers,1996].
semblyCentersprovide expert quality control of delayed
Using the method of OI to designa samplingstrategy mode data which are archivedat the WOCE/TOGA
required a prior knowledgeof the statistical structure of SubsurfaceData Center in Brest, France. Based in part
the subsurfacetemperature field. Of particular impor- on VOS XBT data collectedduring TOGA and WOCE,
"decorrelation

scales of variabil-

ity," which represent the typical spatial and temporal
extent in latitude, longitude, and time of the most energeticfeatures. The scalesfor the tropical oceanswere

OceanAtlas 199• [Levitusand Boyer,1994].
B4.3. VOS sea surface salinity (SSS) meaestimated[Meyerset al., 1991; Meyers and Phillips,
surements.
Salinity data collected as part of VOS
1992]by fitting a Gaussiancurveto the eovarianee
rune-
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programshave provided valuable insightsinto near- multichannelSST techniqueof McCtain et at. [1985]
surfacewater mass variability and its relation to at- and Watton[1988]. This procedureconvertsthe satelmospheric
forcingin the tropics. Thoughnot among lite measurement
of the "skin"SST (roughlya millimethe highest-prioritymeasurements
duringTOGA, sur- ter in depth) to a buoy "bulk"SST (roughlyat 0.5 m
face salinity nonetheless
exhibits strong seasonal-to-depth). The tuning is donewhen a new satellitebeinterannualtimescalevariationsthat are important to comes operational or when verification with the buoy
understandin the contextof coupledocean-atmospheredata showsincreasingerrors. The algorithmsare cominteractions associated with ENSO. For this reason and

puted globally and are not a function of position or
to present a complete picture of the overall VOS effort time. Although the AVHRR cannot retrieve SSTs in
in TOGA we briefly discussSSS measurementsin this cloud-coveredregions,the spatial coverageof satellite
section.
data is much more uniform than the coveragefor in
The history of SSSmeasurementsbasedon VOS net- situ data. As an example, the distribution of AVHRR
worksdates at least back to the early 1950sin the Gulf retrievals for the last week of TOGA is shownin Fig-

of Guinea[Berrit, 1961]. On the basisof this earlyef- ure C1, where the number of daytime and nighttime
fort, VOS SSS networkswere initiated by ORSTOM observationshas been averagedonto a 1ø spatial grid.
in the Pacific in 1969 and in the Atlantic

and In-

Day and night have been separated becausethe cloud

dian Oceansin 1977 [seeDonguy,1994,and referencesdetectionalgorithmsare differentfor day and night.
therein]. SSS measurements
are obtainedfrom water
In situ SST data usedin the NCEP analysesare obsamplesbottled by shipofficersaboutevery60 nautical tained from two different sources. The data source from
miles and later analyzedon shoreby laboratorysali- 1990 to present consistsof all ship and buoy observanometers. As comparedwith CTD measurements,the tions available to NCEP on the GTS within 10 hours of
accuracy of bucket measurementsis estimated to be of observationtime. Prior to 1990, the data were obtained
the order of 0.1-0.2 psu.
fromthe COADS [Woodruffet at., 1987].COADS adds
TOGA inheriteda decade-long
VOS SSSnetworkin additional delayed data to the GTS data. After a wait
1985, but becauseof various obstaclesthe bucket sam- of severalyears the procedurecan roughly double the
pling rate decreaseddramatically in 1994 to about 25% number of in situ observations. The distribution of realof the 1985 rate.

From the second half of TOGA

and

time in situ data for the last week of TOGA

is shown

during the COARE EnhancedMonitoring Period, ef- in Figure C1. Figure C1 (top) showsthe distribution
forts werefocusedon complementaryarraysof thermos- of observationsfrom ships. These observationsare suralinographsinstalledon board merchantships[Henin face marine observations,which are roughly 20 times

and Grelet,1996],on TAO moorings[McPhadenet at., more frequent than XBT observations. This distribu1990c;Koehnet at., 1996],andondriftingbuoys[Swen- tion depends on ship traffic and is most dense in the
son et at., 1991].When deployed,the accuracyof tem- midlatitudenorthernhemisphere.Figure C1 (bottom)
perature and conductivity sensorson these platforms
results in an accuracy of about 0.02 psu in salinity.
Owing to the disproportionateavailabilityof surfaceto
subsurfacesalinity measurements,most TOGA-related
salinity studies concernSSS only.

Appendix C: Satellite Components of
the Observing System--Technical
and Historical Background
C1.

AVHRR

and

Blended

Sea Surface

showsthe in situ observationsfrom drifting and moored
buoys. The deploymentof the buoyshas partially been
designedto fill in someareaswith little ship data. This
processhas been most successfulin the tropical Pacific
and southern hemisphere. However, it should be noted
that there are areas, suchas the tropical Atlantic, that
have almost no buoy SST observations.
In situ and satellite observationsare sparsenear the
ice edge. To supplementthese data, sea ice information

is usedon a 2ø grid. If a grid boxis icecovered(concentration of 50% or greater),an SST valueis generated

with a value of-1.8øC, which is the freezingpoint of
seawaterwith a salinity of 33-34 psu. This range of
Errors in the 1982 sea surfacetemperature(SST) salinity is typical near the ice edgein the open ocean.
analysesdiscussedin Appendix A led to improvedanalThe superiorcoverageand greater density of satellite
ysesat the NCEP, formerlyNMC (FigureC1). These SST data would tend to overwhelm the in situ data in
analysesused both in situ and satellite data. The satel- most conventionalanalyses.This would only be a problite observations are infrared measurements from the
lem if the satellite data have biaseson large timescales
AVHRR on the NOAA polar orbiting satellites. These and space scales. These biases have occurred in the
data were processesoperationally by NOAA's Environ- operational satellite data set. The most severe cases
mental Satellite,Data, and InformationService(NES- occurred following the March-April 1982 eruptions of
DIS) until 1993, when the responbilityfor operational E1Chichon[Reynolds
et at., 1989b]and the June1991
processingwas transferred to the Naval Oceanographic eruptionsof Mount Pinatubo [Reynotds,
1993]. The
Officeof the U.S. Navy [May et at., 1998]. The satel- stratosphericaerosolsfrom these eruptions resulted in
lite SST retrieval algorithms are "tuned" by regression strong negativebiasesin the satellite algorithms.
To illustrate the effect of one of these events, the avagainst quality-controlled drifting buoy data using the
Temperature

Analyses
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Figure C1. Numberof SSTobservations
for the weekof December
25-31. (top) Regions
on a
1ø gridwherethe numberof daytimeor nighttime
AVHRRretrievals
is threeor more.(bottom)
The distributionof ship,buoy,andsimulatediceSSTs.In FigureC1 (bottomright) the moored
buoysare indicatedby a circle,the driftingbuoysby a dot, andthe iceby a plus.

erageweeklyanomalyfromin situ,daytime,andnight-

The NCEP analysisof Reynolds
[1988]and Reynolds

equationto remove
time satellite observationswas computedbetween20øS and Marsico[1993]usedPoisson's
and 20øN during the period with strongstratospheric any satellitebiasesrelativeto the in situ data before
aerosolsfrom Mount Pinatubo[seeReynolds,1993]. combiningthe two typesof data. This analysis,henceThe results(FigureC2) showthat the SST anomalies forth calledthe blend, wasproducedmonthly from Jan-

wereall tightlygroupedduringMay andJune!991. Af- uary 1982 to December1994on a 2ø grid with an efter this periodthe in situ anomalyremainedrelatively fective spatial resolutionof 6ø. In this procedurethe
constantwhilethe day and nightsatelliteanomaliesbe- analysisresolutionwas degradedto a resolutionthat
camemorenegative.The nighttimeanomalies
reached could be supportedby the in situ data.
a minimum during September;the daytime retrievals To improve this resolution, an optimum interpola-

wasdeveloped
[Reynolds
andSmith,
reacheda minimum during August. The differencebe- tion (OI) analysis
tween the in situ and satellite anomalies shows that the

1994]. The OI is doneweeklyon a 1ø grid and uses

the same data that were used by the blend. To correct
magnitudes
• 1øCin the tropicsin AugustandSeptem- for satellite biases,a preliminary step usingthe blended
ber 1991. An attempt was made on October3, 1991, method providesa smooth correctionwith 12ø resoluto correctthe nighttimealgorithm.However,as shown tion for each week. The satellite data are adjusted by
in FigureC2, this correction
wasonlypartiallyeffec- this correctionand used in the OI along with the in situ
tive. As discussed
by Reynolds[1993],this correction data. In the next step, OI error statisticsare assigned
led to other satellite biasesin the southern hemisphere to eachtype of data (ship, buoy,etc.). The random
midlatitudes. The aerosolsand the associatedtropical in situ and satellite data errors are comparable. Hence,

satellite observationshad averagenegativebiaseswith

biasesgraduallybecameweakeruntil the biasesbecame because the satellite distribution is so much better than
negligiblein April 1992.

the in situ distribution,the satellitedata overwhelmthe
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Figure C2. SSTanomalies
obtained
fromweekly
in situ,daytime,
andnighttime
satellite

observations.
The anomalies
areaveraged
between
20øSand20øNfromMay 1981to May 1992
[fromReynolds,
1993].

in situ data in the OI. The OI also weights the night- moorings[McPhaden,1993a]. Three locationshave
time temperatures more since the diurnal cycle is not been selectedwith the longestrecords: 110øW, 140øW,
(rms) diffully resolvedand the daytimetemperaturestend to be and 165øE.The monthly root-mean-square
noisier.
ferencebetween buoys and each of the three analyses
The OI has now been computedfrom November 1981 (blend, OI, and OI-UC) are computedfor the period
to the present. As an example,the analysiscorrespond- January 1982 to January 1993 and for eachmonth. The
ing to the data coverages
shownin Figure C1 waspre- results are summarized in Table C1 for a high aerosol
sentedearlier in Figure 4. November1981 was selected year, 1991, and for the entire period. In all casesthe OI
as the starting point of the OI analysisbecausethat is superior to both the OI-UC and the blend. The OI
is the date the AVHRR data first became operational. is superiorto the blend becauseof its better resolution.
For comparisonthe OI has alsobeen computedwithout The spatial gradients are greater in the eastern than
the preliminary satellite bias correction. This analy- in the western Pacific, so analysis differencesbetween
sis will be referred to as OI-UC, where UC stands for the blend and the OI are greater at 110øW and 140øW
uncorrected.
than at 165øE. In years without strong satellite biases
To verify the accuracyof the differencesamong the the OI and OI-UC analysesbehave similarly. However,
blend and the two versions of the OI, monthly SST the large biasesduring periods suchas 1991 causethe
anomalies from the analysesare compared with inde- degradationof OI-UC analysisrelative to both the OI
pendent data. These data are the monthly averaged and the blend.
The OI analysis with the satellite bias correction
SST anomalies from TOGA-TAO equatorial current
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Table C1. Monthly rms Differences Between SSTs On a positivenotethe EuropeanSpaceAgency(ESA)
From Current Meter Moorings and From NCEP Anal- had just begun building ERS-1 with its altimeter, but
yses
the missionwas severalyears behind its original 1987
rms Difference, oc

Longitude

Analysis

1991

1982-1993

110øW
110øW
110øW

OI
OI-UC
blend

0.19
0.87
0.40

0.38
0.47
0.86

140øW
140øW
140øW

OI
OI-UC
blend

0.15
0.79
0.52

0.39
0.43
0.73

launch schedule.Given this background,it is easyto
understandwhy TOGA planned to rely so heavily on
in situ observationsrather than remotesensing.
Despite these inauspiciousbeginnings,satellite altimetry ultimately providedglobalobservations
during
8 of the 10 TOGA years,the gapoccurringduring19891991 between Geosat and ERS-1.

Some of the Geosat

data were initially classified,but today they are available in their entirety, spanningthe first 4 years of the
TOGA project. The Geosat era turned out to be one of
165øE
OI
0.15
0.24
the
more interestingtimes in the tropical Pacificcycle
165øE
OI-UC
0.71
0.39
becauseit includeda normalperiod(1985throughmid165øE
blend
0.18
0.28
1986)followedby distinctENSO warm and coldevents
in
1986-1987 and 1988-1989, respectively. ERS-1 beTwo periods are listed, one for 1991 and another for the
144-month period January 1982 to December 1993. The came operational in 1991 just as another warm event
mooringsare all located on the equator.
wasbeginning,and the TOPEX/POSEIDON observations began in 1992. With the successfullaunch of
ERS-2 in 1995, three altimeterswere collectingdata
simultaneouslyby middecade,with excellentprospects
yields high-quality global SST fields. These SST fields for a continuousseriesof altimeters to be in place for
are widely used for climate monitoring, prediction, and the foreseeablefuture. As shownin Figure C3, it has
researchas well as specifyingthe surfaceboundary con- been possibleto connect the various altimeter missions
dition for numericalweather prediction. They appear in to generate a consistent, long-term record of sea level
many publications, e.g., the NCEP Climate Prediction variations throughout the tropics.
Center's Climate Diagnostic Bulletin, and are freely
The spatial and temporal samplingpatterns have varavailable to any user. The SST fields have also been ied among these missions as summarized by Koblinusedin atmosphericreanalysesat NCEP, ECMWF, and sky et al. [1992],but of morefundamentalimportance
the U.S. Navy.
is their relative accuracies. It is useful to begin with
In addition, the OI fields have also been used to im- TOPEX/POSEIDON, as this highlyaccuratealtimeter
prove SST analyses from 1950 to 1981 when satellite system has set the standard by which all others are bedata were not available. In this method, spatial pat- ing measured. Primarily because of advancesin orbit

terns from empiricalorthogonalfunctions(EOFs) are determination,TOPEX/POSEIDON is ableto measure
obtained

from the OI fields. The dominant

EOF

modes

sea level with an absolute accuracy of 4 cm for 1-s aver-

(whichcorrespond
to the largestvariance)are usedas ages[Fu et al., 1994; Tapleyet al., 1996].For monthly
basisfunctions and are fit in a least squaressenseto the meansin 2ø squaresthe figureis closerto 2 cm [Cheney
in situ data to determine the time dependenceof each et al., 1994], and global sea level is being monitored
mode. A complete field of SST is then reconstructed at the level of a few millimeters[Neremet al., 1997].
from these spatial and temporal modes as describedby

Smithet al. [1996].

Geosat and ERS-1, even after recent orbit improve-

ments [Scharooet al., 1994; Williamsonand Nerem,
1994]are onlyaccurateto 10-15 cm in an absolutesense
C2. Satellite Altimetry
for the 1-sdata. But simpleadjustments[Lillibridgeet
At the beginning of the TOGA project in 1985 it al., 1994]and othersophisticated
processing
techniques
seemedunlikely that satellite altimetry would play much [Tai and Kuhn, 1995]haveincreased
the net accuracy
of a role in the ocean observing system. No altime- to 5 cm or lessfor determination of monthly mean sea
ters had flown since Seasat 7 years earlier. The pro- level variations. Furthermore, much of the ERS-1 erposedSeasat-likeNavy Remote Ocean SensingSystem ror can be removed by adjusting the profiles relative

(NROSS) collapsedunder the weightof its enormous to concurrentTOPEX/POSEIDON data [Le Traonet
al., 1995]. For mosttropicaloceanapplications
the re-

budget. NASA had struggled for years, without success,to obtain approvalfor its dedicatedoceantopography altimeter TOPEX, and the French were having
similar problemswith their counterpart, known as POSEIDON. The U.S. Navy was preparing for the launch
of Geosat in March 1985, but this was to be a classified geodetic mission, and it was doubtful that any of
the data would be availableto the scientificcommunity.

sult is a nearly continuousaltimetric record of sea level
variability, which can be assimilated in ocean models

to improveinitial conditionsfor climateforecasting[Fu
and Cheney,1995].
Special altimeter validation efforts were undertaken

during TOGA in recognitionof the fact that accuracy
requirements might be higher for sea level near the
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Figure C3. Sealeveltime seriescomputed
fromGeosat,ERS-1,and TOPEX/POSEIDON
altimeterdata (solidline) nearthe Honiaratide gauge(dashedline) in the westerntropical
Pacific(takenfrom Lillibridgeet al. [1994]).

equator than elsewherein the world ocean. The primary goal of satellite altimetry missionsis the study
of large-scaleocean circulation, through estimation of
the surfacegeostrophiccurrents. Geostrophicestimates
of surfaceflow will be very sensitiveto small sea level
errors near the equator, however, becauseof the vanishing of the horizontal componentof the Coriolis force

The applicability of satellite altimeter data for estimating zonal surfacecurrent variability at the equator was also assessed
using the meridionally differenced

geostrophiczonal current estimates agreed well with

[e.g.,Picautet at., 1989].A rigorous
open-ocean
valida-

near-surface

form of the geostrophic
momentumbalance[Picautet
at., 1990; Detcroix et at., 1991, 1992; Menkes et at.,

1995]. Thesestudiesindicatedthat altimetry-derived
zonal currents

observed from TAO

moor-

tion experiment was therefore conductedin the western ings along the equator. Given the sensitivityof the
equatorial Pacific Ocean during the verification phase geostrophicapproximation to small sea level variations
of the TOPEX/POSEIDON missionto examinethe ac- near the equator, these results representthe most strincuracy of the altimetry measurementsin the TOGA gent test of usingaltimetry observationsto estimatesea
domain. Two TAO moorings were outfitted with ad- level and surfacecurrentsanywherein the world ocean.
ditional temperature, salinity, and pressuresensorsto C3. Satellite Surface Winds

measurewithin 1 cm the dynamicheightfrom the sur-

face to the bottom at 5-min intervals directly beneath
For severalyears before the beginningof TOGA,
of Seasat,
two TOPEX/POSEIDON crossovers;
bottompressure there was optimismthat the 1978 success
sensorsand inverted echo sounderswere deployed as which,for the firsttime,recorded
surface
windvelocity
well [Katz et at., 1995a;Picaut et al., 1995]. Instanta- overthe globalocean[Cheltonet al., 1989],wouldbe
neouscomparisonswith the 1-s TOPEX/POSEIDON followedby anothersatellitewind velocitymeasuring
altimeter retrievals and the 5-min dynamic height re- system. In 1986, cancellationof the NROSS mission,

suited in a root-mean-squaredifferenceas low as 3.3 cm
at 2øS-164øE

and 3.7 cm at 2øS-156øE.

which was to have carried a NSCAT to measure surface

After the use of

wind velocity,createda requirementto implementan in
a 30-day low-passfilter, in situ and satellite data were situsurfacewindvelocitymeasurement
systemthroughfound to be highly correlated, with rms differencesof out the equatorialPacific.This requirement
wasin part
(2

cm.

metby development
of the TOGA-TAOarray[Hayeset
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al., 1991a;McPhaden,1993a]usingmooredwind mea- bility at a numberof sites:Kanton Island (Republicof
Kiribati) and San Cristobalin the Galapagos,Gan in
studies[Helpern,1988b].
the Maldive Islands, and Penrhyn Islands. In addition,
surement technologydevelopedin earlier Pacific climate

The inability during TOGA to launchNSCAT, which
was intended to provide global coverage of 25-kmresolutionsurfacewind velocity every 3 days, was partially mitigated with the July 1991 launch of ERS-1.
Monthly mean ERS-1 wind speedand direction are ac-

wind profilers were planned for a number of Pacific Is-

lands(seesectionD2). Theseplanswereset out in the
first edition of the "TOGA International Implementation Plan"

and were revised in later editions

as circum-

stanceschanged. The final list of upper-air siteslabeled

curateto about 1 m s-• and 35ø. However,at wind as Key Stationsfor TOGA is givenin the fourth and fispeedsbelow2-3 m s-• accuracyis poorbecause
the nal editionof the "Implementation
Plan" [International
intensity of Bragg scattering has little variation with TOGA Project Office,1992].
Two data sets were produced as a result of the data
wind speed. However,ERS-1 data yielded the first opportunity to learn about the detailed space-timestruc- managementof TOGA observations.Upper air reports
tures of intraseasonalsurfacewesterlywind burstsalong transmitted on the GTS of the WWW were incorporated in the synoptic-time analysesand forecastsmade
the Pacificequator[Liu et el., 1996].
In the interim from the beginning of TOGA to the by the operationalforecastcenters.The officialTOGA
launch of ERS-1, special sensor microwave imager archive of these data and the resulting analyses are
(SSM/I) surfacewind speedmeasurements,
whichhave thoseproducedby the ECMWF. Another data set now
been recorded since July 1987, have been combined exists at NCDC in Asheville, North Carolina, as a rewith wind directions[Atleset el., 1991]. The Atles et sult of the ComprehensiveAerological ReferenceData
el. [1991]SSM/I surfacewind velocitydata product, Set (CARDS) Program. This data set consistsof all
which Buselecchiet el. [1993]demonstratedto be an soundingsmade by the WWW and supplementalsites
alternate sourceof wind vector information, yielded sea as forwarded by GTS and delayedmode to NCDC. Unsurfacetemperatures, simulated from an ocean general fortunately, the CARDS rawinsondedata are spotty
circulation model, that were more representative than and concentrated in the last years of the TOGA exthose created with a numerical weather prediction sur- periment. The CARDS archive is available for use in
research programs and, in particular, for current and
facewind data product[Liu et el., 1996].
The ERS-1 scatterometerand the SSM/I represent future reanalysisefforts.
active and passive microwave wind-measuring techniques,respectively.Another active microwavemethod D2. Island Wind Profilers
is produced with the radar altimeter, which is of secIn 1985 the NOAA Aeronomy Laboratory in Boulondary importance for studies of large-scaleocean cir- der, Colorado, began to apply newly developedwind
culation becauseof the very small coveragein the cross- profiler technologyto the TOGA program to support
track direction. SSM/I and ERS-1 wind data are de- studiesof the tropical atmosphereand climate system
termined over distances >500 km perpendicular to the [Gageet al., 1990, 1991a].The first stepwastaken at
ground track, with an areal coveragenearly 100 times Christmas Island in the central Pacific Ocean island regreater than that of an altimeter.
public of Kiribati. A 50-MHz VHF wind profiler was
constructed

Appendix D: In Situ Meteorological
Components of the Observing
System--Technical
and
Historical Background
D1. TOGA

Upper Air Network

One of the objectives of TOGA was to resolvethe
three-dimensional structure of planetary-scale disturbances along the equator so that daily wind profiles
taken at a sufficiently dense horizontal scale were required. The distribution of existing WWW siteswas of
particular concernin the equatorialPacific,havinggaps
which neededattention. Owing to the lack of suitable
island sites and consideringthe logistic difficulty and
expenseof someof the candidateislands,only someof
these gaps could be filled.
During the first few yearsof TOGA the International

on Christmas

Island in 1985 and has been

operatednearlycontinuously
sinceApril 1986 [Gageet
el., 1994a].The VHF wind profilerobserveshorizontal
and vertical velocitiesin the altitude range 1.8-18 km.
ChristmasIsland is locatedjust north of the equator
ill J
I
I
1 •ouui
• 1 of H•waii, as •hown in Figu•e
Li,e T,•lmiu•
ure 5. The weather

on Christmas

Island

is influenced

by its location in the equatorial dry zoneassociatedwith
the cold tongue of equatorial waters extending from
the eastern Pacific across the central Pacific.

Substan-

tial rain occursat ChristmasIsland only during ENSO
warm

events when the trade wind circulation

relaxes

and the cold tongue disappears. Some rain occurs in
most years during March-May, when the Intertropical

Convergence
Zone(ITCZ) makesits closestapproachto
the equator. The wind profiler was placed at Christmas
island to determine the climatology of tropical wind
fields and to observethe natural variability of winds
over the central Pacific on the ENSO

timescale.

TOGA Project Office, with the assistanceof many
Wind-profiling radars observeweak backscatterfrom
countries, concentratedon setting up observingcapa- turbulent irregularities in the atmosphericradio refrac-
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tive index [see,e.g., Gageet al., 1990]. Wind veloc- al., 1992]and integratedwith a balloonsounding
sysity is inferred from the Doppler shift of the backscattered power in the direction of the radar beam. Most
wind profilers operate with several fixed beams. Vertically directed beams are utilized for the measurement

tem and a suite of surface instruments to create an in-

tegratedsoundingsystem(ISS), whichformeda major
part of the upper air soundingsystemused for TOGA

COARE [Websterand Lukas,1992; Parsons,1994].

of verticalmotions.Obliquebeams(typicallydirected ISSswereoperatedfor COARE on Kaviengand Manus
15ø off-zenithin orthogonalverticalplanes)are utilized Islands in Papua New Guinea, on Kapingamarangiin
for the measurementof horizontalmotions,sinceverti- the Federated States of Micronesia,and on the Island
cal motions are typically very small. In routine oper- Republicof Nauru in the central Pacific. Intercomparation, orthogonalwind componentsare sampledevery isonsof UHF profiler wind and temperature measurefew minutes and processedto yield a consensusmean ments with balloon soundingsat ISS sites show very
hourly wind. Typical precisionexpected for individ- goodagreementduringCOARE Riddleet al., 1996].
ual wind profiler measurementsof horizontal velocities
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Pohnpei, Federated States of Micronesia;Biak, Indonesia; and Piura, Peru.
Island-based profilers are subject to local influences
that may affect their ability to measure representative
samplesof the large-scalewind field. The magnitude of
the local effects generally can be expected to decrease
with height and depend on the location of the profiler
and the size and topography of the island. For example,
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Island, which is very fiat. Additional researchis needed
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de l'Enseignement Sup•rieur, and the Institut Fran•;aisde
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In order to observethe winds in the tropical lowertro- and Technology; in Taiwan, the National ScienceCouncil;
pospherethe Aeronomy Laboratory developedan UHF in Australia, the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
ResearchOrganization, the Royal Australian Navy, and the
boundary layer wind profiler to complementthe VHF Bureau of Meteorology; and organizations too numerousto
wind profiler [Ecklundet al., 1988, 1990]. The new list in many other countriesthat participated in the 10-year
UHF profiler operatesat 915 MHz and observeswinds TOGA program. This is PMEL contribution 1720.

in the lower troposphere up to 5-6 km with good vertical resolution. The 915-MHz profiler was installed at
Christmas Island in 1990. Together the two profilers
observethe entire tropical troposphere. UHF wind profilers are much more sensitiveto hydrometeorsthan are
VHF wind profilers; it is necessaryto account for the
fall speedof hydrometeorswith UHF profilersto obtain
accurate wind velocities when hydrometeors dominate
the radar returns. Since the UHF profilers are very
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